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ON ELECTROEXCITATION OF 0 + STATES IN NONSFHERICAL DEFORMED

EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI

Babich L.N., Tartakovaky V.K.

Taraa Shevchenko Kiev University, Kiev, Ukraine

Between nuclei states with equal spins and parity the

longatudinal Coulomb monopole transitions EO can take place [1,

2]. The monopole transitions in nuclei are caused by Coulomb

interaction between nuclei protons and external electromagnetic

field of atom shells electrons or charged particles which bombed

the nuclei. That is why the probability of Coulomb monopole

transitions depends on electric charge distribution in nuclei.

Thus, the EO-transition in nuclei investigations are very helpful

for nuclei structure study, and, particularly for the purpose to

determine the domain of application for different model pictures

of nuclei.

There is the unique possibility to study 0+-0+-transitions

and nuclear 0 + states with zero spins and positive parity in

process of scattering of electrons on even-even nuclei which is

accompanied by the excitation of 0 state. It must be

noticed that excited nuclei states 0 occupy some special place

in theoretical nuclear physics because its investigation involves

great mathematical difficulties. Different states 0+(with

different energy) of one nucleus can have different nature.

Moreover, even one state 0 can contains the motion of different

nature and first of all collective one. The theoretical

calculations of 0 + states and nuclear processes in which this

states take place, as a rule, very difficult but not take into

account all kinds of motions which characterized these states.For

example, such caleulaLions have been maken by means of method of

secondary quantisation where connection of oscillations in



nucleus with its rotations and interaction between quasiparticles

and phonemes have been not taken into account [2]. It have been

shown that nucleus energy in state 0 substantially depends on

value and kind of rasidual interactions. The behaviour of cross

sections of some nuclear processes where even-even nuclei take

part substantially depends on particular features of states

0 .The 0 state excitation processes cross sections which are

observed in many cases have great values and as a rule have bad

description within the bounds of traditional nuclear models. The

using of the last ones for calculations gives very small

values for cross sections compared to observed ones. That is why

to describe better above-mentioned experiments we have to

complicate the nuclear model [2]. Thus, the new additional

parameters are included and varied and so the clarity of physical

picture is lost.

In this work we try to describe the nuclear process of

electroexcitation with 0 -0 -transition in nonspherical deformed
no

nucleus (as we consider Si nucleus is) by means of simple

collective model [3,4] which is the some developed Davydov-Chaban

model [1,2]. The traditional Davydov-Chaban model make it

possible to describe nonspherical even-even nuclei

electroexcitation in transitions 0
+
— 2

+
 and 0

+
— 4

+
 [1,5], at

the same time the agreement with the experiment in the case of

transition 0
+
-0

+
is absent if this model is used [5].

The calculations of charge formfactor of transition as a

function of qR, where q is momentum transmited by electron, R is

the radius of spherical nucleus of equal volume have been maken.

The transition formfactor in general oase is equal:

F
 T

 -. (q) s < f| Ри.РД.Ф.Ф.Ф) |i > ,
n
i

Z
i 4

where |i>= |п.1.*С >; |f>s|n.I.X.> - are collective wave functions

of initial and final nucleus states, F is the formfactor of
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charge distribution in nucleus, P is the parameter of nucleus

deformation. 7 is the parameter of one's nonaxiality and Ф.Ф.Ф

are the Euler's angles. Integration have been maken over Р.Ф.'в.ф

and parameter 7 have been fixed. The electroexcitation cross

section 0(8), where d is the angle of electron scattering is

related to transition formfactor via O
f4
=О

М
)F|

2
. where °

м
(в) ie

the Hott cross section. The oscillative quantum number n.spin I

and additional quantum number t which numbers the rotary band, in

initial state of even-even nucleus are n.=0, I.=0, 1. = 1 and in

final state are n.=l, I-=0, t
f
=l.(The nucleus parity in both

cases is positive).Thus, the nucleus excitation have been related

to the first n=l ^-oscillations level.It have been supposed that

for nucleus Si such a level is the state 0 with the excitation

energy E*.=4.97KeV (which is observed).In the model under

consideration the nucleus excitation energy E _ л- is determined
n
f

J
f

 l
f

in general case by three quantum numbers n, • !*•% •

On Fig.l the results of calculations of I
F
QO1'

2 a s a

function of qR for some collective model parameters, and also

experimental data are presented [1,5].The curves 1-4 have been

calculated by means of the modified Davydov-Chaban model [3,4].

and the curve 5 presents the resulta of [5].The collective model

parameter values have been used are in Table. It is seen from Fie

that traditional model [1,2] use gives the small values (the

curve 5) according to experimental data. Moreover, the curve 5

maximums are shifted according to the experimental ones in the

direction of greater qR. The modified model [3,4] gives better

agreement of calculated formfactor and experimental one aa to the

value and position of maximums, but it is necessary to change

model parameter values. It is seen from Fig.l and Table that

hardness of nucleus
 2 8
Si is maybe greater (Ц<<1) than those which

supposed earlier because calculations with parameter values as in

[S] give too great values of the formfaotor in the new version of
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the raodel(the curve A).But agreement with experimental data is

not full. It is not surprising because from all kinds of motiona

in 0 states of nuclei only longatudinal (3-O3cillations have been

considered.

curve
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2

3

4

.02

.02
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. 2
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l.Akhiezer A.I., Sitenko A.G., Tartakovaky V.K. Nuclear
Electrodynamics.-(Kiev.Naukova Dumka,1989).,432.

2.Solovyov V.G. Theory of Complicated Nuclei.(И.-Nauka.1971).559.
3.Tartakovaky V.K. Sov.Nucl.Phya.50,335,(1989).
4.Babich L.N..Tartakovaky V.K. Preprint ITP-90-3IP,Kiev.(1990).
5.Tartakovaky V.K..Iaupov V.Yu.Veatnyk Kiev University. Physics.

28,Kiev.30,(1987).



II
Л FEASIBILITY STUDY 0Г NUCUJAR SUPERFLUORESCENCE

H.Ualkoandl. W.Kay
Institute for Defense Analyses

1801 N. Bcauregard Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22311-1772

and J. W. Neuberger
University of North Texas

Demon, Texas 76203

I. Introduction

Superfluorescence (SF) (Refs. 1-3) is an example of the spontaneous, cooperative
emission of coherent radiation by a collection of identical molecules, atoms or nuclei. Intense,
directed puises of duration much shorter than those due to non-cooperative spontaneous emission
(SE; or amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) pulses characterize the radiation. The emission
rime of о cooperative pulse is inversely proportional to the number of cooperating emitters, and is
therefore likely to be much shorter than the natural lifetime. Also, the peak intensity of the radiated
j-nlse is propomonal to the square of the number of cooperating emitters and therefore much larger
wan either the intensity of the incoherent SE, which is just proportional to the number of emitters,

or the intensity of ASE. Although ihe kinetics of stimulated y-radiation has been discussed in the

literature (Refs. 4, 5, 6), nuclear SF, which may be the most important process in a 7-ray laser
operation, has not been adequately treated.

SF has been observed for atoms and molecules (Kef. 2). Existing theoretical models (Ref.
'<) have successfully explained the observations. It has also been observed experimentally in
fiomio end molecular systems that as the dephasing rate between the emitters increases, the SF
juise shape changes into a characteristic ASE pulse shape: the peak shifts to longer rimes, the
pulse width increases and intensity becomes proportional to the number of emitters. However,
ihus fitr no one has reported an observation of nuclear SF, nor have the theoretical models used to
rnalyze the corresponding nuclear phenomena been adequate for predicting whether nuclear SF is
possible.

In this paper we present n theory of nuclear superfluorescence (SF) based on the Haakc-
kcibold model for the atomic case (Rcf. 7). Certain modifications of the model make it possible to
iukc into account sonic effects ihat иге more important in nuclear than in atomic SF; attenuation,
composing transitions, finite pumping times, and both homogeneous and inhomogcr ?ous line
broadening. Results ol some explicit calculations illustrate the influence of these effects on the
radiated pulse. An extension of this theory can be used to model ASE and the transition from SF
ic Aoli as a function of the dephasing rate (homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening). To
check the validity of our model we compared calculated pulse shapes with published experimental

tcsults obtained with KCUO'j (Kef. 8) in the SF and ASE regimes end the transition region. As a
final example, we apply the theory to a real nucleus, «°Co, created by thermal neutron irradiation
of S9Go, and show under what conditions nuclear SF is possible in this system.

i t Чю H'fflfcft'RwljQjd Mode) for Nuclear SuperflnoiBscencftt Verification and Prediction

Figure 1 displays the Налкс-Reibold model for SF, including some parameters that cannot
be neglected in the nuclear case. The diagram on the left shows the level scheme and the
transitions assumed in this paper. The Maxwell-BIoch equations on the right govern the relation
between the populations N4, N1, Nj of the three levels, the electric field E*. the collective
polarization R4, and the source term $*, all of which are functions of distance and time, The real
time and space coordinates are normalized to the superfluorescence time and cavity length,
respectively. The supeifluoicsccncc time is (riven by
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tsF = 8
where I is the cavity length, X is the wavelength of the emitted photon, x is the natural radiative
lifetime, and p is the inversion density of cooperating nuclei.

Plgurt 1. Th» Hitk»-R»lbold Model

In the equations t represents retarded time, the source term !;* (a stochastic quantity)
represents noise due to fluctuations of the vacuum, the properties of which Ref. 9 deriveK using a
quantum electrodynamic argument. The SF model, as indicated in Fig. 1, includes electromagnetic
attenuation, natural decay, competing transitions, homogeneous and inhomogencous line
broadening, pumping rate, and relaxation. The parameter'{is the effective pumping rate. Г is the
natural decay rate and Ц causes attenuation of the propagating electric field. Hie homogeneous tine
broadening mechanism differs from that of the inhomogeneous broadening. The quantity Г*,
which represents dephasing associated with homogeneous line broadening, simply odds to the
effect of the natural decay while the function g(t) takes into account inhomogeneous line
broadening. The form of g(t) depends on the statistical diuribuUon of frequencies o»j associated
with random dephasing factors contributed at a particular location by photons emitted at other
positions xj along the active region. If the distribution is Lorentzian, g(t) has die form

e(i)«tfoexp(-JV/2),

where gn is the coupling constant relating the electric field to the polarization.

Using a Monte Carlo procediue to simulate the stochastic source $*, numerical solutions of
the Мад wcll-Bloch equations in Fig. 1 demonstrate die influence of both die attenuation ц ami the
line broadening Г#ог Г*. InbomoganMM» broadening has a more drastic effect on the lint nhape
than homogeneous broadening for the same amount of broadening.

Reference 8, reporting on observations of combined SP and amplified spontaneous
emission (ASH) produced by a KCl:0"j atomic system, fives experimental curves «bowing the
effect of line broadening (dephasing) on the emitted pulses of both types. We performed
calculations based on the Haake-Reibold model to compare with the experimental results.
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Reasonable values were chosen for parameters thai could not be measured or otherwise
determined.

In the Hoake-Reibold (Fig. I) model the stochastic source term is proportional to the

pumping rate у and decays exponentially with the rate y. This source £ x generates SF pulses
agreeing with experimental results in the SF regime but not in the ASE regime. In the ASH regime
a stochastic source with у replaced by Г, the spontaneous lifetime of the excited state, provides
agreement with experiment. Alternatively an incoming pulse at the left end of the active region
with an amplitude decaying at the rate Г can be used to model ASli.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the theoretical calculations with the experimental data for
five different temperatures (Ref. 8). The result at 10K which we assumed to be due to pure SF

was used to determine the size of the active volume or cooperation number N and the SF time tsF.

The rest of the calculated results were obtained using N • 109. an inhomogeneous broadening of
400 times the natural line width and homogeneous broadening (b times the natural line width)
determined by the respective temperatures as shown in the figure.

In Figure 2 the experimental pulses shown are reproduced from Ref. 8. The solid curves

give the calculated results obtained with Xs* • 1.82 ps. The dashed curvet in Figure 8 (b) and (c)

represent calculated results with TSF * 2.0 ps.

ttot

flour* 2. Experimental «mi Tlwwatkwl %f en* AM putoa •!*•*• frwn

Calculations based on the Haakc«Rcibold model used to predict SP and ASH agree quite
well with the Ref. 8 results when reasonable values a n choten for parameters that could not be
measured or otherwise determined

Unfortunately, no one has vet reported • similar experiment involving nuclear rather than
atomic emissions. However, Ref. 10 fives a list of candidates to replace KChO'i in sucfc ait
f xperiment, one of which is «<Юо prepared in the excited isomerie «ate by thcnnal neutron
pumping of Ж?о.
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Aside from this pumping mechanism, other advantages of 6 0 Co are: (1) its lifetime, 906
sec, which would allow long pun.ping rimes for population inversion and therefore would involve
achievable thermal neutron fluxes; (2) the fact that its natural lifetime is, nevertheless, relatively
short ana thus its coupling with the electromagnetic field relatively strong; (3) its relatively good
Mosbaucr effect; and (4) its low losses due to such factors as internal conversion and electronic
attenuation.

Using characteristic parameters for 60Co and the thermal neutron cross-section for
preparing *(>Co from ^ C o we calculated the SF pulse intensity for different values of
inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadening and different thermal neutron fluxes. Assuming an
acicuiar shape for the active material we compared the SF intensity in an end fire mode with the
jiaiuifl! aci-d.v cuuijjuuciu along Uic uxi». We found ihai Ля a thermal neutron flux of 2.1 x 1O:7

c m ^ s c c 1 ihe purnp'ng rate у creates an SF photon emission rate in the direction of maximum
radiation i 00 times higher than that of the coexisting SE. This implies that a thermal neutron flux
can be used \o observe SF in the 58.6 keV transition of 6 0 Co, when both the in homogeneous
broadening clfcci is. small and the Borrmann effect which reduces the attenuation in certain
direction! in a crystal, is strong. Reactors providing such thermal neutron fluxes have been
designed and may become available (Rcf, 11, 12).

Ш. Cuii

'Ihc Haakc-Rcibold model for SF has been generalized to treat nuclear SF and ASH. A

comparison of theoretical results with experimental pulses obtained from KC!:0"?. gives good
agreement for Atomic SF, ASE and the transition region. This agreement with experiment justifies
some confidence ir. the model for predicting the conditions required for the occurrence of nuclear
SI'.

The suggested experiment with <°Co as a source of nuclear SF Appears to be feasible. "Hie
thermal neutron pumping flux required to prepare the isomcr in its inverted state is of the order of
101 7 neutrons env ssec- !, which is within reach of existing technology. Analyses similar to that
preserved in riiis paper applied to other candidates, perhaps involving other pumping methods, may
uncover even more promising nuclear SF sources.
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STRUCTURE OF THE G R O U N D STATE OF NUCLEUS U C
WITH 2p-SHELL

Bekbae, S.M., Ismatov E.I., Kim G., Khugaev A.V.

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Uzbek Academy of Sciences
Uhgkk, Tashkent, lOHSt, Uzbekistan

The mclear wave functions of the Л = 13 ground slate isodoobkt ffitein are analysed with taking into
«count 2p she-IE to lit electromagnetic and weak data. The expression* (or the magnetic raomeati, log/» fot
^-decaj and elastic form factors of electron scattering on "C are derired. A reaionabic Cl with tbe experimental
data is obtained, particular? for tbe transTene form factor» in the momentum transfer region, q > 2fm~'.

The simple shell model (within the lp shell) for nuclei with A = 13 are failed for the descrip-
tion a series of experimental data. The studies of the process l3C(e,e)ltC(g.s.) for the momen-
tum transfer above q ~ 2/m-'[l, 2], the reactions "<?(->, jr)"JV(g.e.) and " С ( т + , *°)мЛГ(д.«.)
have revealed discrepancies among the different theoretical calculations and data. Therefore
it is necessary go out from witliiu the lp-shell aud take account the higher order shell-model
components in the ground state.

In the present work the role of the 2p-components in the nuclear wave functions of the A=13
ground state has been evaluated. For this aim the ordinary configuration space (li^lp)"*""4

are extended the addition (le)4(lp)^~4'~'(2|>)' configurations. In this model the ware function
may be written by

where в; - configuration mixing coefficients, determining weight of state with given value* orbital
- L, spin - S and isospin - T momenta in scheme of Younge [A] for complete wave function of 9
nucleons in the lp-shell, at,- is the weight of state with the value Li, [Aij for 8 nucleons in the
lp-shell and with value L,S,T and [Л] for all of the 9 nucleons, one of them belong to 2p-shell.
For this coefficients condition of the normalization are £ ( /? ' + E; e ? = 1- With these wave
functions we will endeavor to account for a number of experimental data. The expressions for
the magnetic moments of nuclei '*€, 1SN, log ft for /?-decay l*N -»'* С and elastic form factors
(longitudinal and transverse) of electron scattering ou the nuclear U C was obtained by using
the technique of genealogy coefficients [4]. The detailed deriving of this expression» are given
in our work [5].

In the present paper the harmonic oscillator single-particle wave functions are taken. In
this case the expressions reduces to the simple forms. So for the magnetic moment we have:

his

1
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for A-decay ".V -»'»<7 :

+(1.26)» | Ы„ Г

Mr - £ у '~2 {

in this expressions: {J* 'Д 'Д} - 6j sj-mbo], (J,(p*) 'S the proton(neutron) magnetic moment,

*0>)i,,OrM','1 *&»«,.(*«..' ' t h e • ) r o t o U l -Y"iHiMipl«^« - ^ W * * * / • t h e n e u t r o n e P e c t r ° -
scopic amplitudes (5j, which dependend upon details of nuclear structure; J - the total angular

momentum transfer.
Tbe longitudinal form factor is given in the following forms:

' = 1 | 2 + ^

and the transverse form factor:

I fr|g) | J= f

where z - the nuclear charge, p - the nuclear dipole moment, Ms - the nucleon mass, у —
(6q/2)J, 6 - the oscillator size parameter;

. /2j + 1 v , ,
^«r» = у ~ 2 ~ л (if».(»»);,»;'Т»г» =

• the proton occupation numbers of the shell states (lp)j and (2p)j, respectively. By analogy

4(i»y = V ^̂ •• *̂ifW,(i»)i,*' 1{ir)i = V ^ "̂̂ r»»)iil*»li.<> " '^ в n e u t r o n occupation numbers.

For the coefficients o baj,a» were obtained rather complicated expression [5j, which depend
upon the proton and neutron spectroscopic amplitudes -^o'J)jf,(i,)^,i i -̂ (ipijf дэд'ь! an<^
• (̂'if)i,.(J>)>(.i ' fcu ~ e x P ( v M ) * ^ centre-of- mass factor. As the nucleon charge form

factor we used the results of the studies of V.V. Burov et al. (6]. In this work the nucleon
charge form factor was obtained in the framework of relativistic harmonic oscillator model
with taking into account a spin of quarks. And this charge form factor of nucleon with a
good precision may be approximated in the consider region 0 < ц < 3,5/m"1 by expression:
fst> = exp{-(0.517g/2)'}.

By using these expressions the data of the magnetic momenta of nuclei HC and l*N ,
the log ft of 0-decay from UN to uC, longitudinal and transverse form factors clastic electron
scattering were analysed and with the result that the configurations and their mixing coeftcients
were selected. The values of this coefficients are gives in table 1. The value t » 1.5683 fm was
used for oscillator parameter. Table 2 comparts the values of the fi("<7), pf'JV) «ad log/t



nbtained using these configuration mixing coemcieats and b, with the experimental values. In
table 3 the proton and neutron occupation numbers corresponding to the wave function* of

— . ^ ^ r -~ — _ — £ _ -Ш — _ _ _ . w _ ^ _ - — _ - щ — — -

table 3 the proton and neutron occupation uombm corresponding
tabl» 1.

Table 1
Value of the coefficient in the configuration

configuration

(!;>)'
(ip)*
[\pf
Up)'

« i ) M P
432)ИР
432
432
333

Up

«s

0
0.896
•0.342
-0.012
-0.073
0.075

configuration
(lp)444]S,(2p)'[l]P:[441]»P

(lp)(}422
(lp)*[W2
(lp)M431

5,(2р)!

Л(2р)»
D,(2p)'

1
1
1

P:
P:
P :

432
432
432

" P
Up
UD

-

a

0.252
0.065
0.020
-0.034

-

Table 2
Value of the magnetic
moments and log ft

Expt.
0.702
0.322
3.667

Theor.
0.683
-0.291
3.776

Table 3
Proton astd neutron
occapatioa nvmbers

State j

Is.lp

ap
2g

1/2
3/2

Ф

Protoe
2.7985
M968
0.00И
0.0005

Neutron
3.5091
1.4247
9.0013
9.0649

fit i. He fe«f*i«4wW Ft(q) %mi tnm$nne
'Ш fr*" f«t*r* M "C{t,t)"C{e.$.). Tkt
м М саги* • At eefc«JMw*« with tp-Atll, tkt
fate* cartcMc cafcafaMM */Ff(«) «ill If
ЛЛ fit /nrnftf- Я е мрсгмкяЫ iila »crt
Меи fnm (if (i«€ «IM ttfi. w /ir,f/ /.
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The calculated longitudinal Ff(q) and transverse F}{q) form (acton for '*C(e,*)"C(fl.*.)

are shown by solid curves in hg 1 along with the experimental data. The dashed curve in fig I
show the transverse form factor calculated with the wave functions with taking into account
lp-shell only from (2|. The comparison the solid and dashed curves for the transverse form
/acton are drmonstraded obviously tbe important role 2p-shel) particular? in the momentum
transfer region, q > 2/m~'. From table 2 and fig.l can be drawn a conclusion that a reasonable
agreement wuh the experimental data is obtained, nince the configuration» and their mixing
coefficients, the oscullator parameter b varied to find the best fit to all data simultaneosly.
It should be stressed that these calculation are preliminary. And the subsequent calculations
based on a more realistic Woods-Saxon wave functiuui (with taking into account a spin-orbital
coupling and Coulomb effects) are allowed to get a good description of the experimental data
and the reliable wave functions of tbe A = 13 ground state.

1. R.S. Hicks, J. Dubach and R.A. Lindgren et a l , Thys. Rev. СП, 339 (1982)
2. S.M. Bekbaev.G. Kim G..A.M. Mukhamedsanov and N.K. Timofeyuk,

Yad. Fit. ( 4 , 387 (1991 )(in Russian}

3. U.K. Singham, Nuel. Phys. A4««,597 (1986)
4. V.G. Neudatchin and Yu.F Smirnov, "Nucleon Clusters in Light Nuclei",

Moscow, Nauka (1968)
5. S.M. Bekbaev et al., Preprint P-2-590, Tashkent,(lns.Nucl.Phys., 1993)
6. V.V. Burov et al., JINR Rapid Communications, 4(55J-92Dubna.t992,p.22-30
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INTERMEDIATE; ENERGY PABMCLE INTERACTION WITH ATOMIC NUCLEI

Berezhnoy Yu.A.

Kharkiv State llaiveroity, 510077 Kharkiv, Ukraine

The diffraction aodel applied to describe the elastic and
inelastic scattering of fast protons on the CC-cluster nuclei
12C and 16O. We also stud
reaction on heavy nuclei.

С and 0. We also studied the inclusive deuteron-stripping

The Glauber-Siteafco multiple diffraction scattering the-
0x7 ' i s successfully used to describe the elastic and inelas-
t ic scattering of some hundred UeV protons on nuclei'. In the

12 16

case of the proton scattering on l ight CC and 0 nuclei one
can consider the projectile multiple scattering on the a-clusters
which make up these nuclei, but not on the individual nucleons.
We suppose that the proton scattering an a-cluster nuclei i s
the best example of applicability of the Glauber-Siteako theory
to hedron-aucleus scattering because oC-cluater spin i s equal to
zero and spin target effects are absent.

12 16
The simplest ct-particle model of С and 0 nuclei suppose

that these nuclei compose of a-particles fixed relative to each
other at the vertices of the equilateral triangle and tetrahed-

12 16
ron. A more real ist ic model for the С and 0 nuclei i s the

4-7ot-cluster model with dispersion . In this model ^-particles
can be displaced from their most probable equilibrium positions
at the vertices of the equilateral triangle or tetrahedron. I t
allows us to describe not only the Гош factors and differential
cross sections of protons and other particles elaetically sod
inelastieally scattered by carbon and oxygen nuclei, but the
elast ic and inelastic scattering polarisation observables of
intermediate energy protons on these nuclei as well,

Ve determinod the densities end the transition densities
of carbon and oxygen nuclei on the basis of ОС-cluster Model
with dispersion . We also constructed the simple parametrises
tion of the рн* amplitude which allowed us to approximate the
experimental data on the p-*Be elaatie scattering la the rang*
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of transferred momenta y<.3 fa . The p- С and p- 0 elast ic
scattering amplitudes v/ere constructed froa p-ot amplitudes by
aeane of the Glauber-SLtenko theory end the «.-cluster model
with dispersion.

This approach was applied to describe the elastic and inelas-
t ic scattering differential cross sections and polarisation obser-

12 16

vables of 400 and 800 MeV protons on С and 0 nuclei. The re-
sults of these calculations are in better agreement with the expe-
rimental data than those obtained on the basis of the Glauber-
Si tenko theory with the nucleon-nucleon aaplitudes. This dis-
tinction i s especially pronounced in the elastic spin-rotation
function where the calculated observables differ even qualita-
tively. Therefore, investigation of spin-rotation funotion can
give us valuable information on the nuclear structure.

The results obtained allow us to conclude that strong clus-
terization of the ^-cluster type takes place in the 12C and 0
nuclei. Taking account of this clusterization provides a descrip-
tion of the complete set of experimental data for the hadron

-12 16
elastic and inelastic scattering on С and 0 nuclei at inter-
ned! ate energies without f itting parameters. The success of the
<X-cluster model with dispersion can be explained by the fact that

12 16
the many-particle densities of the С and 0 nuclei take into
account the four-nucleon correlations and correlations between
the (%-cluaters. In addition, the p-oc amplitude, which ia an
elementary "brick" of the model, takes into account different
processes of many-body interaction of incident proton with nuc-
leons of the «.-cluster.

We also studied the intermediate energy inclusive deuteron-
stzdpping reaction. The diffraction theory of this reaction was
develope by Akhiezer sad Sitenko . In this model the cross sec-
tion of the stripping-reaction on the absolutely absorbing nuc-
leus with sharp boundary coincides with that in Sexber's opaque
model . However, the theories ' do not take account of the nuc-
lear surface diffuseness and the integrated cross sections cal-
culated in fiefs. 8, 9 at* too email in comparison with •jq>wt-
mentai ones.

On the basis of Akhieser-Sitenko diffraction theory we oal-
culatsd the integrated and differential cross sections of the
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inclusive deuteron-stripping reaction taking account of the sur-

10face diffuseness . The D-wave admixture to the deuteron ground
state, Coulomb interaction and the neutron and proton isospins
were neglected* In this case the integrated etripping-reaction
cross section i s determined by the formula

where R and R. are the nuclear and deuteron radii, d i s the nuc-
lear surface diffuseneas size.

I t i s seen that ths integrated cross section of the inclu-
sive etripping-reaction contains two terms. The f irs t one coin-
cides with the Serber opaque-model cross section while the other
i s due to the f inite value of the nuclear surface diffusenesa and
makes the cross section Gs almost twice as high. This effect was
f irst noticed in Ref. 11. As i t i s shown in Ref. 10 the second
term in <5j i s related to Serber'a trnnsparent-model mechanism .
The differential cross section of this reaction has the similar
structure.

The intermediate energy stripping-reaction i s a peripheries!
process. I t can be assumed that in the outer spherical layer of
the nucleus with radius ~R and thickness <vd, where the nuclear
density i s small as compared to that in the nueltua center, the
main mechanism of the atripping-reaction i s the same as in Ber-
ber's transparent model. In the deeper spherical layer of radius
"R and thikneaa ~Rd, where the nuclear density la close to that
in the nuclear center, the main mechanism of the etrippiag-r*ac-
tion i s thesame as in the Sorter's opaque model. She contributions
of bcth stripping-reaction mechanisms to the oroaa section are
almost the same. As both spherical layera are situated in the
nuclear surface region and are close to each other, they generate
similar angular and energy distributions of the nucloons released
by stripping. We hare obtained good agreement between the calou-
lated and measured angular distribution» of neutrons end protons
x«leaaed in the 650 UeV deuteron-etrippine reaction with dif fe-
rent nuclei being the targets •
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NON-EXPONENTIAL EFPECTS OF FAST
NEUTRONS TRANSMISSION

Bezshiyko O.A., Degtyarev A.P., Mlchnitskly I.B., Prokopeta G.A.

Kiev university. 252022 Kiev-22 GSP Glushkova etr. 2,
nuclear physics laboratory.

Effects of non-exponential transmission 14.6 Kev neutrons
have been studied by using tlme-of-flight techniques for Bl
nuclei. The causes of possible excursion, statistical and
systematical errors were discussed.

Resonanse self-shadowing is known to be a useful tool for
studying the resonanse cross-section In low-energy region (11.
Previous our measuremente (21 were carried on for samples of C, S,
Fe, W, Bl average cross-eeotlon <а*>д£ and dispersion of which
were obtainea. The result of measurement for Bl pointed to the
poslbllity of noticeable deflection from exponential.

The further research was continued only for Bl. The method
was Improved by nn increase of neutron spectrometer aperture for
angular else of samples and detector not more then 1° on
flight base * 7m. The effect of over-scattering In our method
Increased transmission by * 4«lO~4for filter and * 8*lO~4for
sample.

Eveir series of the measurement, provided by a fully
automatical system, consisted of Blx oyolea. The transmission of
sample, sample with filter and filter was measured In a cycle, the
Intensity of neutron bean was measured between them. Tleie
Intervals for measurement of the correspondent intensities were
obtained from the condition of the equalaty of statistical errors
of all measured Intensities.

The total quantity of the aeries waa obtained by reaching the
statistical errors not more than 0.3». Brary measurement oonalated
of 10+20 five minute aarlea. ТЬяеэ meaaurementa were carried out
16*20 time* to reach the total atatlatloal errors of * 1* and
ohaok up for possible random systematical errora.

Tho measurements with average value deflection того than 4.
standard deviation ware not oonaldared. The aumber of tbfcae
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measurements did not surpass 2+3.
The succession of measurements chosen In such a way let us

oontrol stability of the neutron source and electronic equipment,
check up the precision of the placing of filter and sample by the
magnitude of transmission through the sample.

The possibility of the filter displacement let us diminish
systematical errors that could appear if the filter was stable.

According to our preliminary evaluations the maximum effect
could be expected if the thickness of the filter and of the sample
were equal. That was the reason to choose the thickness 12.2 sm
and 12.4 sm. Further research showed that relative systematical
errors could reach 1* In tha peak definition of area for variable
background due to the different lengthes of the absorbers (sample
or sample and filter) in tlme-of-flight method with accompanying
particles.

We carried out the check-up of this fact for the sample of a
lesser length (3.5 am). The measurement showed non-exponential
value of transmission for Б1 to be not more than 1*-T*s 0.005
where T"- transmission of sample, T"- transmission of sample after
filter ( T

e
= 0.583 t 0.003 ).

Our plans are not only to repet the experiment a few times for
the control of long-time stability of the obtained results but to
use the other element of a filter witch has properties near to Bl,
for example Pb or V.

1. М.Б.Федоров, Н.Т.Скляр, В.Д.Оиаденко, Т.И.Яковенко,
Г.А.Сметмин.кн. Нейтронная фишка, т.З, М.

(
 1988. Материалы

I Мевдународао* жмфврвнцш по нейтронное фнзясв. Имен. 14-18
сентября 1987 г.,стр. 199.

2. О.А.Бвэшйко, О.П.Дегтярьов, 1.Б.М1хнкцышк. Г.О.Прокопець.
У М , * 9, Т.37, о. I3I4-I3I9. 1992 р.
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THE COUPLING OP CLUSTER AND QUADRUPOLE CHANNELS IN

 2 0
Ne

AND ITS INFLUENCE ON THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM STRUCTURE.

A. V. Bystrenko, I. P. Okhrlmenko.

Bogolyubov Institute Tor Theoretical Physics
252U3 Kiev-143, Ukraine

Abstract: The Interaction between cluster and quadrupole
channels In

 го
Не nucleus Is examined basing on the consistent

microscopic approach. The properties of continuous spectrum
(discrete and resonance states, a-

16
0 phase shifts, E2-

transltlons probabilities, the giant quadrupole resonance, etc.)
are considered.

The structure of continuous spectrum of
 го
Ие nucleus appears

still far from being completely clear. On the one hand, the micro-
scopic approaches taking into account only cluster channels of
20
Se make It possible to explain the exlstance of rotational and
Coulomb resonances in continuous spectrum and to describe suffi-
ciently well their positions and widths U-3J. Still, they cannot
clarify the presence of many rotational bands in continuous spect-
rum and the energy distribution of E2-transitions probabilities
between the states of

 so
Me. In particular, the so-called giant

quadrupole resonance (GQR) observed In energy region 1 0 - 3 0 MeV
[4] remains beyond the theoretical explanation. On the other hand,
the collective microscopic approaches making allowance for only
the quadrupole channels of

 S0
Ne which describe comparatively well

the behaviour of E2-transitions probabilities [51, give no way to
explain the exlstance of continuous spectrum Itself: In the energy
range under consideration (up to 30 MeV) the collective channels
are closed. Specifically, the widths of quadrupole excitations
appear inexplicable. Moreover, the general question arises as to
whether the discrete states obtained in the elngle quadrupole
channel approach remain In continuous spectrum of

 S0
Ne as resonan-

ces, or they dissolve, when the cluster channel cones Into play.

The above discussion shows the significance of the interac-
tion between cluster and quadrupole channels of

 го
Ве In the con-

text of Its influence on the continuous spectrum structure. It
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sh uld be noted, that the problem at liand was considered In Ref
Г6], wherein the collective Sp(6,R) basis was coupled to the
cluster one. However, a very small number of the cluster basis
functions employed (up to 6) casts some doubts on the correctness
or such treatment. As Is evidenced by our calculations, to des-
cribe the continuous spectrum sufficiently well no less than 20
cluster functions must be involved. To solve the problem we use In
the present work the algebraic version or the resonating group
method IY-91, which allows to construct consistently the conti-
nuous spectrum states at the arbitrary energy values. It enables
us to obtain the phase shifts for a-

l6
0 scattering and to estimate

the nuclear widths of quadrupole resonances. Besides, this method
provides for the first time a way to calculate lmmedlatly the
E2-transitions probabilities to the arbitrary given energy range
of continuous spectrum instead of its approximation by discrete
stateJ (as it was possible in the collective models).

In the numerical calculations were Investigated the bound
state spectrum of the nucleus

 20
Ne, the phase shifts and the

cross-sections for a~
16
0 scattering, the spectrum and widths of

resonances in the energy range up to 30 MeV above the <x+'
6
0 thres-

hold. The even parity states I" = 0
+
, 2

f
, 4

+
, 6

+
, 8* only were

considered since the coupling of channels in the odd parity states
(due to a chosen basis) is absent. Also, we examined the E2-
transltlons probabilities between the discrete and contninuous
spectrum states and the correspondent energy weighted sum rules.

As the M-forces were used various semi-realistic nucleon-
nucleon interactions (Vblkov's [101, Brink-Booker's [11] and
Tanh's C12] potentials).

She calculations have shown the fundamental possibility to
describe basing on the proposed coupled channel approach such
properties of

 20
Ne as the spectrum of discrete states and resonan-

ces, the giant quadrupole resonance, mean square radius, binding
energy etc. Some of the results are illustrated In the Table.
However, our attempts to cover all these phenomena colncldentally
(l. e. to find appropriate iW-forces, oscillator radius and other
parameters of the problem) have not met with succes. For lnstnan-
ce, the use of VolKov's potential provides a possibility to des-
cribe relatively well the discrete and resonance spectra, but
falls in quantitative description of GQR. On the contrary, the
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State

0*

A
4

6J
8
1

Qt,
2
f

4
2»
4*

0
+

\

Cluster
mode

S(E
rea
)

-3.16

-2.34

-0.58

6.73

10.45

2.39

3.01

4.41

-

-

-
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

G.MeV

-
-
-
2.50

2.64

0.89

1.27

1.82

-

-

-
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Collective
mode

R(E
res>

-3.17

-2.20

0.23

2.13

4.11

-

-

-

8.08

8.70

10.09

12.00

14.12

18.18

18.67

19.78

21.38

23.33

G.MeV

-
-
-
-
-

-
- •
-

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-

ClUSt.+ Coll.

modes

-4.71

-3.63

-1.41

6.55

10.29

1.99

2.63

4.13

11.69

12.03

12.91

14.41

16.5b

20.63

20.95

21.77

23.11

24.87

G.MeV

-
-
-

1.90

2.23

0.21

0.47

1.05

1.80

1.51

1.15

0.96

1.29

2.92

2.50

1.91

1.45

1.30

Experiment [13]

Д. Г J!/ j

-4.73

-3.10

-0.48

4.05

7.22

1.99

2.69

5.28

G.KeV

-
-
-

< 3

0.035

15±7

8

155*30

Table 1. Bound state energies and positions and widths of
resonances toT^°Ne (relative to the threshold a+

16
0). Level

positions are given In MeV. The /W-potentlal used Is V2 ito],
Majorann's parameter m = 0.627, oscillator radius r =2.38 Pm.

potential M1] which makes it possible to explain the GQR, result
In spreading out of the barrier resonances. We can cite two
credible reasons for this:

t) the absence of potentials adequate to the problem;
2) the use of the common oscillator radius for both clusters,

which makes the description of their sizes difficult.
Let us present now the main inferences following from our

analysis.
1. The allowance for the quadrupole channel In the study or

the a-cluster structure of
 го
Не gives rise to the additional even

rotational bands of quadrupole resonances arranged above 10 MeV.
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It should be emphasized, that this conclusion Is arrived at In a
consistent microscopic approach and does not depend on W-forees
used.

2. The approximation of the continuous spectrum by the dis-
crete states with positive energies was proved to be too rough for
description of E2-transitlons probabilities. The consistent treat-
ment based on the algebraic version ol RGM elicits the essential
changes.

3. The Interaction between cluster and quadrupole channels of
20
Ue produces a peculiar kind of competition between the barrier

and quadrupole resonances and leads to the re-distribution of
E2-transltlons probabilities t„tween the correspondent energy
regions of continuous spectrum.

4. Note the emerged for the first time possibility to esti-
mate the nuclear widths of quadrupole excitations of

 го
Не and to

compute the E2-transltlons probabilities to the arbitrary given
energy range of continuous spectrum.

In conclusion the authors express their gratitude to Pilippov
G.F. and Vasylevsky V.S. for constant Interest In the work and
valuable discussion.
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THE APPLICATION OF HYPERSPHERICAL FUNCTIONS METHOD TO
THE THREE-QUARK PROBLEM
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, V.Lengyel
L.Szaniszlo

P.Petrecky

* - Safarik university, 04154 Kosice-Presov, Slovakia
** - State university, 294000 Uzhgorod, Ukraine

In a. model which is considered to be a naive guark poten-
tial model, the quark interaction can be accounted for by an
approximate potential.

The fundamental feature of such a potential is the one-
gluon exchange at short distances, where the potential is ap-
proximately given by expression a/r and the confinement at
large distances which can be expressed by the tern of r type
which reflects the experimental fact of nonexistenoe of free
quarks and contains information about many-gluon interaction.

Different variants of g are considered in a current litera-
ture (see e.g. tl-4]).It is interesting to study which type of
confinement (g) should be actually preferred.

In the following we shall restrict ourselves to hadrons
which consist of ligthest quarks u and d. For the solution of
quasi-relativistic Shroedinger equation the hyperspherical coor-
dinates method was used.

The results of numerical calculations of masses of radial
and angular excitations of baryons with spin 3/2 and isospin
1=3/2 are given in table 1 (in this table N chracterizes radial
excitations).The following values of parameters vere used in
caculations: a=0,39; m =m =0,33 GeV; V =-1,54 GeV,A=0,461 GeV
for g=2/3; V =-1,32 GeV, A=l/2,34 GeV for g=l and V =-0,6 GeV,
A=0,014 GeV for g=2. These parameters give the least chi-
squarefor a chosen type of confinement both for mesons and bari-
ons [5,6].

Table 1. Barion count, 0 -trajectory (MeV)

N
M

0

M

1

n/L

2/3
1
2

2/3
1
2

(3/2)
1232

1232
1232
1232

1920
1810
1790
1822

<7/2)
1950

1920
19?0
1680

2390
2360
2410
2440

<U/2>
2420

2450
2480
2460

(15/2)
2950

2900
2970
3050

(19/2)
3220

3290
3360
3587

(27/2)
3860

3960
4180

2/3 2215
1 2270
2 2387

о <2/3>=l,40
с (l)=2,03
о <2)=7,65
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The calculations show that all three variants of confine-
ment give rather good description of the mass-spectrum of light
baryons, though the Fabre's potential [4] as well as linear
potential [1] show the smallest с (see table l).The data con-
cerning spin splitting are also obtained.

It is interesting to note thatorbital excitations,including
the Roper resonanse can be explained within 10% accuracy by way
of accouting the spin-spin interactions.

Surely to obtain more reliable and more precise results the
LS-coupling as well as tensor forces have to be acounted for.
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QUASIBOUND STATES IN THE YUKAWA

MODEL

Darewych J.W.*',Polozov A.D..Sitenko A.G.

Institute for Theoretical Physios,Kiev,Ukraine

York University,Toronto,Canada

The variational method,within the Hamiltonian formalism

of quantum field theory,is used to describe a relativiatic

fermion-antifermion quasi-bound state in the Yukawa model,in

which the fermions interact with the scalar field.

The Hamiltonian density for the Yukawa model is given by

where

is the free fermion Hamiltonian,and

is the scalar boson Hamiltonian,while

defines the interaction between the fields.In the case of free

fields(g* A =0) we make the usual Fourier decomposition

Vtf>

where £ L G p s m >гиг
 , U end V are the usual Dirao spinors.but

nirmalized Buch that

Commutator and anticommutator relations are
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while all other vanish.

For a system in which Ш form a temporarily bound state,

which йесауз into two pious,we consider the variational ansatz

where "pj + ~o
z
 +"p̂ * 0 in the rest frame and I 0> is our trial

vacuum state. Che functions P^ ,G
S6
 ,B are variational coeffici-

ents determined by

v/here, since vie are not interested in the vacuum energy,we normal

order the Hamiltonian.

The variational principle (10) gives

(12)

(13)
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where

The approximate decoupling scheme, offered in £
allows to obtain an explicit expression for G4)Si in terms of Pss

and A.The substitution of the obtained expression in (11) and
(13) gives a set of two equations,coupling the N-K channel to
the ТГ -1Г channel.In solving these coupled equations the

quasi-bound H-N states will appear as resonances in the fT ~7f

scattering cross-section*

For the specific J^
c
states of the system we take

v/here qt=lq"|,and Г is an appropriate matrix (e.g. P = /
y
 for

0"
+
 (

1
S

Q
j state and Г^У* for the 1 (^S^state,etc.).

Performing the angular integration,we obtain the set of coupled

radial equations,the kernels of which for various states are

evaluated in f 1 J •

LDarewych J.W.,Polozov A.D. ,Sitenko A.G.Preprint ITP-93U

(to be published).
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DIFFRACTION FRAGMENTATION OF EXOTIC

NEUTRON-HALO NUCLEI

M.V.Evlanov, A.M.Sokolov

Institute for Nuolear Research, Academy of Soienoes
of Ukraine, 252028 Kiev, Ukraine

On the basis of diffraction theory, extended to the оаве of ra-

dioaotive neutron-rioh weakly-bound ion interaction with oomplex

nuolei, the fragmentation process of exotio neutron- halo ions

Li, Be, and Be in both the Coulomb and nuolear fields of

atomio nuolei at intermediate and high energies is investigated.

P-'oently, great interest has been shown in the studies of the

fragmentation processes of the radioactive neutron-rioh ions during

the interaction with nuclei at energies from tens to hundreds of

MeV per nucleon. The reason for this investigation is that it enab-

les one to obtain valuable information about mechanisms of nuclear

processes and the structure of exotio nuolei.

In the present paper the diffraction approaoh developed in [1]

is applied to study integral characteristics of the ( L i , Li),

( Be, Be), and ( Be, Be) reactions for a wide range of pro-

jeotile energies and nuolear targets, the experimental data for

whioh are presently available [2-6]. Supposing that Li, Be, and
\ A. Q

Be oonsist of two clusters, one of which is charged (Li +

2n, Be + n, and Be + 2n, respectively), we performed the oalou-

lations of the following integral oharaoteristios: the nuolear Oy

and the Coulomb O Q dissociation oross seotions, the Coulomb- nuo-

lear interference Оэдд , the stripping oross section Og , and

the sum o™ = o™ + On + Отит + Og. The ground etate wave functions

of weakly-bound projectiles were chosen in the forms: <rcf(r)=

("JCRM) * exp(-r /2R« ), where R
w
 is the parameter oharaoterizing

the projectile size, and <rcr (r) • (a/2%)
wc
-- exp(-<xr)/r, where a

= (гце/h ) , (i is the reduoed mass, 6 is the binding energy.

The results of computation together with the experimental data

are shown in tables 1-4 ( in mb). As oan be seen from tables 1-4,

dissociation and. stripping of neutron- halo projectiles in the

nuolear field give the main contribution to the fragmentation cross
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*Li) at E=29MeV/A (R
N
 =3-1 fm [2])

Nucleus

y
Be

5 8
Ni

1 9 7
Au

Table 2.

Nucleus •

2 7
A1

Table 3.

Nucleus -

У
Ве

5 8
Ni

a
N

186

263

351

A(
1 1

°N
197

229

A(
1 4

°N

203

286

379

a
s

277

397

527

Be,
1 C

°S
264

307

Be,
1 2

°S

290

410

539

Theory

°G
22

807

4016

°INT
-0.6

-23

-289

'ве) at E=33MeV/A

Theory

°C
12

56

°INT
-0.7

- 3

Be) at E=30MeV/A

Theory

a
C

12

327

1356

°INT

- 30

-189 i

Op

484

1444

4605

(R

Op

472

589

(R
N

Op

504

993

2085

Exp.U]

Op

47O±1OO

1300+400

5OOO±8OO

N
 =2.8 fm [2])

Exp.[6]

Op

65ОГ1Г

=3-11 fm [2])

ЕхрЛ53

Op

44O±1OO

1000+300

2100+600

Table 4. A(
11
Li,

9
Li) at E=0.8GeV/A (6 =O.33MeV [4])

Nucleus

1 2
0

?.08
pb

Op

101

177

242

°S
105

216

302

Theory

°C
6.1

157

918

0

-0

-4

-37

INT
.2

.2

.1

°F
212

542

1425

ЕхрЛЗЗ

Op

220+.10

53O±6O

13Ю±13О

весtion Op in the ease of light targets, while for heavy targets

the Coulomb diooooiation is dominant. Note that for inoident beam

energy of O.B GoV/A the eleotromFignetio diseooiation оговв section

proved to be ooneiderably leus than for medium energies. Tables

show that. Mit-i ua1mcl.4l.eil ocoss sections are in a good agreement

with 1пя me.'
:
if4ii*et< огив that онп be considered ae a direot evidenoe
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'Be {uU.'Li(2n)) 'Be
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•
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в.4
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I
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Be energy (MeV)

Fig.1. Ooinoident
 9
Li(a),

1O
Be(b),

and
 c

Be(o) speotra from 29 MeV/A
1 1
Li, 33MeV/A

 1 1
Be, and 30ICeV/A

Be fragmentation, respectively,

at Q
t
 =Qj = 0° (1 = 2n,n,and 2n;

2=
9
Li,

1O
Be,and

 1 2
B e ) . The solid

ourvee are oaloulated into aooo-

unt both the Coulomb and nuclear

interactions, the dashed ourvee

inolude the Coulomb interaction

only.

for the diffraction meohanism of very neutron-rioh ion fragmentati-

on and for the pronounced olueter etruoture of these exotio nuolei.

For the purpose of detailed studies of exotio ion etruoture we

propose to carry out the kinematioally complete experiments on

measuring of the dissociation of the Li, Be, and Be neutron-

halo nuolei into 'Li + (2n), °Be + n, and Be + (2n) systems,

respectively, when outgoing fragments are detected in coincidence

at 0° .

Ae an illustration, we show in fig. 1 the Li, Be, and Be

-energy spectra from corresponding reaotions at medium energies on

different targets oaloulated in the framework of the diffraction

theory [7,8] in the oaee of both the Couloir' and nuclear diseooia-

tion. It ie shown that the Coulomb dieeooiation dominates ovor tho

nuclear one at 9 « 0° . Ao our calculations ehow, at theee angle»
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the most distinctive double-peaked structures of the correlative

epeotra are expected to appear in the experiments. The orose sec-

tions have a sharp minimum at Ej % (mj /m)E (E,m and Ej.mj are the

energies and masses of inoident and outgoing particles, respeoti-

vely), where the relative energy of two outgoing fragments is very

. small and the transfer momentum is close to its minimal value.

Assuming the cluster-type structure for Li, Be, and Be,

the ground state of these weakly-bound nuclei was described by the
? 3/4 2 2

Gaussian wave function ф
о
(г) = (1CR« ) exp(-r /2Rjj ), where the

parameter R» is supposed to be equal : 3.1 fm, 2.8 fm, 3.1 fm 121

for Li, Be, and Be, respectively.

The calculation of the speotra at 0° revealed their high (in

comparison to the inolusive orose sections) sensitivity to the

cluster structure of Li, Be, and Be. The coincidence сговв

sections are large and they change eignifioantly as to absolute

value depending on the variation of the parameter RJJ. At the same

time, the double- peaked structure of the speotra remains unchan-

ged. The sensitivity thus established is important for the precise

determination of R™ from the comparison of theoretioal spectra

with experimental опев. The essential dependence of correlative

speotra on the projectile binding energy and on the form of inte-

raction potential between clusters is also demonstrated. Therefore

the realization of the proposed exclusive experiments gives a good

possibility to obtain new, more detailed and unambiguous informati-

on about both the oharaoter and the degree of Li, Be, and чЗе

olasterization and the role of different mechanisms whioh are ree-

poneible for the fragmentation of these exotic nuclei.
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ON CALCULATION OP THE CKOSS SECTIONS ENERGY DEPENDENCE

AND THE SPECTRAL JISTRIBUTIONS FOR (п.хщ) REACTIONS

IN THE NBUTKON ENERGY REGION 12-21 MeV

Bzhov S.N., Maximenko G.V.,Prokopets G.A.

Kiev university, Glushkov pr.,2, build. 11, Kiev, 252022,Ukraine

Abstract: Thr quasl-continuoua t spectrum, yield crose section

for v rays, tho excitation function of the
56
Fe(n,2n) reaction

and second«ry neutron spectra have been calculated by using

statistical model with account of preequilibrium processes

(code STAPRE-H). Dependencies on the preequilibrium

contribution, level density and у-ray strength function models

have been investigated.

The problem of the controlled thermonuclear fusion and the

application of the fast neutrons fluxes in the activation analysis,

the radiative therapy and so on, require the detailed Information

about of tho energy dependence of the cross sections and moreover

about spectral distributions of the fast neutron induced reaction

products up to 30 MeV. The appropriate experimental information

for energy region E л 14 MeV is scarce. This deficiency can bo eli-

minated making use of the evaluation procedure for corresponding

characteristics based on the modern theoretical models of the nuc-

lear reactions.

Therefore the main purpose of this work consists in verifica-

tion and improvement of tho procedure for the evaluation of the

excitation functions and the spectral distributions of the products

from the threshold reactions on middle weight nuclei induced by the

fast neutrons. The numerical calculations were performed with a

famous STAPRB-H code and were carried out for
 66
Po(n,2ny) reaction.

The program realized the variant of the statistical approach to the

nuclear reaction mechanism taking into account the equilibrium ao

well as nonequllibrium processes. It is known that just statistical

approach is fruitful whon one need calculate tho energy averaged

cross sections it is takes place for fast neutron induced reacti-

ons.

Slnc'3 this approach has a number of a model parameters then we
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are in noed of curtain strategy relatively of the choice of the

appropriate atatiatical model and corresponding parameters. To rea-

trict the domain of allowed parameter values we used the experimen-

tal information in whole aspects.

The equilibrium reaction atage таа described in a routine way

the frame of Uauser-Feahbach formalism with Moldauer's width fluc-

tuation correction. The necessary transmission coefficiente for

this nuclei mass region were obtained in the optical model [1].

Then the nuclear level density p (B,J,n) must be checked. It was
О

found by the compariaon of experimunlal and calculated neutron emi-

ssion spectra trying varioua functional dependencies. Thia choice

of the proper level density model lias been determined by the compa-

rison with experimental data whttn have been uniquely taken close to

the down border of the projectile neutron energy region under in-

vestigation where the contribution of the preequilibrium mechanism

is expected to be small enough.

The smallest discrepancies with the experimental spectra [31

found when one use in calculations l>llg model [2]. The nonequilib-

riura reaction mechanism was then taken into account.The various

versions of the precompound emission were tried. The beat agreement

of the theoretical predictions and the experimental data for the

secondary neutron spectra from
 56
Pe(n,xn) reactions at В -14 MeV

was achieved for the variant of the exciton model from Г33 with the

mean value of squared matrix element for effective interaction from

[4J.

The next important stage is connected with the information

about the multipole у strength functions and the spin distribution

under the high excitations- The analysis of the у emission spectra

was carried for this purpose. The energy dependence of the radiati-

ve strength function /J
t
<e) for B1-radiation in the calculation waa

described with Brink-Axel collective model for giant dipole resona-

nce 15]. Some results of such calculations are presented on Fig. 1

where spectra of the instantaneous 7 radiation are shown that Is

accompanying of the (n*xn) reaction in the energy region from 1.5

to 16 UeV for incident neutron energy 14*6 UeV (one can believe

that spectrum it quasi-continuous In this region). For more correct

determination of the normalizing factor we used the average total

radiative widths what were extracted from data on the alow neutron

radiative capture by the corresponding nuclidee. The etrength func-
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for Ml, B2,...,M3 transitions in above mentioned calculations

were obtained in Weisskopf model and normalized to f (e). The cur-

ves 1, 2 on Pig.1 describe the calculation results likely that cur-

ves 3* 4 but for increasing on 30* of E2-radiation contribution of

for
 s e

Pe.

Pig. 1. Spectrum of 7 rays from
S6
Pe(n,2n) reaction at В =14.6

П

UeV. Curves 1 and 2 show the

influence of the E1 strength

function normalizing factor

uncertainty on the calculated 7

spectrum:1 - normalising factor

was estimated from slow neutron

radiative capture jr-width for
6
V e nucleus <Г>»1.6 eV; 2

the same but for
 e r

Pe nucleus

<Г>-2.8 eV; 3 and 4 are the

analogous of the curves 1 and

2. but the contribution of Б2 radiation was increased up to 30%;

histograms describe the experimental data [6,7].

Pig. 2. The excitation function

of
 s6
Pe(n,2n) reaction. Curve 1

corresponds to taking into ac-

J5 -r , i
3
 count pre-equlllbrlum emission

"~~ ' in the exciton model; 2 - the

geometry-dependent gybrid mo-

del; 3 - the evaluated data

from JENDL-3; 4 - from CNDC,

the experimental data from [8*9].

13 15 17 1»
Neutron energy (M»V)

Then fixation In this way of used models type and appropriate

parameters that is based on the experimental data near low border

of energy region of Interest allows to calculate of the excitation

functions for the partial processes up to energy about 25 MeV. In

particular we have evaluated the energy dependence for the cross

section of
 e$
Pe(n,2n) reaction from the threshold up to 21 HeV and
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yield cross section for discrete 7 rays from (n,2n) processes. As

it may be seen from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 the calculations with the

chosen model parameters are in satisfactory agreement with existent

experimental data.

Fig. 3. Yield cross sections

for discrete 7 raye production

for e6Fe(n,2n) reaction at

£ =19-3 UeV. The experimental

data from [10].

1

с

10г»
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.S

This fact let us come to the conclusion that our evaluation

will be good enough for those energies where experimental data are

absent or unreliable. Stated above procedure of evaluation may be

recommended for application to any other nuclide.
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THE INTERPRETATION OP A NUCLEAR MODEL OF TWO AXIAL ROTATORS
BASED ON THE MICROSCOPICAL APPROACH

Plllppov G.P., Dotsenko I.S.

Institute for Theoretical Physics named after N.N.Bogolubov,
252 130, Klev-130, Ukraine

To Interpret collective lsovector M1 and.E2 excitations of
atomic nuclei a simple phenomenologlcal model of two axial
rotators (one Is the set of neutrons, another-the set of protons)
Is suggested 'эу Palumbo et al И-31. Unlike Palumbo, the authors
of this paper consider the two axial rotator model on the basis of
microscopic approach, which can be treated as generalization of
the known Elliot model SU

3
t4]. As It Is known, In the model SU

3

the nucleon configuration of open oscillator shells are classified
depending on their symmetry (\,ц). The isospln and Young scheme
SU

3
 of multlplet are fixed, hence, lsovector M1 and E2

transitions, accompanied by the lsospln change, must connect the
states of different multlplets and fall out of the SU

3
 model frame.

To oonslder the lsovector transitions from the main SU
3

multlplet, it Is necessary to extend the basis of the model. For
this purpose we have Introduced the new classification of nucleon
configurations, based on the SU

3
symnetry for the proton states

(\>'l*p)
 a n d t h e

 neutron states (A>
n
»l*

n
) separately. The set of

states, constructed 1л the above mentioned way, forms the direct
product SU

3
xSU

3
 basis of two groups. The further reduction to the

SU
3
 group brings to the situation when the wave functions will be

claaslflcated by the Irreducible representation {\,\i) of SU
3

symmetry of the system as a whole. Thus, at the considered
model, the states are Identified by the following set of quantum
numbers: (Х

п
,ц

п
);(*.

р
,ц

р
);(Х,ц) and KLM. To provide the axial

symmetry of neutron and proton systems, the values of quantum
numbers that characterize the subsystems* symmerty are selected in
•he following way:(*

n
,|A

n
)«(n

1t
0); (^.Цр^С^.О). If n^ng-n

then the couple of numbers (А.,ц) may take the values (2n,0);
(2n-2,t);...; (0,n). Further we determine these states by
|<\,ц)ЮН>, omitting the symbols <Ь

р
,ц

р
> and (*

П
.Ц

П
). The KLK

values are similar to quantum numbers of rigid nonaxlal rotator
states, where L Is angular momentum, К is it's projection on the
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elgen axis of the rotator, M Is the projection of the angular
momentum on the external axis. The quantum number K, generally
speaking, Is not the Integral of motion In the considered model,
and when constructing the model's wave functions, the summation
is made over K. It Is obvious that the number of degrees of
freedom of the system as a whole In the two axial rotators model
equals to four. It Is quite logical to select these coordinates as
follows: the angle between the directions of rotators symmetry
axes e and Euler angles a,p,7, characterizing the orientation of
all the proton-neutron system as a whole. The construction of the
runctlon depending on the collective variables Is executed by
mapping of multlpartlcle basis functions with given quantum
numbers on their "Images" In Fock-Bargman space [51. This mapping
Is the Integral transformation with Slater determinant, filled by
one particle states In the dlflnlte order, as a kern.

The initial variables, on which wave functions and operators
depend In Bargman's space, are unit vectors ft and Z giving the
direction of symmetry axes of neutron and proton subsystems of a
nucleus. One may construct "internal" or "moving" coordinate
system with the following unit orthogonal vectors:

The orientation of that system with respect to laboratory
coordinates system Is specified by the Euler's angles a.p.j.
Together with coordinate 6, defined by the equation (&•« )«cos9,
these variables, as mentioned above, are the degrees of freedom of
two axial rotators. On the other hand, vectors ft and 3 can be
expressed through their spheric components С6

1
;ф

1
;6

г
;ф

г
} with

respect to laboratory system or through the Cartesian components
in the internal coordinate system: & « f ^ i ^ . O ) , t •{T)

1
,T)

2
,0>.

The connection between the alternative set of variables is known
and this permits to transfer the operators and functions from one
set of variables to another one.

To get explicit form of the wave functions with defined (A,,u.)
symmetry, the following steps are taken. First, using the variable
i
i
,y\

l
 as the generator parameters, one constrults SU

3
 generators

ol the peutron and proton subsystems. Then Ш » sa
3
 generator» at

the proton-neutron system as a whole are set up, from which, In
their turn, the second order Caslnlr operator Is constructed.
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After the corresponding substitution of variables,Caslmlr operator

takes the following form:

where t = cos6 and M
3
 Is the operator of projection of the

angular momentum upon the axis of the Internal coordinate system.

The determination of the Caslmlr operator eigenfunctlons Is

reduced to the solution of the second order differential equation.

The detailed analysis of the received equation, of It's solutions

and the problem of normalization In the Fock-3argman space will be

considered separately, and here we only give the general fora of

the solutions In question.
n-e

(^«^(i-t
2
)

 2
 .F(_p

f
_p_f

f
^;t

2
), if 2p=n-'~tn is even and

п-г-i
 u
 " (*>

Ф£»'= (1-t2) * -t«:F(-N,-N-*,|;t2), if 2N=n-f-m-i Is even,

Hypergeometrlcal functions F(a,p,7;Z) In (*) are polynomials of
the variable a=t2 of the degree p and N respectively, because of
the parameters p and N are Integer values.

The wave functions | (А.,ц)Ш> are the linear superposition of

the products *"•* or tiijj''wlth Wigner D-function; the summation in

the superposition Is carried out with respect to the quantum

number К=2Л For Illustration we give here the explicit form of

some functions:

(2n-2,1)L=1,M> = (**)

The operators of the isoscalar and lsovector (electric quadrupole
and magnetic dipole) transitions, as well as Caslmlr operator, are
expressed through the SU

3
 group generators. Then the reduced

probabilities and. probabilities or lsoscalar and isovector
transitions per unit time between the states with quantum numbers
(?i,H)=(2n\Q) and (Х,ц)=(2п-2,1) according to the classification of
the Irreducible representatives of SU

3
 group are computed. To

calculate the matrix elements of transition operators, the wave
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functions of type (**) written In an explicit form Is used. The
probabilities of transitions (or the width of the level) found in
this way were compared with the experimental data avallablefor
nuclei ^ e and

 2 0
Ke. The identification the nature of some

exitations of the given nuclei In the two axial rotator model
[6,7] have been made.

Having made the general analysis of the considered approach,
the authors note the following:
l.The microscopic approach permits to construct the two axial
rotator model without violation the most important fundamental
principles,such as the translation lnvarlance and Paul! principle.
2.The model permits to work with the wave functions (more precise-
ly with their images) written down in an explicit analytical form.
З.Тпе model permits to make the different rearrangement of the
nucleons within the open shell. I.e. to describe one or another
"clusterization" or valence nucleons.
4.The model permits to make the generalization to the case of two
nonaxlal rotators. Under this generalization the number of the
collective degrees of freedom enlarges up to six, that makes the
model more flexible. The obstacles, occurlng under that
generalization are entirely technical and quite overcomable.
5.The model does not contain phenomenologlcal fit parameters.
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THE PROPERTIES OF NUCLEAR WAVE FUNCTIONS IN MICROSCOPICAL
MODEL OF TWO AXIAL ROTATORS

Flllppov G.F., Dotsenko I.S.

Institute for Theoretical Physics named after N.N.Bogolubov.
252 130, Klev-130, Ukraine

The search of multlpartlcle wave functions with given quantum
numbers In an explicit form is, generally speaking, known to be a
non-trlvlal problem. The construction of wave functions and the
study of their properties In microscopic nuclear model of two
rotators, considered by the authors In 11,21, Is a separate,
Independent problem. The states of a nucleus In this model are
classified according to Irreducible representations (\,u.) of SU

3

group and Irreducible representations of the rotational group In
threr-dimensional space.The corresponding wave functions |(\,ц)ЕИ>
are definite linear combinations of the product of three-
dimensional oscillator functions, depending on the special
coordinates and spln-lsospln variables of separate nucleons. When
A.̂ 2 , ц>2, It Is necessary to add the quantum number Q, bearing
the name of Bargman-Moshlnsky Integral, to the enumerated above
Indices of state.

The problem of adequate description of nuclear states becomes
essentially simpler If we pass from functions to their Images In
Fock-Bargman space [31. In fact, when mapping the functions on
their Images, the extraction of dynamic variables of the given
model and somewhat "freezing" of these degrees of freedom which
are not touched upon under the considered excitations in this
model take place.

The procedure of mapping. In the considered problem may be
presented In the following way. The Slater determinant from one-
particle functions, which is the generating Invariant,
"generating" wave functions |(X,u.)LM>, Is expressed In the system
of coordinates, arbitrary orientated in space. In this case the
parameters, setting the orientation of the system, are being
admitted as dynamic variables. In the model suggested by Palumbo
[4-6] a nucleus consists of two rotators, one of which being a set
of protons and another being a set of neutrons. Six parameters are
necessary to specify orientation of two rotators uniquely In the
most general case. In the particular case of two axlally
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symmetrical rotators, considered by Palumbo, the number of degrees
of freedom reduces to four: three Euler angles, specifying the
orientation In space of proton-neutron system as a whole, and the
parameter t=cose, where 6 Is the angle between the directions of
the rotator symmetry axes. Denote the set of coordinates of all
nucleons of a nucleus as r and the set of parameters (а,р,7,в) as
П, then the expansion of proton-neutron generating function Ф(г,О)
with respect to the states of definite (\,u.) symmetry and the
definite value of the angular momentum can be written In the
following way: Ф(г,П)= J •£ <r| <Л,,ц)ЬМ>'<<Л.,и)1Л|П>. (1)

(fyi) LM

The function <(\,ц)ЪК|П>, depending on collective variables
а,р,т»9» will be called "Image" of function <r| (\,ц)ЬМ|П>, defined
^n configuration space. The "Image" keeps the part of original-
function's Information, concerning the dynamic of valency nucleons
In the frame of two axial rotator model. In order to carry out
different calculations with the help of Image-functions, It Is
necessary to transform operators to make them act upon the dynamic
variables Q. The main criterion of operators-originals f(r)
correspondence to their Images P(Q) is the validity of the
identity: <Ф(г,Й)1Р(г)|Ф(г,П)> = <Ф(г,Й)|£(П)1Ф(г,О)>. (2)

The transition Into Fock-Bargman space considerably
simplifies the calculation and permits to work with the wave
functions In an explicit form. The functions | (Л.,ц)1Л|О>, are the
linear combinations of the second order Caslmlr operator
elgenfunctions and Wlgner D-functlons product. The calculation of
elgenfunction of Caslmlr operator (the eigenvalues, in the
discussed problem are previously known) reduces to the solving of
second order differential equation

{u-t 2) 2'£2 +(2n-1)d-t2)tgf -(n2-^)(t-t2)-y(t)}-m(m-2n-t)y(t)«0
The couple of numbers (Х,ц) and the projection К of the

nucleus angular momentum upon the Internal axis connected with the
parameters of equation (3) by relations: X=2n-2m, ц=т, К=2Л It
should be noted that the case being considered Is the one when the
numbers of oscillator quantum In the neutron and proton subsystems
are equal n^rig-n. After the substitution y(t)«(1-t

s
)

B/2
»U(t)

and some elementary transformations, the equation (3) is reduced
to a hypergeometrlcal equation:
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[У-(а+р+1 )x]J§ - ap-U = 0, where a= - ^

7-J. x-t
2
.

Since 7 is not Integer, It is possible to take functions
U

1
(x)=F(a,p,7;x) and U

g
(x)=x

1
-^(0.-7+1 .p-7+1,2-7;x) (4)

as the pair of independent solutions of (3). It is necessary to
select only one solution from the two (4) which is the polynomial
of the finite power of x. Then, the solutions of the equation
which Is of interest will be expressed:

n-f_
p

»"•*=(1-t
a
)
 2
 •Pt-p.-p-'.^t

2
), If 2p=n-*-m Is even and

n-*-1
 tJ

 (5)

«£•'= (i-t2) 2 .t-P(-»,-H-/t|;t
2), If 2N=n-*-m-1 Is even.

As above mentioned, the wave functions) (Х,ц)Ш|П> are. In
general case,the linear combinations of products ф£**(ог Ф|)'*) and
Wlgner functions with several values of t (or K=2O. The relative
coefficients of the linear combinations are defined by the
condition that the functions <(Х^ц)1М|П> are the eigenfunctlons of
Bargraan-Moshlnsky operator IiQL, where Q Is operator оГ the
quadrupole momentum.

The functions У?*'
1
 with fixed values n and 1 and different p

will satisfy some relations of orthogonality. This can be shown in
the following way. Note that it Is possible to express the
hypergeometrlcal function through the Jacobl polynomials

Let us write down the well-known relation of orthogonality for
Jacobl polynomials .

K
a

a

Using relation(6) and(5) we succeeslvely express Jacobl polynomials
through hypergeometrlcal functions,and Hypergeometrlcal functions,
lu their turn,through the functions «"''and substitute result In(7)

CO

Iz
1 / 2

( 1 + z )
n + 3 / 2

T4pll7zTTl4p+«+T727 "p(гр+*+1/г)«(р+1/г}'Г(р+/+г/27 ~pp"
 y

 '
From the equality (8) It follows that the functions ej»* with
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dirrerent values of p are orthogonal to each other on the segment
(O.oo) according to the variable z=-t

2
 with the weight

P = — w o — о-т̂ -The similar relation of orthogonality can be exp-
Z

1 / 2
(1+2)

n + 3 / 2
 ,

ressed for the function Щ' . The property of orthogonality (8) Is
useful to calculate the expansion coefficients with respect to*

11
**

Let make some notes on the normalization of image-functions
In the Fock-Bargman space. The functions <(A.,u.)LM|fi > will be
called norraed, if the matrix elements of operators F(O) calculated
with these functions coincide with the matrix elements of the
operators F(r) according to functions <r| (\,|л)ЪМ> (the latter
being orthonormed in the traditional sense). Using the relation
O),we express the overlap integral of generating functions 4(r,fl)
and Ф(г,й) as a bilinear combination of functions-Images :

<»(г.Й)|Ф(г,О» = I -J <Q|(fc.nWI>'<(\,(i)III|Q> (9)
(Aft) LM

Taking into account (1),(2), it is easy to show, that the
functions <(Х,ц)Ш|П> in expansion (9) gel automatically
normalized In the above mentioned sense. If we act by the operator
F(n) on the normalized functions-images <(\,ц)1М[П> and then
present the obtained results in the form of linear combinations of
the same functions, then the coefficients of this linear
superposition will coincide with matrix elements of F(r) operators
with respect to orthonormallzed functions <r|(X|i)LM>.

The methods or the ware functions construction and the
determination of matrix elements discussed In this paper, were
used by the authors to calculate the probabilities of the
electromagnetic transitions in nuclei within the frame of the
microscopic model or two axial rotators.
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We Investigate the transfer reaction
 3
He(t,a)d at low energies

above threshold using a microscopic description that takes Into
account coupling of the cluster channels (

3
He+t) and (a+d) with

the collective monopole and quadrupole modes. We found that the
parameters describing elastic and Inelastic processes In the
vicinity of the (а+й) and (t+

3
He) thresholds are strongly

affected by the inclusion of the collective modes.

In this work we Investigate the transfer reaction
 3

He(t,a)d
at low energy. This reaction is of great Interest to astrophysics
and thermonuclear physics. Experimental studies have been
concerned with either the elastic (t+

3
He) scattering III or with

so-called "charge asymmetry effect" 121. We are unaware of
experimental data on the reaction cross section In the energy
region of Interest. Thus one has to rely strongly on theoretical
analysis for the investigation of this reaction. Similar reactions
such as

 3
flef

3
ffe,2p;

4
tfe and t(t,Zn)

4
He

t
 for which experimental

data 131 as well as theoretical calculations [41 are available,
are not directly suitable for comparison because they Involve
states of different Isospln quantum number.

The ralnUnal theoretical description Involves the two binary
cluster channels (t+

3
He) and (а+й) that are open at energies

directly above the (t+
3
tie) threshold. We shall refer to this as

the "2-channel calculation". In this work we are Interested In
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the effect of the coupling of collective monopole and quadrupole
modes to the binary channels, In particular Its Influence on the
above mentioned transfer reaction. We expect such an effect on the
ground of energy considerations. Indeed, the threshold of the

reaction Is situated at about 17 MeV above the
 6
Lt

ground state which Is about the same as the energy of the first
excited state of the pure collective motion. The calculation
Including this coupling will be referred to as "4-channel
calculation". In the case of the above mentioned (t+t) and
(

3
He+

3
He) scattering we cannot expect a strong Influence of the

collective modes In
 6
He and

 6
Be because their excitation energy

lies far above the thresholds.
For the theoretical description of the б-partlcle system

under Investigation, we have used the Algebraic Method (see [5]).
The main feature of this method Is the use of a discrete
oscillator basis for the representation of all wave function,
Including those of the continuum. All concepts such as cut-off
radius, asymptotic form of the In- and out-going channels wave
functions etc., which in the usual R-matrlx theory are formulated
1л configuration space, are translated In terms of oscillator
quanta. Whereas In a conflgiiratlon space description the cluster
channels and the collective channels refer to completely different
degrees of freedom, in the oscillator bases their representation
Is essentially the same. Therefore the Algebraic Method offers the
possibility of a unified treatment of the 4. channels.

The calculation In this work are performed for the
 3
0

1
 state

I.e., with zero angular momentum (L*0), spin one (S-1) and lsospln
zero (T«0). We use MHN potential (61 to represent nuclear
interaction. As outlined above, the method provides one with the
S-matrlx elements. Prom these we derive phase shifts, scattering
length, cross section and astrophysics! S-factors.

In order to evaluate the reliability of the method we have
first performed the calculations on the elastic scattering in the
(йнх) channel, at low energies above threshold. This Is a well
established case for which experimental data la available. The
results of all theoretical approximations satisfactorily reproduce
the phase shift analyses of experimental data (71. Thus we are
confident that our approach la suitable for this type or
calculation.
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The effect of Including the coupling with the collective
inod.es Is to decrease the scattering length and to Increase the
phase shift. The qualitative explanation of this results Is
obvious. When new channels are Introduced, the

 &
Ll ground state

energy Is lowered; thus the scattering length decreases from the
large positive value It has when the ground state lies near the
threshold. The Inclusion of the the collective modes Is of little
consequence here, but this Is to be expected as the energy range
Is well below that of the first excited collective state.

We now turn our attention to the calculation for the energy
region above the (t+

3
He) threshold. In this region both the

cluster channels are open. We limit ourselves to low energies
(0<E<1 MeV) above the threshold. Here, the collective channels are
closed. The cross section of the reaction

 3
He(t,a)d Increases

very fast above threshold and reaches a value of about 30 mb at
0.4- MeV above threshold In the 2-channel case. In the 4-channel
case there Is a dramatic Increase to about 280 mb and the cross
section shows a well developed maximum. Also a behavior of the
phase shift reveals the Influence of the collective channels. When
the collective modes are included the scattering length changes
from a positive or 9.8 ftn to a negative value of - 26.7 /to. Also,
the phase shift In 4-channel calculation has a broad maximum,
rising to about 14 degrees at 0.6 KeV.

The cross section shows a well pronounced peak. This
Indicates the existence of a resonance above the (t+

3
He)

threshold, the origin of which raust be ascribed to the vicinity of
a quasi-bound state In the collective spectrum. If the (t+

3
He)

threshold Is positioned in the
 e
Ll level scheme one rinds that It

is close to the energy or first excited state associated with the
collective monopole .and quadrupole modes In that nucleus. The
excitation energy Гог the latter states can be obtained from bound
state calculations with modelspases that allow ror the excitation
of that collective modes (see (51 and references therein).
Therefore we expect the coupling to these modes to arrect the
cross section strongly. The same arrect Is also seen In the
eiaetlc scattering where the negative scattering length Indicates
the presence or a quasi-bound state near the threshold.

Another Important quantity that also exhibits the collective
effects dlecussed above la the astrophyelcal S-ractor S(S) related
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to the reaction cross section by the simple relation S(E) - E o(E)
ехр{2щ) (where r\ is the Coulomb parameter). A polynomial Jit to
cross-section In the 2-channel calculation yields (In units 2г©7 Ъ)
S

( a )
 = 949.4 - 1.2 E - 0.0004 E

2
, whereas for the 4-channel

calculation we obtain S
U )
 * 7715.2 + 0.6 E - 0.0152 E

2
. We

conclude that Inclusion of the collective modes leads to a
significant Increase. These values can be compared to 200 2ге7 b
for t(l,2n)

4
He and 5500 SeV о for the

 3
Не(

3
Ие,2р)

4
Ие reactions,

each at their threshold.
We have shown that, at energies where a channel of a binary

process is open and the collective channels are closed, there
exists a coupling mechanism whereby the collective degrees of
freedom are excited. This excitation reflects back on the binary
process. In case where the collective excitation energy is closed
to the threshold of the binary reaction the erfect can be quite
drastic, resulting In a considerable enhancement of the cross
section.
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ON EXCITATION OF ANOMALOUS PARITY STATES
IN ELECTRON SCATTERING BY LIGHT NUCLEI.

Fursayev A.V., Tartakovsky V.K.
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The general expressions for the matrix elements of the
single-particle tensor operator, corresponding to
transitions in nuclei with state parity change have been
obtained with the use of wave functions of an arbitrary
configuration Including three shells.

The electronuclear processes •can be accompanied with
the atomic nucleus transitions to the anomalous parity states
(APS). In the Independent- particle model, their nature is
connected with single-particle excitations which change the
configuration of the ground state. In this case, the nucleus
excitation energies often belong to the region of the giant
resonance, the APS making the major contribution In transition
strength. Thus, the shell conception turns out to be a good
approximation for studying complex excited nucleus states and It is
a basis for formulating advanced microscopic models without which,
in particular, the explanation of giant resonance decay
characteristics is Impossible [1].In connection with this fact, the
electroexcltatlon amplitudes of the APS in nuclei represent the
certain Interest.

The calculation of such amplitudes for light nuclei in simple
cases assumes the participation of configurations
ОъЮ^инЬ)**^»*!»)**, which are constructed from three
ehelLs.Let us suppose that LS-coupllng realizes both Inside sheila
and between them.Let us introduce the notations **<*.% accordingly
for the quantum number sets a[f]LST, LST, lUhib, where If) is the
Young's scheme,L,S,T are the orbital, spin and lsoapin moments,
lfc.,lfe,M* are their projections, a Is the other quantum numbers,
which are necessary for the full nuclear state Identification.

Let

(-0 -(
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We write the normalized completely antlsymmetrical wave function of
arbitrary configuration In form, which explicitly points out on way
of angular momenta coupling

<2>

Here A«to+k*+k»,**5-Cli,s>»1 /2,tj-1 /2),and <lj$JJ tj %• > are the
elngle-particle fractional parentage coefficients. The states
labeled by symbol >̂ are antlsyonetric only by A-1 nucleona.

We obtained reduced by L,SfT and non-diagonal by fa,k*,k»
matrix elements of slngle-partlcle tensor operator

by applying (2).
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Рог •>={*,е,t> and 9J-symbols the conventions (1) are extended.
The matrix element corresponding to the electroexcitation of

APS in nucleus is

^

where <s.'=6 ' <&,,/,,.,<s. /,
<5
«./»

!

<5

T
/
T
«In case ka=0 the result (1.24)

In [2] is obtained.
The next matrix elements can be useful in using the excited

targets and in studying the decay of excited states

*
 ш

'

CO

\Vhen кэ^О this expression coincides with (1.23) in 121 if the
calculation in 12] to follow up.
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£/*<

3&><^vkii?V;«<>

The non-diagonal by ta.kz.k» matrix elements of slngle-partlcle
tensor operator for transitions with nuclei states parity change
are exhausted by matrix elements (3)-(6).

C1-,E1-formfactors of the electroexcltatlon of the APS In ie0
with quantum numbers (J7T)=(1",1) and energies 22.6; 25.7 Her have
been calculated as the simplest application of obtained resultsL'j.

I.M.G.Urln, in Proceedings of the 6th Seminar Electromagnetic
Interactions of Nuclei at Low and Medium Energies, Moscow,
December 10-12,1984,(Moscow,1985).p.166.

2.V.G.Meudatchin,Yu.P.Smirnov,Nucleori Associations in Light Nuclei
(Nauka, Moscow,1969).

3.V.K.Tartakoveky, A.V.Fursayev, A.I.Laeyo,Preprint TTP-92-49R
(Kiev,1992).
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COMPACT NEUTRON GENERATORS FOR APPLIED RESEARCH

U.M.Gulko. N.F.Koloraiets. A.A.Kuchaagra. B.U.Mikhailenko,
K.I.Yakovlev

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. Institute for Nuclear Research.
Prospect Nauki. 47. 252028 Kiev-28. Ukraine

The results in development of the coipact neutron sources
In the SD7B INR AM) are briefly presented In this report. The lain
characteristics of neutron sources developed for several tasks by
leans of radiation analysis are presented too. Neutron generators
for laboratory measurements and geophysical ampoul sources substitu-
tion are discussed In detail.

The capabilities of the radiation analysis in applied
research have been deficiently realized in practice because of lack
of quite reliable and simply operated neutron sources with wide
range of radiation variations in flux, repetition rate and pulse
duration. Neutron generators are being employed on a relatively
large scale for activation analysis. Houever. these are complex
stationary assemblies, which need permanent technical service and
skilled personnel. An operation mode of these Machines does not
enable to uork In fields of gamma-ray nonelastic scattering and
radiation capture spectrometry.

The extension of the needs in radiation analysis research
to the field of borehole investigations sets a series of quite
specific 1 lilts on the radiation sources paraneters:

- outer diameter less than 90 mm;
- environmental temperature (120-150) C;
- restricted pouer consumption:
- a durable continious operation.

A profound systeiaatlzatlon of the requirements on the
neutron sources and consequently on their section units depending
on the solved problem Is an especial feature of current research.
This has allowed to develop a number of generators, presented In
Table i for a wide scale of purposes using minimal facilities set.

The neutron tube is a key element of such apparatus. It is
a miniature seated accelerator - a relatively complicated electro-
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vacuun device with a large number of input parameters Intended to
produce the neutron flux with the value, repetition rate and pulse
duration required 111. The experience on tubes development ignoring
the control cirquit and concrete electronic components has shoun
that generators based on them need high operator's skill and lead to
practical impossibility of radiation parameters automatic control.

TflBLE i. THE MAIN PARAMETERS OF NEUTRON GENERATORS.

The field of application
and designed purpose

1. The borehole equipment
for ore uineral resour-
ces Investigation and
oil fields exploitation
inspection.

2. The borehole oil & gas
deposits prospecting.

3. Sea-floor geophysics
and geotechnologic
inspection devices.

4. Ecologicaly clean neu-
tron source for ampoule
sources substitution in
geophysical equipment.

5. Laboratory neutron
generator

Neutron flux.
8

10 neutr/s

0.5 - i

0.5 - 2

5 - 2 0

O.i - 2

0.5 - 5

Repetition
rate

iO 3 pps

0.4 - 2.0

0.4 - 20

0.5 - 20

contin.

5.0 - 10

Outer
dimen-

sions,mm

diaa. 42
length 2500

diam. 69
length 2100

diam. 89
length 2100

source:
dlai. 260
length 360
control
unit:

480x160x430

He tried to consider the neutron tube as a controled object at
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the earliest stage of nodeling. This enables us to achieve the
BiniRnal influence of various input parameters on one another and
sufficiently extended and near linear output signal depencles on the
input paraneters.

As it follows from the table, the developed neutron genera-
tors are intended to solve a uide range of current tasks by aeans
of radiation analysis techniques, fill the generators have soae
сояюп features:

- miniaal neutron energetic cost at present tiie for
(20-30 )Wt per 1 E 8 neutr/s:

- availability of automatic control of radiation regime
support:

- the nlnifflun guaranteed neutron tube lifetiae is over 200
hours:

- serviceability at the wide range of environmental
teeperature effect (up to 150 C);

- uide scale of opportunities on pulse duration and
repetition rates.

He should like to point out the ecologicaly clean neutron
source which is to be a substitute for ampoule neutron sources
currently used in nuclear geophysics.

The essence of this task will becoae obvious If the wide
utilization of aapoule sources in ilneral deposits investigation Is
taken Into account. High fault rate of such activity combining with
hard safety engineering requireients lake physically controlled
neutron source preferable due to its practical safety both during
geophysical exploration and in emergency.

High stability of such sources output paraieters Is determi-
ned by availability of operation regiies automatic control by leans
of soie neutron tube inner paraneters. One of these paraieters Is a
tube current. Its stability Is aaintalned by a "coarse" feedback
loop. And precise control is carried out by using a fast neutron-
sensitive eleient based on a recoil protones Monitoring. Such a
coebination of tuo feedback loops allows to obtain a high neutron
flux stability under a teRperature exposure up to 120 C.

A laboratory neutron generator consists of a standard dimen-
sion (480xi60x430 иш) control unit and taken away neutron radiating
unit with base diaieter of 260 I B and 360 u height. The generator's
design allows to connect the tube to grounded target circuit and so
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to gain an energetically undlstorted neutron flux. Tiie flux's value
may be adjusted in a wide range by the operator. A pulse repetition
rate(5-10) pps and pulse duration (60-80) BCS are chosen to enable
a radiation analysis both in the field of nonelastlc interaction of
neutrons and in the radiation capture. Generator's geometry allows
to use special asseablies to form an outer neutron flux configura-
tion and energetic spectrum. The operation simplicity is provided
by electron control circuit and needs no special skills.

fls such generators application experience has shoun. they
are at present the cheepest instruaent for scientific research as
well as for routine operations In neutron and gamma-ray metrology:
ganma spectrometers calibration at the energy range up to 10 HeU;
fission materials assembly reactivity measurements [21.

Neutron sources for geophysical research have been worked
out taking into account some special requirements to such an equip-
ment. They iup lenient the medium neutron parameters measurements
(capture cross-section, diffusion factor, moderation length) [ 3 1,
element composition relative concentration measurements by gamma-
spectrometry in nonelastlc interaction or neutron capture regions
and individual isotopes activation.

According to the author's, the series of neutron sources
developed is functionaly full, and it differs from the others In
high efficiency due to Iou neutron energetic cost.
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KINIflTURE flCCELERnTING TUBES FOR GENERATING NEUTRONS

V.M.Gulko. N.F.Koloniets. B.V.Mikhailenko. K.I.Yakovlev

flcadeey of Sciences of Ukraine, Institute for Nuclear Research.
Prospect Naukl. 47. 252028 Kiev-28. Ukraine

The results in the development of miniature sealed neutron
tubes for borehole logging and other purposes are presented. Some
characteristics of accelerating tubes designed are described.

Й variety of methods, based on the application of neutron
radiation has been developed during the last feu decades and used
not only In scientific laboratories but in Industry, agriculture,
nediclne etc. That Is why the development of a wide spectrui of
neutron sources with various characteristics became very essential.
A number of stationary neutron generators has been developed, in
particular due to the efforts of the scientists and engineers froi
the Department of Nuclear Physics of Kiev Taras Shevchenko Univer-
sity. Portable generators, based on sealed accelerating tubes are
being created at the Special Design and Technology Bureau of the
Institute for Nuclear Research during the last ten years Mainly
for the needs of the research In geophysics. Using the D(d.n) He
and T(d.n) He reactions for generation 2.5 and 14 Kev neutrons
respectively these accelerating tubes enable to create neutron
radiation sources with a uide scale of useful properties for
geophysics, ecology and other applications where the cheiical
composition and some other properties are to be deteriined uithout
destroing the object in study. Pulse operation enables to increase
the body of useful inforiation at a relatively low value of neutron
flux by detecting secondary radiation betueen neutron bursts.

Accelerating neutron tube (Fig. i) consists of deuterlua
or D-T mixture Ion source 1. hifih-voltage insulator 3. tritlui or
D-T lixture loaded target 2. and ion tptical systei providing
the passage and focusing of Ions on their way froi the ion source
exit to the target. This optical systei is usually a 2 - or 3 -
electrode lense. while an electrode which is the nearest to the
target also suppresses the secondary electron eiission froi the
target surface. Exept such axial accelerating systeis the coaxial
ones consisting of coaxial cylinders with radial ion flow gained
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currency. A neutron tube Ion source has to act under low gas pres-
sure (< 0.5Pa. 5E-3 шш Hg) to avoid Ion scattering and accelerating
gap break-doun. Therefore a gas discharge with electron oscilation
in electric or crossing electric and magnetic fields are used.

3 3 1 4

5 i

/-

\-

_ l

pi
4 2

T

a) b)
Fig.l Й neutron tube structure, a - uith axial, b - with coaxial

accelerating systen geometry, i - ion source, 2 - target
3 - HU - insulator. 4 - suppressor electrode, 5 - electric
Inlets.

Arrangements in which pressure Increases only In a discharge spot
for a short period of tlie are also in use (vacuum-arc and laser
ion sources). Any of the ion sources and accelerating systeis have
its advantages and llnitations. therefore their application depends
on the operation conditions and task being solved. The hardest con-
strains are put on a design of neutron tubes which are to be
employed in a borehole investigation of ore-bodies and oil pools.
They are the limitations on the overall dlmentions and power consum-
ption, high environmental temperature etc.

A complex of equipment for providing an Investigation and
production of neutron tubes of various types has been developed at
the SDTB of INR AS of Ukraine, to satisfy the scientific Institu-
tions and industrial mills demands. Wide studying of Poennfne-type,
orbltron and saddle field electron traps are being held, and several
miniature ion sources with low pressure operation have been deve-
loped on this basis.! 1.2 1. Besides that, a computer simulation of
some Ion optical systems for lossless beam transport and experimen-
tal test of results on neutron tubes mock-up has been carried
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out [ 3 ].

at the 1-th intei national Conference on the Neutron Physics
soae of our first results In the accelerating tubes developnent
had been reported Г41. Now a series of neutron accelerating tubes
are available with characteristics which haven't been obtained in
the other countries of former Soviet UnionC 5. 6. 7 ]. He have no
possibility to compare these characteristics with those obtained in
the USfi. France and other countries because such Information has
not been available for a long period of time. Our tubes have sur-
est in their characteristics the one developed at Sandia National
Laboratory CUSP) in 1980s and known as "Zetatron" [8. 9]. Sone «air,
characteristics of the tubes are presented In the Table i.

Table i. THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEUTRON ACCELERATING TUBES

Type.
Modifica-
tion of
Neutron

Tube

NTG-2-3

NTG-2-5
NT6-3

NTG-10

NTG-14

NTC-15

Max.
diae.
OR

35

35
60

66

60

32

Opera-
tion
•ode

cont..
pulsed
pulsed
cont.
pulsed
cont..

pulsed

cont..
pulsed
cont..

pulsed

Neutron
flux

6
10 1/s

I - 5
i - 5
i - 3
1 - 3
i - 3
1 - 10
1 - 10
i - 3
1 - 3

0.5- 2
0.5- 2

Repeti-
tion
rate.
3

10 pps

2 - 20
0.2 - 2

0.02- 20

0.2 - 20

2 - 2 0

2 - 2 0

Pulse
dura-

tion.
acs

5 - 50
20 - 100

3 - 100

5 - 100

10 - 100

10 - 100

Accel.
vol-

tage.
KU

100
100
100
100
100
140
140
100
100
90
90

Tube
cur-

rent,
•cA

400
400
400
300
300
1000
1000
300
300
300
300

It is to be noticed, that the llfetiie of the tubes above
exceeds 200 hours due to the D-T - Mixture utilization In the ion
beai and thus feeding the target with tritlu». The operation
teaperature lay go up up to 300 C. when titaniui hydride which
contains D-T-alxture begins to decoipose and gas pressure becoees
to be wcontroled. All the characteristics of neutron flux can be
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sUply controled by Input electric potentials or currents, so that
It шакез possible to develop a variety of neutron generators tilth
wide range of characteristics for radiation analysis both In
laboratories, and in borehole logging.

The future research In target Raterlals, optlitzatlon of
Ion sources. Increasing of the accelerating voltage nay lead to the
further improvement of the neutron accelerating tubes output charac-
teristics and the development of technology would increase their
reliability and lifetime.
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THE TIME EVOLUTION OF NUCLEON SPECTRUM
IN RESIDUAL EXCITED NUCLEUS

Ye.I. Ismatov, Sh.K. Kenzhebaev and V.D. Chesnokova

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Uzbek Academy of Sciences
Ulugbek, Tashkent, 7Q21S&, Uzbekistan

Institute for Nuclear Research, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences

Analytical methods to calculate the time evolntion of a nndeon spectrum in the rejidual excited nucleus
after a cascade initiated by intermediate energy neutrons are developed. The Boltzmann lunette equation with
taking into account Pauli'a principle have been used. On the basis of the internudear cascade model the
evolution equation h u been linearized. By using the methods developed for phyaica of neutron processes some
new regularities are discussed. In both the уц and diffusion approximation the equations for eigenvalues as
functions of the geometric parameters of a nuclear system A = f(B2) have been derived.

The nonlinear Boltzmanu kinetic equation is applied to describe the nuclear reactions in the
atomic nuclei when there ie bombardment by nucleon with the energy less than the threshold
of meason-producing (< 0,4 GeV). It is assumed the incident nucleone to be classical particles
having definite coordinates and impulses whereas the nuclear to be the system of noninteracting
nucleonr with the given space and impulse distributions, described by the model of degenerate
Fermi gas of nucleone. The incident nucleon and the particles forming during the process of
reaction inelastically interact with the excited nucleons (impulse of nucleons more than the
Fermi impulse) of nuclear through the chain of local binary collisions, final state for which is
limited by the Pauli principle. Elastic interaction of the bombarding particles and the particles
forming during the process of reaction with nonexcited nucleons of nuclear is described by the
effective potential.

In the paper we have used the Boltzmann kinetic equations with taking into account Pauli's
principle to calculate analytically the time evolution of a nucleon epectram in the residual
excited nucleus after a cascade initiated by intermediate energy hadrons. By the way the
evolution equation has been linearised on the basis of the internucleat cascade model

Hereafter we shall consider nucleons which impulses more than the Fermi'e impulse in a
given point as excited, and nucleone which impulses less than the Fermi'e impulse ae inexdted
(pjp is the Fermi'e impulse).

I. System of the nonlinear Boltamann kinetic equations describing evolution of nuclear
reactions induced inside nucleus by the intermediate energy nucleon* ( « 0 , 4 GeV) takes the
following form (see refs in papers [1-2]):

д 9 я в ^
/•̂ к_ *̂  St. _ I JP \ f ilt mt *\\ м %

Bt ©V д? 7 < и ц ,

(а = п for neutrons, а в р for protons; or, 7 * п>я)-
Here fjftp,t) is oneparticle nucleon numbers in impulse presentation per unit volume of

phase space in fixed moment of time t. U /«(^p*,*) « 1 then phase space dpd? cell fixed at
the point (f, $ for nudeons of octype ie filled, and if /.(r,p*,t) * 0 one ie empty. Multipliere
[1 - Л>]> [1 ~ A3 «re introduced to account Paoli'e principle which forbides ecattetug ia the
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filled nucleon state. Iu the quwuclaeeicol case tberc arc (2s + l)j|j^r states in each cell of
the phase space dfdp with volume (2irft)3. So the average number of a-type nurleons per unit
phase volume in the moment of time t is equal to fa(r,p,t) • 1 • 2/(2wA)3. We consider that
(n,n),(n,p),(p,p) interactions are similar and hereafter we shail say about only the uucleon
ones.

We introduce the new function <p which expressed by the Becked function / :

¥&, P. t) = ОЫЪ ~ P][l " f(r, P, t)I + в[р ~ PF(fi]f(r, P, t). (2)

Thia function characterize blur of dietribution function from jog, deecribee the number of bole
with impulse p < pp (pr is radius of Fermi's sphere) and the number of excited uucleone with
impulse p > pr-

We propose that energy of incident nucleons /?0 £ 400(McV) and number of atomic nuclei
A >• I. Then there are the little number (with compare to A) of holes (p < p?) and excited
nucleons (p > pr) under and over surface of Fermi's sphere. It means that the density distri-
bution of target nucleus is weakly changed during evolution of nuclear reaction. So we neglect
the mutual interaction of nucleons with each other when p > pr (analogically of holes when
p < pr) with compare to interaction of inexcited nucleons with excited one. Consequently we
can omit tbe terme of the second and higher order of smalluess in function <p(r, p,t) during the
lineriaiation of initial equation (1). Besides it is proposed the density distributions of target
nucleus and nuclear potential to be constant during the evolution of nuclear reaction.

Thus the initial nonlinear integro-differential equation in particular derivatives (1) trans-
forme to "ordinary" particle transport equation:

dfi
V

4Pr<P)f dp j dfj

dfj

dfj (3)

H.Theoretical and experimental inveatigatione of the time evolution of nuclear reaction»
initiated by intermediate energy nucleona (under tbe treshold of meaeoo-produdng in nacleus)
•how that residual nuclei produced after the cascade interactions a n left in nonequitibrium
excited state (heavy nuclei until » 150 MeV). Thk and other experimental facto confirm the
main role of the preequilibriuin processes in nonlinear theory of nuclear physical kinetics.

So our interest is to research evolution in time of the nonequilibrium processes in slow
stade of the «naer nuclear cascades and the method* of it* calculation. Descriptioa of these
ргосемеа requires to ioveatigate nonsUtionary solutioM of the Idaetic BolUmann equatioM.
In order to clarify the qualitative properties of thi* equation we consider son» models of the
nucleon-nucleoa interaction which allow the analytical «olution.

The function

- P) - Ес|и?(р')«ч(р)>'г.(р')У|-.(р), (4)
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describee tb« nudeon-nucleon interaction» after the cascade etude of nucleon flight off in the
residua) crated nucleus. Here Ytm яте the spherical functions.

Uoder the limitation / = 0 and for nonbounded nuclear media the equation (3) takes form

uyiubol (у р.) шеаля the integrals from functions Д are token in the meaning of value

principal. We present equations (3) in general case:

. (6)

In the case of Hat space-tiuie we transform equation (6) to the equation of the stationary
problem (pn approximation)

oo

/ dp'UJx, p' - р)фл(х, р') + QK{x, p) (7)

applying Laplace transform in time t and doing expansion in Legendre polynomial.
Ш. In according to inner-nucleu cascade model the function of Fermi-Dirac nucleon dis-

tribution on impulse inside target nucleus has form of the step function in the absence of any
interaction between nucleons. In the equilibrium state when temperatures other than lero the
Fermi-Dirac function of dietribution is "blured" when p<pr and p > pr:

(8)
j

One can describe the impulee dietribution of nudeons inside nucleus taking into accoint their
mutual interaction with each other by using the similar function if one find the corresponding
"temperature" TQ. However the function (4) must contain (8) instead of the step function

)
We seek for the function of the nudeon distribution * B (x,p) in the form of expansion in full

system of functions which orthonormed with weight been equal to the Fermi-Dirac dietribution
in the interval 0 £ p < oo:

Substituting (9) into (7) we obtain

[n + ( n + 1 )
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Pij = Pji ~ I «

dp'F(p')L,(p')Un(z,p'

Parameters ту and p;, characterize respectively thennaiization (energy exchange between nu-

. cleons during theirs interaction) and diffusion properties of the nuclear medium.

In general case when 7}*' s 7J*' =conet. and Q\{z) = 0 the equation (10) is infinite system
of the uniform differential equations of the first order with constant coefficients. It has the
general solution

00

if all characteristic numbers are nondegeneratc.
We can obtain from (10) the system of algebraic uniform equations with respect to Cn{B)

(p n approximation)

0,

(12)

supposing the space dependence of Ф'п(х) ie described by geometric parameter of the main
harmonic (B% & B7) and considering that volume of the excited nuclear system is independent
from its excitation energy.

Doing analogical consideration concerning equation obtained from (7) in /\ approximation
we have (diffusion approximation):

00

In the paper evolution in time of nucleon spectrum in the residual excited nucleus has
been searched and analytical calculation methods has been carried out. Equation of nuclear
reaction ш linoriised in the frame of the inner nuclear cascade model. Eigen functions and valves
of nuclear reaction equatios in general case are considered: (i)for separabel model;(ii)for flat
space-time and ieotropic medium hi cane expansion of nucleon distribution function in impulse
presentation in full system of orthonormed functions with weight of Fermi-Dirac distribution,
as well as (iii)for space dependence of function of nucleon distribution. In the pM and diffusion
approximations the equations for eigenvalues as functions of the geometric parameters of a
nuclear system Л = f(B2) have been derived.

1. Ye. I. Ismatov, and Sh. K. Kunshebaev, Preprint Jntt Nuel. Phy$., Р-1-5П, Taihkent,
t6p, (1991), in Russian.

2. Ye. I. Ismatov, Sh. K. Kenthebaev, and V.D. Chesookova, Vkrairmku Fin. Zh. 88, No.5,
?n Russian, to be published.
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ON NONLINEAR DYNAMICS AND CONSERVATION LAWS IN MAGNETIC SYSTEMS
WITH SPONTANEOUSLY BROKEN SYMMETRY.

Ivanchenko K.A.
Institute of Phyaics and Technology,

Academlcheskaya St.,1,310108, Kharkov, Ukraine
Dynamic al variables describing a nonequilibrium state of

magnetics with spontaneously broken symmetry (manysublattice and
spiral estates, and &"uperflulty states of He and etc.) Include a
spin density §^(5?) and an orthogonal rotation mtrlxqJUSS),
(6[Q =i),for which a set of Polsson's brakets takes the form:

о, <„

In a long wave limit the energy density is a function of
quantities S , Q , V<X or, that Is the same, the function of

quantities S . Q »Чл*к'%ta,J&Vjp)* *
leIt Cartan

'
s

e )
Since the ener/̂ y dcwilty la Invariant under homogeneous

rotations, i.e.

P/) « x ̂ 6?) , thenwhere

ts an arbitrary orthogonal matrix, S - Q S » £ ^ W K 1S

right Cartan's form. Using i'olscon'a "braketa (1), wo write
motion equations In the Hamilton form as

V
For variables S A , ti?^ Eqs.(S) take the" form (1):

* & + « J N C ^ ) >

from which follows that the energy density and components or
the spin density ^"J^Jdljtj are conserved locally.
Tf the energy density la
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where u^ is a spontaneous anlsotropy unit vector independent
of coordinates and time, then the system (6) describes dynamic»
of a spiral magnetics 12):

where p Is a spiral vector (an analog of the superfluld
momentum in hydrodynamic approach to magnetic media, **£/>*» 0 ).

In the approximation of a selfconsistent field C3I for
one-dimension case the system of the quasilinear equations (8)
has a countable number of local conservation laws 14), and each
conservation law Ĵ **) is associated with the invariant solution
In unexpllclt form (5):

We will find conditions under which the hydrodynamics type
conservation laws fi^j.^j^) deriving from the general system(6)
are. Since for allowance Eqs.(6)

V
then the equality

is a necessary condition of existence of the local conservation
lawa lez—V+jyL .A sufficient condition Is that from all the
solutions of Eqs.(11) one selects only those which originate a
divergence of the flux density / , I.e.

In the one-dlmenelonal case for the quadratic energy density

(13)
where «e is susceptibility, J> Is a stiffness constant, the
necessary condition takes the form
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wnlch has the; general solution as the oum of two arbitrary
functions &(Ьь^*)У?£) and'PCsu) (*Ф/д(~а. = 0 >• Selection
of G-»O and Ф ( ^ ) - ^ . yields the Initial equation

S .r-piLcj (15)

taking the form of the conservation laws of spin
components.According to the found fora of $- for & Ф 0 the
sufficient condition is as follows

From an auto model dependence £(х=х,^,у=и£ ) follows that
It is necessary to come to the same variables in differentials
too. This Is harnesaed under the condition °f\ « Х Я ^ Л * »

1 < е >

the function Я? depends on the variable i»sj and satisfies
the requirement

Prom the condition there Is the complete differential with
respect to X , ̂  , Ъ follows that G~>y-«-ex ,1. e. the
conserved densities are

+
^ " )

+ C X
 (18)

( ?s , с are constants of Integration ), and the flux
densities associated with these densities take the form

We obtain the conservation law of the momentum З+Я*. e>t\*Q and
the one of the energy (13) at C * 0 and X*jV.2. .
The proof (13)-(19) admits generalization to two-dimensional

and three-dlmem:tonal cases, which leads only to the canonical
conservation laws of the densities for spin, energy and momentum
components:

and the added conservation laws of the hydrodynamlc type are
absent, besides that the vector conservation law Is exist but in
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terms of the variables S^, «*^

л
 : ^ i ^

Indicates that the system Is not Integrated In general
(stochastic pattern) because complete lntegrablllty Is possible
provided that the hydrodynamlc Integrals form the continuum. In
conclusion we note that the systems (6) and (8) can be reduced
to symmetric i -hyperbolic systems for which Cauchy's problem
Is correct about local Initial data at finite time Intervals
(61.
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THE SLOW NEUTRON SPECTROMETRY INVESTIGATIONS
LOW ENERGETIC EXITS IN CONDENSED MATTER.

Ivanitsky P.C.Korzh I.A.,Sllsenko V.I.,Krotenko V.T.,
Vasllkevlch A.A.

ltute for Nuclear Research,Academy of Sciences of Ukraine.
Prospect Naukl»47,252028,Kiev.

The result of slow neutron scattering Investigations of
complex metal compound with organic llgands.of light rare-earth
elements compound with aluminium,of aqueous surfactant solutions
before and after their contact with sorbent.of adsorbed
surfactant layers are presented.

The specific features of slow neutron Interaction with matter
are dulng to the neutron energy accordance with low energetic
exits In condensed matter.The wild set of task can be solved by
the technique of slow neutron scattering.They are Investigation
phonon density of state,of light admixture local oscillations,of
crystal electric field (CEP) effects In compounds on the base of
rare-earth elements,of Kondo-systemo and systems with heave
reunions,of hydrogen atom eelf-dlffusion In crystals,molecules
and atoms self - diffusion In liquids.The multldetector
tlme-of-fllght neutron spectrometer at nuclear reactor WWR-ll INR
Academy of Science Ukraine Is successfully used for solving these
problems.

Local hydrogen atom oscillations were Investigated In complex
metal compounds with enanthydroxlmlc acid (l).These compounds are
Interesting for analytical alms becaus of hydroxlmlc acids are
widely used аз specific reagents.Besides that hydrogen atom
attached to nitrogen of hydroxlmlc a d d has high mobility and can
be changed by metal Ion which can be reason of specific
interaction with metals.

The data obtained show that metal Is relatively strong with
organic llgands.And with Increasing of metal atomic mass hydrogen
atom bond with atom of hydroxlmlc acid become stronger.
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Using the data of QSNS on neodymlum compounds with ether (with

different preparation date) we show that during polymerising

process some structurization takes place (the self-diffusion

coefficient is decreasing),molecules draw ("Jump length" 1 Is

decreasing), and the bond of hydrogenous in macromolecule become

stronger (resident time in oscillation state T
0j
j.s.JLncrea3ing).ln

the such way the changes In macromolecular atom dynamic during

the polymerizing process can be characterize by changes in low

frequency region of spectrum.

Many experimental data of nonelastic paramagnetic slov neutron

scattering on aluminium compounds with Ce,Pr and Nd [2-41 were

obtained.With analyzing there results, the law of dependence of

total basic multiplet of rare-earth Ion split ЛЕ under CEP

influence on Fermi wave-vector k^ was found

r
4 f

where r
4 f
 Is the radius of 4f-shell; g Is Lande factor; J

>
is to-

tal moment of Impulse; e is charge of electron; n
8
 Is symmetry

elements quantify; a=l In case of even 4f electron quantity and

<fc=2 In case of odd 4f-electron quantity; J
z
 Is projection 3

>
 on a

axe with maximal ДЕ.Beside that spectra analysis of nonelastic

compounds besides CEP effects Is essential contribution from

Kondo spin fluctuations. These fluctuations led to scattered

neutron elastic spirit bro&denlng.

Aqueous surfactant solutions and adsorbed surfactant layers

were inveotlgated by the technique of nonelaetlo and quaeielaetlo

slow neutron scattering before and after their contact with

sorbent. There Investigations give us a number of investigating

results. Рог example molecular self-diffusion In aqueous

solutions of triton-X-100 before and after their contact with

plumbago soot was investigated. One set of experiments mn carled

out with contact between water and soot before solving* other set

was hold with contact between solution and soot. The results

appeared to be similar for both sets, but was different from

solutions noncontacted with soot. This difference takes place in
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restributlon of collective and onepartlcle contributions In
seir-fllffusion coefficient. For solutions having been In contact
with soot the role of collective contribution Is esse.itially less
and with concentration growing approach to zero, while resident
time \ is growing. It seems quite paradoxical, I.e. dispersing
of thlndespersea soot due to surfactant Inflection, leads to
appearance of big collolda

1
 and subcolloldal particles. These

particles are hydrophyllc because of their stabilization by
adsorbed of surfactant. On our opinion appearing particles can
take places of possible water claster translation It leads to
decreasing of collective contribution and can be one of the
reason of sedlmental system stability.

Investigations or adsorbed surfactant layers show us that
the layer structure dependence on. way of contact between aqueous
surractant solution and solid lnterphase. So under.static contact
of sllycagel with liquid phase, molecules of trlton X-100 Inte-
ract with adsorbent by hydrlphyllc parts. Whes surfactant
solution Is passed through sllycagel trlton X-100 molecules
orient their hydrophollc part to lnterphase. It proves that Is
adsorotlon binding force of surfactant mlceles as separated
kinetic elements can dominate due to realyslng of H-bond between
hydrophyllc lnterpiiase group and exlethyl backbone surrounding
the molecules. In system with "unlimited volume" of liquid phase
the most probability In process of "hydrophoblc coagulation". It
Is autocatalyse process leading to appearance of supermolecular
structures on adsorbent surphase. In this structures local
Interaction realises by hydrophoblc parts of molecules and
nonhydrated surphase plots.
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THKOKY OF ТНК BFFKCTIVK IHTKRACT1OH

IN FKH-BODY SYSTKHS

V. F. Khnrchenko

Institute for Theoretical Physios, Academy of

Sciences of Ukraine, 252143 Kiev, Ukraine

Ne give a brief review of the theory of the effective

interaction in three-body systems, which is based on the

Francis-Watson definition and the Faddeev integral

equation Bethod.

The concept of the effective potential of the interaction

between a particle and a oomposite bound system of particles and

also between two conposite systems has a wide use in atomic and

nuclear physics. It is of fundamental importance to investigate

the effective interaction potential in the simplest few-particle

systems for which the mathematically rigorous treatment is

possible.
1—3

In our work» a new three-body formalism is worked out on

the basis of the Faddeev integral equations of motion.

Define the operator of the effective potential of the

interaction between a particle, l,and a system of two particles,

2 and 3, in its ground bound state, V
#
(<r) (« is tho energy of

relative motion of the particle 1 and the centre of mass of the

two-particle system), according to Refe.4,5 as a three-body

operator R(E) averaged over the bound state of the two-partic1л

syatom-aoaterer v (2,3),

#
 <V

O
(2.3)|B(K>|V

O
(2.3)>. (1)

The three-body operator R<K) satisfies the equation

R(K) = v x • VjUH^JQ^CDIKKb <2>

whore v. & *\2* *3i *•
 t n e S U B

 °*
 Ъ п в

 P*i* interaction potentials

between the particle 1 and the particles 2 and 3 of the

two-particle ayatoa, К = с - b is the energy of the three-particle

system (b in the binding energy of the two-particle system),
G
23

 s
 *

B
"

H
o~

v
23^

 l f H
o

 l
"

 t n e
 ^dree-partlole kinetic energy

operator, P
Q
 is the projector onto the ground state of the two-

part iole system.

To find the effective potential matrix V
#
(f) <1) we must first
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solve the three-pertiole equation for the Matrix B(B), which fully

incorporates the Multiple scattering effects.

As an example, consider the problem on scattering a charged

particle,1, by a two-particle bound system (of a charged particle,

2, and a neutral one, 3). Thn interaction potential for the three-

particle system is equal to the SUM of two pair potentials,
Ц

namely, of the short-range nuclear, у„
3
 (which provides the

formation of a bound state of the two particles), and the

long-range Coulomb, v.~ • potentials. A studying of such a

simplified three-particle model can arine both independent

interest and be necessary as an intermediate step of solving the

complete problem of three particles, two of which are charged, in

order to determine the kernels of the Faddeev-Noble equations. In

this case, after regularizution the non-Kredhoim equation (2)

takes the form
R(B) = T

2̂
(B) + T5

2
(B)[0

O
(K)T

2
5 (B)G

O
(H) - P ^ O U K B ) . O>

where the transition operators Т., and T»» correspond to the

pair (Coulomb and nuclear) interactions (they include three-body

free Green function G
Q
(B) s (E-H

o
)~

l
), and the operator g* (*) im

the free Green function describing motion of the particle 1

relative to the centre of mass of the pair of the particles 2 and

3. It is easy to see that the equation (3) is polar, and hence we

may seek its solution in the form of the successive iterative

expansion.

bet us determine the form of the nearly diagonal part of the

effective potential matrix <P*|V
#
(O|p">(& is the Jacobi momentum

variable for the relative motion of the particle 1 and the centre

of mass of two-particle bound complex) taking the potential of the

interaction between the particle* 2 and Э to be separable,

TJ
3
(K> = |U>T(I)<U|. (4)

Substituting the iterative eolation of the equation (9) into

(1), using the asymptotic e. pensions of the Coulomb transition

matrix T
1 2
<B) and factors involving the three-partiole Green

function and the fora factor of the separable interaction

potential of the particles inside the oomplex in the transfer

momentum |p"-p" |-» 0 ( for arbitrary value* p and p'), and

restricting our consideration to taking account of only four first

tarns - three singular

oontain

obtain the formula :

consideration to taking account of only four fir

ingular and one linen? (relative to |S-p'|> terms

|5~р'Г
2
, |в-*Т

1
, ln(|p-p"* | *

o
) , and |рЧГ|. ••
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<p|V

4 n e
l

e
2

IP-S'I-0 | Р - Р |

"
2
 " з

( в
1

в
2

> 2
 Г 1 (1) 1" "з

( в
1

в
2

>
 Г 1 (1)

4 М-
2 +
.

3
>ь

2
 [з о

• "41е*р' v > ** 4fр' v > + • 4fp' v > '

w* P • *i
I+J+K f

 Jb
. ,.2 u

2
(k)

}
 *

 b

К Г .. . 2
I QK К

I 2n

CD

(1) I+J+K+ljdk k2 [u(k)]2-2u(k)u'(k)/k-u(k)u"(k)

p * p' 23

V> "
k2 I 1 Г к2 | J f k 2 | K

fe* bJ I 2^3+b-*pJ l^3+ b-*pj •

* p в * - P2/2vx . с ш p 2 /2KJ . (6)

23 2 з Х 3 l 1 ^ 2 Э 1 2 Э
 t h e r e d u o # d

шааяев of pnrtiolea, •. is the «aae of ttH? particle i. C
Q
 is a

tera independent of the transfer aoaentua variable |S-p'|, which

reflects the short-ranee behaviour of the effective potential in

configuration upaoe. Essentially, in the ежрапв!оп for the

effective potential in the liaiointf case |?-&'|*0 (5) ooour the

exact cancellations of the contributions fro» the oharge-dipole,

oharee-quadrupole, and ehante-ootupole interactions, individually.

It is eaey to see in the ease that the scattering takes plaoe

in the adiabatio conditions.

*P * *P'~* ° * "
onr forsuln (S) is in atfreesent with the rraults for the effective

potential matrix elesents with p=P"=p'obtained earlier with the

7 в

use of the perturbation theory method ' :
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"
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i

e
2 i

|p-pT "
+
2

where the number coefficient <*„, which is the electric dipole

polarizability of the two-particle system, turns out to be
2

Here we use the notations R
I J K

<°»0)sR
1 + J + K

 and в*
1
*"» I W D < D

He emphasize that our method for deriving the formulae for the

effective potential (5) and (в) is more general, it does not use

the perturbative expansion in powers of the product of the charges

е~е„ but is essentially based on the Faddeev three-body formalism.

In particular, «»e find that in the asymptotic case Ip-p'|-» 0 all

terms with (в.в,) cancel, out. Hence our mi thod allows to extend

field of application of the asymptotic formula for the effective

potential (8), (9), which in found to be valid at arbitrary e.e».

In the framework of the three-body formalism, which takes

consistently account of the multiple scattering effects, it is

also ensured the proper description of the effective potential at

finite distances where it is essentially nonlocal. In particular,

in the case of the proton-deuteron scattering at «его energy, the

effective potential of the interaction of the charge and the

deuteron at finite distances affects considerably the magnitude
Q

of the doublet proton-deuteron scattering length.
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FAST NEUTRON SPECTROMETRY WITH TIME OF FLIGHT METHOD
ON ISOCHRONOUS CYCLOTRON U-240

Kolotyi V. .Isayev A..Kaltchenko A. .Kushnir I. ,KhaIdin S.

Institute for Nuclear Research, Ukraine,Kiev-28,prosp. Nauki »i7

The traditional direction of nuclear physics research in our
Institute is the investigation of nuclear properties with time of
flight method.The energy interval ranges from mev to 100 MeV.The
large amount of investigations have been fulfilled at the WWR-M
Research Reactor and EG-S Van de Graaf accelerator.
Just after Isochronous Cyclotron had started,the project of regime

for intense short fast neutron pulse generation was developed. Ncv»
this design is under construction. The inner target is bombarded by
60 MeV deutrons or 100 MeV protons simultaneously from 23-100 orbits
of acceleration to get neutrons
Such an intensive soiree of neutrons makes it possible to have tho

neutron spectrometer of high energy resolution using the long flight
pathsCSS, 100, 185m). Dus to its patameters this fast neutron
spectrometer may be one of the best in the world.

Scientific research program includes studies ci nuclear
structura, properties of nuclear matter,improvement en nuclear
models, etc. These investigations have to provide th« larg* amount
of nuclear data information about the nuclei of difierer.t classes
containing in constructive and fuel materials for fission and fusion
reactors, radiation shielding, space objects, etc. These data are
also useful for radiation medicine and biology, ecology. Chernobyl
problem».
Having such results Ukraine may submit an essential contribution

to the international nuclear data activity directed for increasing
the modern system of nuclear data files for scientific and
technological needs,
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NUCLEAR DATA FOR REACTOR STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

AND FISSION PRODUCTS

Korsh I.A., Mishchenko V.A*, Paaechnik M.V.,

Pravdivy N«M., Sklyar N.T., fPeciorov hUB.\

Institute for Nuclear Research, Ukrainian Academy of

Sciences, Prosp.Nsuki, 47» Kiev-28, Ukraine

The experimental data of differential and integral cross
sections of elastic and inelastic (for the lowest 1-7 levels)
scatterings of 1*0-7*0 MeV neutrons from 37 even-even medium
mass nuclei, total neutron cross sections for the Cd, Sn snd Те
isotopes at 0.4-2.2 MeV, resonance self-shielding factors of the
total neutron cross sections for the Ti, Cr, Fe and Ni samples
at 0.5-2.5 MeV, and cross sections of 0.8-2.4 UeV neutrons radi-
ative captured by thorium-232 and aurum-197 are presented*

To form the group constant files needed for design of nuc-

lear installations, a large spectrum of sufficiently precise nuc-

lear data is necessary for large range of nuclei important for

nuclear processes in reactors (the nuclei of fuel, structural ma-

terials, shield materials, fission products}* Our main scienti-

fic interest is study of fast neutron interaction with even-even

medium mass nuclei, which are a base of nuclear installation

structural materials and are abundant in the fission products.To

carrying out this work, methods for experimental determination

of differential and integral cross sections of neutron elastic

and inelastic scatterings by nuclei,of neutron total cross sec-

tions and their resonance self-shielding factors, of fast neut-

ron radiative capture cross sections were worked out.

The differential neutron elastic and inelastic scattering

cross sections were measured using the fast-neutron time-of-

flight spectrometer based on the electrostatic accelerator £0-5
of our institute* The experimental method /1/ based on the epeo-
trometer permitted to measure the scattering cross sections with
sufficiently good precision even for small ( — 30 g) soatterer
mass, what is important when isotope samples are uaed. The mea-
surements were carried out on 37 practically monoieotopic samp-
lea (with > 90 £ enrichment) or natural samples, in which the
isotopes under study are dominant» 24Mg,28Si,32S,*8Tir

5°»52»5*Cr,
5 4 5 6 5 8 6 0 6 2 6 4 6 4 6 6 6 8 7 6 7 e 8 0 8 £ 9 P 9 + 9 6 9 8
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110,1i6cd> 116,118ti£i0ti22,124Snf 122,124,126,128,

at the 1*0-7*0 MeV neutron energies with 0.5 or 1.0 UeV stops and
+5O*+15O keV energy opreade. There are measured the differential
cross sections of elastic scattering (3-10 % errors), inelastic
scattering with excitation of the first 2+-levels (5-12 % errors)

' and also inelastic scattering with excitation of the higher 1 - 6
levels (5-30 c/a errors)• She integrated cross sections and their
energy dependences v/ere determined from these differential cross
sections* The experimental data were obtained mainly t r the en-
ergies, for which the data were absent, contradictory or had low
precisions. These data and results of the data theoretical analy-
ses were published (e.g., /2-9/)* As an example, the differential
cross sections of 5*0 UeV neutron elastic scattering and inelas-
tic scattering with excitation of the first 2+-levels of *8Ti,
54Fe, 76Se, 9°Ko and 1 2 б

Те are presented in P 1 G . 1 .

The total neutron cross sections for the highly enriched sam-
ples of

 l 1
°'

l i 6
Cd, 1Н,11б,П8,12о,122,124

3п Q n d
 122,124,126,128 -

1
^ Те were measured by transmission method at the 0.4-2.2 MeV en-

ergies with the 100 keV step and the 40-70 keV energy spreads/10/.

The cross section errors were about 1.5-4*0 %, The same method

v/as used to measure the 0*5-2*5 MeV neutron transmissions for the

titanium, chromium, iron and nickel samples (with thicknesses up

to 50 cm)* These transmissions were used for determination of the

total cross section distribution momenta and the corresponding re-

sonance self-shielding factors 4 ~ < S 5 P T T V ^"S^^J ̂  ̂ »
 У о г

example, the resonance self-shielding factors for the chromium

and iron samples ere presented in Fig.2 together with the BMXB-78

group data and optical model calculation results*

To measure radiative capture cross sections of fast neutrons
2*42 147

in the isotope samples •* Th and -"Au, the activation method was

used. The induced aotivity were measured with a Ge(Li)-spectrono-

ter, the neutron fluxos wore measured with a
 2
™ U fiaaion chamber»

The cross sections were measured at the neutron energies of 0.8-

2.4 MeV /12/.

The experimental data were used to form evaluated nuclear

constant files. Included to the international reference-books of

nuclear constants and can be used in other fields of science and

technology* These data are also an experimental base for studying

the neutron-nucleus interaction models, for fitting the model pa-
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remeters and for investigation of the interaction mechanisms /13/.

The needs for such experimental data remain not met.

05 о -ад -1
cose

го

го

Еп-5.ОМеВ

12вТе
0,=-0.66бМее,2*

ж
мо

0,=-0,778МЙ,2*

7 6 S e
О,'-О,559Мев.2*

о*-1.«7мев.г*
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Fig.1. Differential cross sections of 5.0 MeV noutron elastic
end inulaotic (with excitation of tho first 2+-lovels) scatterings
from titoniun-48, iron-56, selenium-76, molybdenura-96 and telluri-
uw-126: the experimental data (points) end the results of theore-
tical calculations using the optical-statistical approach (curves)*
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Fig.2. Total cross section resonance self-shielding factors
for the 0.5-2.5 lleV neutrono in thick chromium and iron samples
(points) in comparison to the evaluated BNAB-Y8 group constants
(histograms) and the results of optical-model calculations (cur-
ves).
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STUDY OP MECHANISMS OP PAST WSUXROS INTERACTIONS WITH

EVM-BVEU MIDDLE blASS KUCL2I

Korzh I.A., Mishchenko V.A., Pasechnik M.V.,
Pravdivy N.M., Sklyar H.T., |Pedorov M.B.I

Institute for Nuclear Research, Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences, Prosp.ilauki, 47, Kiev-20, Ukraine

The experimental cross sections of fast neutron interactions
with nuclei of the reactor structural materials and fission pro-
ducts are compared to the results of theoretical calculations; on
this base it is concluded about mechanisms of these interactions.

Because of absence of an effective theory of fast neutron in-
teraction with nuclei, it has to use model approaches, and this
situation demands searches of still more adequate model variants,
fittings of their parameters, elucidation of various interaction
mechanism roles*

The obtained by us extensive experimental data of total cross
sections and cross sections of the fast neutron elastic and inel-
astic scatterings from the nuclei of reactor structural materials
and fission products /1/ together with necessary data of other au-
thors were become reliable base for accomplishing such work. A sti-
mulus for accomplishing this v/ork is necessity to form the evalua-
ted data files also under existence of considerable experimental
data spreads or under absence of them.

The experimental cross sections of 0.5-9.0 MoV neutron inter-
actions v/ith 37 even-even A • 24*140 nuclei were compared to the
calculation results on the base of theoretical models, which con-
sider the compound and direct interaction mechanisms /2/. The the-
oretical analysis using the optical-statistical approach was based
on the averaged spherical model parameter sot, obtained by us ear-
lier /3/, and some of the optimum optical model parameter sots.

The experimental ener£y dependences of the total cross secti-
ons were compared to the calculated ones using the spherical op-
tical model (SOU) or generalised optical model (GOM), and the dif-
ferential and integral cross sections of the elastic and Inelastic
scatterings were compared to the calculated ones using the SOU or
GOM and modern versions of the statistical model (S*I). Furthermore,
for titanium, chromium, iron and nickel efects of the total cross
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section resonance structure, which were revealed in the study of

fast neutron transmissions in various thickness (up to 3*5 Ъ )

samples, v/ere included to the general scheme of optical-statisti-

cal analysis /4/.

Smallness of the revealed influence of channel coupling on

the compound сгоза sections /5/ permitted the systematic calcula-

tions of the compound cross sections to carry out using the Hau-

ser-Peshbach-Uoldauer (НРЫ) /6/ or Tepel-Hoffmann-V/eidenmuller

(THW) 111 models, whose results are comparable in the energy ran-

ge under study.

The GOM calculations were carried out under assumption of

vibrational nature of the lowest excited states of the nuclei un-

der study and taking into consideration various number of expli-

citly considered coupled channels from 2 to 5» In addition,we ha-

ve revealed, that the increase of the coupled channel number cau-

sed changes of every calculated cross sections, including cross

sections of the first 2
+
-level direct excitation, whose summary

excitation cross section uncertainties amounted 10 % in the ener-

gy range up to 3-4 MeV and decreased with the energy increasing*

In the GOM calculations were used the same parameters as in SOM,

exoept the absorption potential, which were decreased by «•** 20 #

in two coupled channel case and by — 30 % xn the five coupled

channel case* The GOM calculations were carried out using a comp-

lex coupling potential and the programmes, described in /8,9/»

From comparisons of the calculated cross sections to the ex-

perimental ones it followed, that for every nuclei under study

(except the selenium isotopes) using the averaged optical poten-

tial parameters /3/ and correct considering the direct and compo-

und mechanisms provided satisfactory agreements between the cal-

culated cross sections and the experimental ones* In tho selenium

isotope case the calculations were performed using the optimum pa-

rameters of the spherical potential /10/, which are good descri-

bing both the total cross sections and the scattering cross sec-

tions in the whole energy range under study» As an example, in

Flga«1 and 2 the experimental date for Se are presented in com-

parison to the calculation results using the parameters of the pa-

per /Ю/. It is evident, that in the whole energy range a good ag-

reement was achieved for the processes under study. Рог the other

nuclei under study use of the parameters /3/ provided satisfacto-

ry results; that is attested by comparison of the caloulated cross
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sections to the experimental опсз, presented in the another paper

in this conference /1/ and by the conclusions of the other our pa-

pers /2,11/.

\ i , ГиМ»ТГ8

: f ™^<

. . . '
*Se/n,n) .|

i
j

Ю,. 16И1**. 1' j
14,: I " " * * " 1

I ? 1 i 5 ̂  ? 8

Е„Л1еВ

Pig.1. Comparison of the dif-
ferential cross sections of neut-
ron elastic and inelastic scatte-
rings froa selenium-76 (points) to
the calculated onee using the op-
tical-statistical approach (solid
curves);the dashed and dotted cur-
ves are compound and direct compo-
nents of inelastic scattering
crosa sections respectively.

g , Experimental en-
ergy dependences of the neu-
tron total cross sections one!
cross sections of the elastic
and inelastic scatterings
from selenium-76 (points) in
comparison to the calculated
ones using the optical-sta-
tistical approach (solid cur-
ves); the dashed and dotted
curves are respectively con-
pound and direct components
of the elastic and inelastic
scattering cross sections-.

The unified optical-statistical analysis of neutron totai

crcsa sections and their distribution momenta was based on caicu

lation of the averaged S-iaatrix using GOLI for the averaged cros^

section calculation and the method of random collision mctrix foe

modelling the resonance structure effects /4/. In these calcula-
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calculation.*) of resonance structure effects the same 3-matrixes,

aa in the averaged cross section calculations, were used* The com-

bined use of the GOM and Monte-Carlo method permitted embody the

experimental data of the resonance aelf-shielding effects into the

unified scheme of the optical-statistical analysis* Quality of

. this theoretical interpretation of the resonance self-shielding

factors for chromium and iron is evident from Fig»2 of the paper

/1/.

The adequate theoretical interpretation of the experimental

neutron acattering cross sections using the described approach ha-

ve permitted to make reliable evaluations of the relative contri-

butions of the compound and direct scattering mechanisms and their

energy dependences*

In conclusion, it should be noted that reliable knowledges of

the relative contributions of the compound and direct scattering

of neutrons from the nuclei increase reliability of the calculated

cross sections and presents о possibility to use them in the cross

section evaluations} that is especially valuable in the cases,when

the experimental data are cortradictory or quite absent*
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INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN ТНВОЯУ. AND

EXPbKIMEMT FOR n + T SYSTEM

Levashev V.P.

Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Phyaica, Kiev, Ukraine

The possibility to determine reliably the neutron-triton scatte-

ring lengths using the available theoretical and experimental

data ia studied. It is shown that there exlbt a noticeable in-

consistency between theory and experiment.

The first nonvariational microscopic calculation of the

neutron-triton (n-T) scattering lengths Ao (spin S • 0,1) was

performed in -|976 in ref.[i]. In addition, the mutual inconsis-

tency of then-available experimental data for the total cross

section (<*>) and coherent scattering length (A ) was discovered

in that paper.

Since then a number of theoretical [3-7] and experimental

j"8-10j works have been performed. In this paper we review the re-

sults of these works and study the possibility of unambiquoua and

reliable determination of the n-T scattering lengths on the basis

of a combined analysis of theory and experiment.

The table shows the existing results for the n-T scattering

lengths obtained within the four body calculations £э-б] , the
phenomenologlcal predictions from experimental proton- He data by

means of an effective range theory (phase shift analysis) £i1^ and
R-matrix theory [7^, and also the most accurate experimental data
for the cross section [в] and coherent scattering length £2,9, Д
Averaging the results of calculations [р-б] giving values of the

trlton binding energy olose to experiment, we obtain theoretioal

restrictions on the triplet and singlet scattering length*

A, - 3.53 + 0.08 ?m
f
 A

Q
 - 4.07 ± 0.17 *Щ (1)

0.07 ± 0.05. (2)

A comparison with experimental data of table shows that there

exists a sizeable discrepancy between the theoretioal prediction*

for the n-T scattering lengths A^ and A
Q
 (1) and the expeoted

experimental values of these lengths» extrtoted from the latest

empirical data for the total его** eeotion [в^ and the ooherent

length [icQ. Theoretical prediction for the ratio of the length*



IABLE. Comparison of the ralues for triplet (A^, singlet ( A Q ) , coherent (AQ) and incoherent
(A.) lengths end the total (<£>)» coherent (<£c) and incoherent ((p^) cross sections of
the neutron-triton threshold scattering calculated within the integral equations ap-
proach £3-6}t with the results of phenomenologioal analyses (J1»7J and experimental data
[2,6-ioJ.

Characteristics of
n-T scattering

A, (Fm)
AQ (Pm)

A1A0

6 (ъ)
Ac (P.)

6 c <b>
-А± (fm)

6 i <b)

HH-potential

S'-shell

[5 3

3.46
4.24
0.816
1.69
3.66

1.68
0.34

14.53

Local

Malfliet-
TJon I-III

ГчТ
I J

3.61
4.09
0.883
1.75
3.73

1.75
0.2T
5.5

Separable

Yamaguchi
with ten-
sor force

3.53
3.89
0.907
1.657
3.62

1.64
0.16
3.20

Phenomenological

tive
range
theory

[113
3.60
3.39
0.925
1.70
3.67

1.69
0.13
2 . 0

D 4

analysis
Г7"
I1-

3.325 ±
4.453 ±
0.747 t
1.665 t
3.60? *

1.635 ±
0.500 j.
31.42 *

I

0.016
0.100
0.050
0.038
0.037

0.034
0.051
6.40

3.13 i
4.98 ±
0.63 +
1.70 t
3.82 ±
3.82 t
3.59 t

0.801

30.64

0.11
0.29
0.06
0.03
0.24
0.07
0.02

*

[8]
[2]
[9]
[10]

1 0-173
+ 34.78

Ihe lengths A^ and A
Q
 are obtained in Ref. [ ю ] from the data for and A

c
 [id].
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A./AQ (2) exceeds the experimental one (see the last column of

the table) by 309*0, and the averaged theoretical value of the

incoherent length A, is smaller in magnitude by about a factor

of 3 as that determined from the empirical data for<o[83 and A

[101.
It is shown that the empirical estimate of the ratio A-I/AQ

is very sensitive to possible small changes in experimental data

for the n-T coherent scattering length and total cvoae section.

This causes the reliable determination of the scattering lengths

A1 and AQ from the existing experimental data for (Q and A to

be rather questionable. Therefore, we urge an independent remea-

surement of A and a measurement of <$ at energies below 60 keV

down to aero energy. The radical remedy to resolve the problem

of the determination of the neutron-triton scattering lengths

A- and AQ would be a direct measurement of the incoherent cross-

eeotion falling supposedly in the range 2mb£(£>££8Qmb.
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THEORETICAL STUDIES OF RADIATIVE Nd-CAPTURE

Malyarzh O.M., Tartakoveky V.K., Kozlovsky I.V.

Taras Shevchenko Kiev University,Kiev, Ukraine

*Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kiev, Ukraine

This paper is devoted to the theoretical study of low-energy

radiative capture of nucleons by deuterons.

Among various types of multipole radiation which accompany

radiative capture of protons by deuterone at low energies,

p + d = *He + у ,

dlpole radiation is the most probable. The probability of the

process is rather high when the incident proton energy is lower

than 1 MeV. In this case the influence of Coulomb proton-deuteron

repulsion on the capture cross-section is weak. The electric

dlpole (El) transitions turn out to be insignificant and thus the

magnetic dlpole (Ml) transitions play the dominant role. The most

probable transitions at low energies are, of course, those from

the S-state; transitions from both S- and *S-etates can occur..

Suppose the three-nucleon forces are different in the quartet and

doublet spin states. Then the spatial wave functions are not

orthogonal and hence only *S - *S transitions are important for

the capture. «

Recently, photodlsintegratlon of few-nucleon nuclei has

attracted much interest of both experimentalists and theorists.

Available experimental data concerning radiative capture of

neutrons and protons by deuterona require detail»** theoretical

interpretation and comprehension.

Since radiative capture of a proton (neutron) by a deuteron

is inverse ргосезв to 'нв('Н) photodislntegration, we consider

photodieintegration of a three-nucleon nucleus, make use of the

detailed balance principle, and thus calculate the differential



У4

croes-eection of the radiative capture:

d« g в-
 я

 Р*

- У нч и > „ - к • #•

T
m
t

where К ia the factor determined by the kinematic

J°
((>
 ere the matrix elemencs of the

conditions and

convectivenuclear structure,

(spin) ourrent of the first (second) particle.

The calculated differential crous-eections are compared

the experimental data. Solid curves in the Figures correspond

the calculations takintf into account proton-deuteron

dashed lines give the results obtained in the plane

approximation.

to

to

interaction,

wave

1.4
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E
d
=29.6 HeV

from Ref.tl]
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2.Or—

1.0

6>/dO (arb.units)

2-Or-

В = 11.0 MeV
p

1.0

90 180

f fron

(deg)

E
ri
=10.6 MeV

90 180

f from Ref.[3]

We found that simple model wave functions for the

three-nucleon eyatem In both bound and ecattering states provide

satisfactory deecription of the experimental data; at least, the

calculated curves reproduce the shape» of the experimental

dependences. We see that, under the kinematic conditions of the

experiment [13, allowance for the Nd-interaetion is not too

important. Absolute values of the cross-sections are sensitive to

the structure of the three-nucleon system and thus the

quantitative accordance with the experimental data may be improved

by reasonable variation of the structure parameter of the nucleus

bound state wave function.„
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DYNAMICS OF INTERACTION BETWEEN LIGHT IONS AND
 1 2

C

AT INTERMEDIATE INCIDENT ENERGIES

Mashkarov Vu.G., Koshchy E.I.

Kharkov State University, pl.Svobody,4, Kharkov 310077, Ukraine

Rudchik А.Т., Ponkratenko O.A..

Institute for Nuclear Research, pr.Nauki,47, Kiev 252028, Ukraine

Glovacka L.

Soltan Institute lor Nt-.clear Studies, Warsaw, Poland

The cluster structure problems displayed in the interactions

of deuteror.s, helions and crpartlcle with

MeWnucleon incident energies are discussed.

of deuteror.s, helions and crparticle with С nuclei at "-20

It Is well known that nuclear transfer reactions are very

useful for the study of multinucleon properties of atomic nuclei

and dynamics of nuclear processes [1]. The one-step transfers are

best probability at the high energy while most experimental data

are received at low energy (S10 MeV/nucleon).

In this work the
 1 2

C<d,
6
Li)

B
Be reaction at E

d
-50 MeV,

i 2
C(

3
He.

7
Be)

8
Se reaction at E(

3
He)-60 MeV,

 l 2
C(o,

6
Li)

1 0
B,

1 E
Cia.

7
bi)

9
B, and

 1 2
C(«,

7
Be>

9
Be reactions at E «90 MeV have been

investigated to examine the cluster structure of the С nucleus

£2-1]. At such high Incident energies one can expect that the

direct processes will dominate.

The 5C MeV deuteron and 90 MeV alpha-particle beams fro» the

Kiev isochronic cyclotron U-240 and 60 MeV helion beam from

Institute of Nuclear Physics of the Kazakhstan Academy of Science

(Alma-Ata) cyclotron wore used for measurement of differential

cross sections. The experiment was perfom^d by use of conventi-

onal ДЕ-Е surface barrier detector techniques. The thicknesses of

the ДЕ- and E- detectors was (30+100) до and (700-1200) fjm

respectively. The absolute error of experimental cross sections

was ~а.ох while the statistic error didn't exceed эх.
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Self-supporting foils of natural carbon with a thickness 200

2
- 1000 де/cm was used. The target thickness was determined by

measurement of back scattering l MeV K
+
 ions.

Fi8.1 shows experimental inclusive energy spectrum of *Li

outgoing nuclei rrom
 1 2

C(d.
6
Li3- reaction at ЬО MeV incident

deuterons by comparison of
 7
Be outgoing nuclei from

 1 г
сс

г
Не,

7
Ве)

reaction at 60 MeV incident helions, cne can see similar shape and

closely cross section for both reactions. The identical states of

final
 8
Be nucleus (0* (g.s.), 2

+
 (3.04 MeVj and 4

+
 (11.4 HeV)l

are selective populate in this reactions too. The exact finite-

M> 40 SO

d£Pig. l. Experimental energy dependence d V d E dfl for в
1 ж Ь

.»30 .

о)
 1 2

C(d,
6
LU- reaction at 8

d
«b0 MeVj

6)
 1 2

Cl
3
He,

7
Be)- reaction at E(

3
He)-60 MeV.

The full lines are EFR-DWBA a-plck-up predictions

using "doorway" states [2j. The dotted lines repre-

sent the Hauser-Feshbach model prediction. The dashed

lines show cross-sections for outgoing nuclei as

residual nuclei.
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range DVBA calculations using "doorway" states formalism (2] was

performed for this reactions. The analysis showed that transition

on low-lying levels of Be can be explained by the pick-up of

42 в

the cluster structure C-» Be +a and
0-clusters. Thus

C-»
8
Be*

3 0 1
+a Are display In this reactions.The large differences

of predicted cross sections for the formation of Be in the 4*

state with experimental data can be explained by the large cont-

ribution of statistical process forming Li and Be as residual

nuclei.

The angular distributions of the
 6
Li,

 7
Li and

 7
Be have been

measured from reactions Induced by 90 MeV alphas [4]. The spectra

of outgoing Be ions show some selectivity. One can distinguish

transitions corresponding to the members of the ground state

rotation band lr Be nucleus. A common feature of all angular

distributions Is similar shape: they are forward peaked,then cross

sections decrease smoothly with increasing the angle and then go

up for backward angles.

The angular distributions have been analyzed In the framework

of the EFR-OWBA assuming the direct few-nucleon cluster transfer

mechanism (pick-up and heavy-particle pick-up) £5]. Some of this

accounts are shown on fig.2. and fig.3.

It can be state that the main contributions to the cross

sections for forward angles lBc m < 00°) come from the two- and

three nucleon cluster pick-up, while for backward angles i&c л
 >

Fig.2. Comparison of the BFR-DVBA calculations

the experimental data for the d, *Li

cluster transfers.

(line) with

and t,
 B

Li
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60 /00 iS<i

9
CM
(deq)

Fig.3. Comparison of the EFR-DWBA calculations with the

experimental cross sections for the C-» B
e ш

transition. The contributions from

and
 S
'

He (solid

He (dashed line) transfers are shown.

line)

the heavy clusters Li, Li,90 ) the pick-up process of

dominates.

Thus investigated reaction displayed not only

12

5
K.

О". but

С by dependtwo-, three- and many- nucleon cluster structure of

on dynamic of interaction.

Good quantitative agreement with theoretical predictions

illustrates that these reactions are useful as a spectroscopic

probe for measurement of the extent of clustering in nuclei.
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EXCITATION OP NUCLEAR ISOMERS IN (7,7*)
m
 REACTIONS

WHITHIN 4-15 MeV ENERGY RANGE

MAZUR V.M., SOKOLUK I.V., BIGAN Z.K.

Institute of Electron Physios, Academy of Soience of

the Ukraine, Uzgorod.

Cross section of 7 ineiastio scattering with excitation of

ieomer states О of
 7 7
Se,

 7 9
Br,

 8 7
Sr,

 1 1 1
Cd,

 1 l 5
In and

 1 3 7
Ba nuclei

are measured at 4-15 MeV energies. For nuclei whose spins of the
ground and isomer states differ by AJ = 4, the dependence isoroer
ratioe T) « f(A) is studied in a wide mass interval 77 < A < 197.

Present paper is a continuation of systematic studies on the

excitation cross sections for iscmerio states under inelastio scat-

tering of photons by nuclei whi.oh are carried out in the Institute

of Electron Physios of the Ukrainian Academy of Soiences [1-4I. At

the same time it is mainly concerned with studies of the cross sec-

tions оГ (7,7*)" reactions on the
 7 7

Se,
 7 9

Br, ^Sr,
 1 1 1

Cd,
 1 1 5

In,

and -"Ba isotopes within 4-15 HeV energy range.

Investigations were carried out by means of induced activity

method using bremsstrahlung beam of М-ЭО miorotrone. The inoident

bremsstrahlung flux was controlled by a thick-wall absolute

ionisation chamber. Isotopioally enriched ( >90Jf ) samples were

used as the targets. Since the odd-odd isotopes of elements under

studies were also present in the samples as impurities, the yields

of A(7,n)(A-D
ra
 reactions and those of (7,7» )

m
 reactions were mea-

sured in parallel and the corresponding corrections were introdu-

ced. Experimental conditions and measuring prooedure are described

in more detail in [41.

Yield curves of Y(E
m a x

) reaotions were measured with AS *

» 0.5 ifeY step. Cross sections were calculated by Penfold-Leisa

method [5] with AE * 1 MeV step. Obtained cross sections are pre-

sented in fig.i with statistical errors indicated.

Рог all isotopes studied (exoept for
 1 1

^In), the (7,7')" oross

sections were obtained for the first time. Our results for
1 1 5

In(7,7')
1 1 5 m

m reactions agree with those obtained earlier [61.

Estimates of integral oross sections a ^ in the region up to

E « б MeV derived from the experimental cross sections o
m
 shown in

fig.1 agree within the limits of experimental aoouraoy with values

01* C
i n t

 presented in 17].

The maximum of (7,7')
m
 oross sections for all nuclei ooneide-



Т а J • > >

:* -H-f
U 6 6 Ю 42 £tMeV 6 & 10 12 E,McV

Pig.1. Experimental cross-eeotione of (7,T')m reaction
for.77Se. 79Dr. 87Sr, 15In and 137Ba.
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3 4 5
fig.2. Isomer ratios as a function of AJ.
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Fig-Э- Mase rnunber A dependence of isomer ra t ios .
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red. lies in the region of (7,n)-reaction thresholds. Below the

thresholds of nucleon yield the photo-absorption cross section a*..,,

is a sum of elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections. Sir.oe

the neutron widths Г„ are much higher than radiastive widths Г
•*•* F

(Г » Г~), the scattering cross section decreases above the neutron

yield threshold, though C . ^ increases considerably.

The values of (7,7') oross sections depend on a number of

factors, mainly on that of photoabsorption cross section, and the

difference AJ of a ground J and isomerio «^-states spins.Therefo-

re, to elucidate the general laws of isomerie states excitation the

analysis of behaviour of isomerio ratios 7)(t) = 0
m
/O

t o t
) seems quite

convenient. The values of Lorentzians which approximative photoab-

sorptiontion cross sections [8,9] were used as 0
t o t

.

Figure 2 shows the dependences of isomeric ratios on the spin

difference AJ for a ground and isomerio states at E = 7 MeV. The
77

highest value of T| = 0.25 was observed in the case of ' 'Se (for
which AJ = 3). With increasing AJ, the isomeric ratio decreases

sharply and reaohes 0.02 for Cd for which LJ = 5. The similar

behaviour of T) = r(AJ) is observed for
 1 б 8

Ег,
 1 8 0

Kf and
 1 8 4

W [1]

(see fig.2).

Figure 3 presents the experimental 7) values for nuclei with

AJ = 4 at E = 7 MeV as a function of mass number A. Solid line

defines the dependence T) = 6.1O~*A. In the mass range under consi-

deration the nearly linear increase of isomeric ratios is observed

with the increasing A which agrees well generally with statistical

theory conclusions.
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NUCLEAR RAINBOW PHENOMENON IN QUASI-ELASTIC PROCESSES
INDUCED BY 3 ' 4He IONS ON LIGHT DEFORMED NUCLEI

Molev A. S., Kuznichenko A. V., Onyshchenko G. M.

Kharkov State University, 310077, Kharkov, Nezalezhnosti Sq., 4

We examine the nuclear rainbow phenomenon in inelastic Kattering of s> 4He

ion* and one-nudeon transfer reactions from deformed target nuclei. Our method к

based on the parametrization of the scattering matrix proposed in previous paper*.

We apply it to inelantic scattering of 3He and ('He, a) reaction on a S i at 60 MeV

and conclude that a more precise definition of the interaction parameter» is provided

at short distances, about twice smaller than the strong absorption radius.

The nuclear rainbow phenomenon, being an analogue to rainbow scatter-
ing of light in optics, has proven to be manifested in various types of quasi-
elastic nuclear processes, such as inelastic scattering and one-nucleon transfer
reactions induced by light ions at energies E > 20 - 25 MeV/nucleon, ac-
componied by the transition to the ground or low-lying excited state of final
nuclei. The main interest to the pattern characteristic of the nuclear rainbow
phenomenon lies in its sensitivity to nucleus-nucleus interaction for distances,
usually smaller to a great extent than the strong absorption radius (e.g. [1]).
Because of this, one may obtain a valuable information on the interaction
down to these distances from the experimental data. While elastic and quasi-
elastic scattering of 3< *He ions in the energy range under discussion has been
studied very extensively on spherical nuclei (see refs. [2, 3]), there is as yet
much less information on these processes from deformed target nuclei.

We shall consider the features of the nuclear rainbow in inelastic scattering
and one-nucleon transfer reactions on light deformed nuclei. The target nuclei
are treated as rigid asymmetric rotors. With this, the shape of the nucleus
in the body-fixed system is determined taking into account the quadrupole
deformations. The nuclear wave function Ф/м (ft<) of the rotational state with
spin I and spin projection M (($« denote the Euler angles) may be taken, for
example, from ref. [4].

The scattering amplitude is given as

, П) « fM.+ ~ £(2Z + l)\e**i - e**ts{l#)) Pi(eo*), (1)

where В ie the scattering angle, 9 is the solid angle in the space-fixed system,
fe($) is the Rutherford scattering amplitude, к is the wave number, щ is the
Coulomb phase for point charges, o\ is the Coulomb phase for a uniform
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spherical charge distribution (the effects of deformation are omitted due to
their smallness [5]), S(l,£l) is the partial wave scattering matrix.

Regarding one-nucleon transfer reactions, we start from the DWBA trans-
fer amplitude [6] for a zero-spin system and assume the validity of the zero-
range and no-recoil approximations. With these assumptions the amplitude
for a zero-spin quasi-elastic transfer reaction becomes

where r is the "transfer parameter", the indices i and f refer, respectively to
the entrance and exit channels.

The partial wave scattering matrix is assumed to have the parametrized
form{5]. We expand this S-matrix in powers of quadrupole deformation pa-
rameter /i2 , including terms quadric in /?2, and evaluate the elastic scattering
amplitude foo(&) and the amplitude for inelastic scattering to the first 2+ state

= f (3)

with /(0, ft, fie) being the amplitude related to the body-fixed system.
The transfer amplitude may be written as

ft{$) = j dtti du{ %M)fW>«. <& ̂ )*oo(n;), (4)

with /(0, ft, ftj, ft£) referring to the body-fixed system.
The differential cross sections for elastic scattering and one-nucleon transfer

reaction to the ground state of the final nucleus are calculated, respectively,
as (r(0) га | /oo(0) | 2 and crt{6) - \ ft{0) j 3 . Calculating the inelastic scatter-
ing cross section 0j(0) = ])P | /аде(в) | 2 we take into account tbe Coulomb

AI

excitation of the first 2 + states in accordance with ref. (?{.
Fig. 1 show, as an example, the results of the calculations within the

present formalism for 3He + 2eSi at 60 MeV. All curves in fig. i a - d are
calculated using one and the same set of parameters for sHe - MSi - scattering.
The best fit scattering matrix parameter» for the exit channel of (9He,a)
reaction are found by making use of the values taken from analysis of the
corresponding elastic scattering at higher energies. The nuclear rainbow angle
has the value 0, = 92* and the rainbow trajectory is characterized by the
angular momentum /r = 7.9. From fig. 1 b it can be seen tbat for & < 0 there
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the theoretical calculations for "He + ^Si at 60 MeV
to the experimental data [8]. Part a shows the ratio of the elastic scattering
differential cross section to the Rutherford one, parts b and с display the
differential cross sections <r3(0) of inelastic scattering to the first 2 + state of
28Si found with A> = - 0.24 (solid line), fa = 0.24 (dashed line) and refractive
сгЦв) and diffractive a?(9) contributions to <r2(0) with fo = - 0.24, part d
represents the differential cross section а<(0) for (3He,a) transfer reaction.
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exists an opposed decrease of the inelastic scattering cross section, associated
with the nuclear rainbow, than for /?? > 0.

The contributions to the cross sections for inelastic scattering and one-
nucleon transfer reaction, coming from the partial waves with angular mo-
menta /e < 9.0, are almost invisible in the angular region under discussion.
Therefore, in these cases one may probe the nucleus-nucleus interaction down
to impact parameters b « 3.6 fm, noticeably smaller than the corresponding
strong absorption radius Rta « 6.6 fm.

To demonstrate the role of the nuclear refraction in quasi-elastic scattering
we refer to fig. 1 c, which shows the refractive <rl(0) and diffractive &i(6)
contributions [5] to the analysed cross section <тъ(в). As seen from fig. 1 c, the
refractive contribution reproduces quite well the rainbow hump and the fol-
lowing exponential-like decrease of <тг(0). The contribution (*f (0) originating
due to the presence of strong absorption has a typical Fraunhofer diffraction
pattern.

In summary, we have seen that the approach treated here is able to give
important information on nucleus-nucleus interaction at short distances and
forming of the pattern characteristic of the nuclear rainbow phenomenon.
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NUCLEAR SYSTEMS IN EXTERNAL FIELDS

O.F.Nemets, У. H.Pavlenko»V. M. Pugatch - INR (Kiev)

v.v.Konarov, А.и.po^ova - INP of Moscow University

F.I.Karmanov, V. L. Shablov - IAE

It is well known that external fields nay influence on

properties of elementary particles and nuclear systems. One of

the exanples nay be stability of the neutron inside the nuclei.

Using three particle reaction

d +1
2B ---> ^Be + « ---> a + a + a <1)

we create the conditions in which short lived states of -Be

decay in the field of accompanied alpha-particle. The advantage

of three particle reactions is the possibility to change

conditions of decay. He studied influence of Coulomb field of

alpha-particle on decay of different states of *Be.

Theoretical description of such process developed in the

framework of many particle reaction theory gives the next

formula for differential cross section of reaction

p + t > 1 + R
2 3
 > 1 + 2 + 3;

2

exp(2r> arcctgy)|T|
2
, (2)

where 17 - ч,-
 +
 ''ai "** ^

e
 effective Coulomb parameter, v

Coulomb parameter for rescattering of resonant system R
O
e on

accompanying particle, у = 2(E
23
-E

R
)/r, T is nonreeonant part

of the amplitude. This formula gives shift of resonance energy

and change of the reeonanoe width in comparison with two

particle scattering:

Ej = E
R
 - n Г/2 <3>

Г* = Г<1 + 0.025)7 +0.425У»
2
), 0 < r, <1 (4)

140.25 + 1.05т»), 1.5< п <10.
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measurements are given for two

о

resonances of Be excited in the reaction (1): E
R
 = 19,86 MeV, Г

= 0,7 MeV and E
R
 = 16,6+16,! MeV, Г = 0.1 MeV. The theory

describes rather good observed magnitude of the energy shift as

well as the change of the resonance shape.

Fig.l.

Arrows show the position of two particle resonances, dashed line

corresponds to the shape of two partiole resonance and solid

line represents a shape of resonanoe due to the influence of the

Coulonb field of accompanying particles.

In fig.2 dependence of energy shift AB - B
R
-Bg on Coulomb

parameter о is given for resonance 19,86 HeV. Solid line is the

theory prediction (see (3). The data obtained in free scattering

of two a-particles are shown by dashed line.
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So we may conclude that influence of the Coulomb field of

the accompanying particle on decay of short lived system may be

essential. Difference in behaviour of resonances 19,86 HeV and

(16,6 + 16,9) KeV is due to difference of their life times.

Resonance 19,86 HeV (Г = 0,7 MeV) with great probability decays

near accompanying particle where external Coulomb field is

rather strong, at the saae time resonances (16,6+16,9) MeV with

an order longer life times decay relatively far from

aocompanying particle where Coulomb field is much weaker.

In future we are planning to study influenoe of Coulomb

field en decay of short lived systems in reaotions with heavy

ions where effect must be muoh higher.
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MODERN STATE OP TIME ANALYSIS OP TUNNELLING PROCESSES

V.S.Olkhovsky

Institute for Nuclear Researches of the Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences, prospekt Naukl, 47, Kiev-252028, Ukraine

During last years there have been appeared many papers
dedicated to different approaches in time analysis of tunnel-
ling processes. Their results do usually differ quantitative-
ly and qualitatively one from another and, moreover» some of
them are in a sharp oontradiction one with another. First at-
tempts of experimental measurements are unable to give the
unlvocal preference for any approach. There is no consensus
even in the interpretation of the concept of the tunnelling
time. Partially such situation can be explained by essential
differences in clnditions and schemes of thought and real ex-
periments for determining the tunnelling duration. But the
main difficulty of the theory consists in the absence of the
classical analogy for the quantum phenomenon of the particle
tunnelling. Onle comparatively reoently it «as revealed that
there is a similarity between tunnelling for particles and
evanescent electromagnetic waves. .

She present report is dedicated to analysing the modern
state of time analysis of tunnelling processes and the self-
consistent definition of the tunnelling duration.
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PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF ADSORPTION ON METAL SURFACES.

Osovslcil V.D..Ptushinskli Yu.G.,Sukretnyl V.G. and Chulkov B.A.

Institute or Physics, Akademy or Sciences or Ukraine, Prospekt Na-
uki 46.252650,Kiev-28,Ukralne

Dissociative adsorption or molecular gases is a wide-spread
phenomenon.which plays a signiricant part In the nature and tech-
nology (e.g..oxidizing processes.assimilation or atmospheric nit-
rogen by living organisms, heterogenous catalysis, dissolving and
B^orage or gases In metal,corrosion).Dissociative adsorption is a
subject or Intensive Investigations Гог a long time. A marked
accent has been done in the last years on the search or physical
mechanisms or this phenomenon and on the elementary act or overco-
ming the potential barrier at the gas-metal boundary.

An experimental study or gas adsorption on the atomic mole-
cular level requires use or adequate techniques wlch prevent da-
ta distortion due to various secondary processes.A certain cont-
ribution to the development or such techniques is made by the Ins-
titute or. Physics In Kiev.Ultrahigh vakuum Installations or "black
chamber" type provide a molecular beam regime and single-flight de-
tection or scattered or desorbed molecules A possibility or the
deep cooling or the sample (down to 5K) allows to investigate the
weakly bound states or molecular adsorption and to reveal their
participation In the dissociative chemisorption process.

Results ot the study or molecular gases (oxygen and hydro-
gen) adsorption on the tungsten single crystal surraces will be
presented.A variety or adsorption states Is observed and telr na-
ture is ascertalned.Partlcipation or both Intrinsic and extrinsic
precursor states in the adsorption mechanism is detected. Some
conclusions about the shape of the gas-metal lnteretlon
potential are extracted from the experimental data
wlilch Illustrate its variety depending on the adsorbate nature
and surface structure.
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ВINEUTRON MECHANISM OF COLO NUCLEAR FUSION

V»V.Pokropivny V.V.Ogorodnikov

Institute for Problems o-f Material Science, Ukrainian Academy

. of Sciences, Krjijanovsfcy str» 3, 252680 Kiev Ukraine

Abstract. Energy and lifetime of quasi-stationary level of binout-

ron were estimated for development of bineutron model. Their depen-

dence upon crystal influence was examined. New quantum effect of (i-

decay without recoil like Messbauer effect was advanced. Resonance

and temperature criteria were proposed for explainirg of neutron

"flashes"» The main direction* were projected for further research.

It is believed currently the existence of cold fusion <CF)

phenomenon has been substantiated. As sure as fate to explain thic

unique phenomenon a totally new concept is required. Pokropivny l<

OgorodniItovt13 first proposed and qualitatively founded the CF-modrl

based on the hypothesis about creation and quasi-stabi1iг ation of

2 - • 2

bineutrons n in electron <e-> capture reactions e <d , n?p, which

then participates in fusion reactions by the tritium **n(d ,t >n or

2 + 4 —

the helium channels n<d » He)e • Independently and practically si-

multaneously the similar idea was proposed by Timashev C21, Russell

С31 and YangC43>Quite recently Seth tc ParkerСS3 submitted an evidence

for the existence of bineutrons In the double-charge-exchang» and

decay reactions !.i («f ,n ) H щ Н • n + *"n , thereby corroborated

the old idea and prediction of Iligdal about the creation of bineut-

ron at the nucleus surface C63.Thi» uncontradicted modal most natu-

rally explains the phenomenon proper and the number of experience

data such a» a neutron, helium or tritium yield»

It is the purpose of the job to base quantitatively the bi-

neutron model as well as to outline the further research directions.

Let's analyze binucleon levels.It Is known the admixture of

parity triplets 6* + D* is the ground state of deutvron. The mean

energies af singlet end triplet states can be derived from <pn)- «rid

(pp>-scattering data. Knowing the scattering length a and the effec-

tive Interaction radius r one can evaluate the energy levels for

deuteroni In the triplet state <a
t
*6,3?fm, r

e
»l»7fm ) E

t
»-2,21 Mev

and in the singlet stete ( «
e
«-2S#7 fm, r

e
«2|67 fm) E

B
»+0,067 tteV.
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Apparently the last value ie related to P* level. For bineutron

thn nscoscary (nn)-scattering data-arc absent* but excluding Coulomb

forces from <pp?-scattering data one can extract the a Й-17-fm which

с

mty Ьэ regarded as (no)- scattering length» Then conserving r =2.67fm,

V.B get the value E_ -+O,125 MeV -for the singlet level o-f bineutron.

As a result tho hypothesis about bineutron in transformed into

the realistic assumption about the admixture o-f metactablc etate D_

3 + 3 + *•

to fcie present in th-э ground state S, + D, of douteron in crystal.

In the phenomenology сel theory o-f weak interaction the transi-

tion S* +
 J
D* • D^ with sspin overturn ic -forbidden by the Fermi

{•election rule but ie permitted by the Oamov bTellor selection rule»

tte probability is determined by the value FT , that in our case will

is oquj)i Fr*=1909,lg FT <*з,2в. According to the classification such

(3-басзу is permitted» Consequently thore are no any fundamental li-

mitations for creating of bineutron except the energy barrier 3 MeV.

To calculate a lifetime of bineutron is the matter of principle.

One can derive the draft estimation from the expression for

mean lifetime of quwsi-diccretc leveli т * h / I E -£.-£ I where E
1 В О • в

is chc energy of virtual level. E. and « are the energies of both

parts of decayed system* the deuteron and the electron respectively.

In resonanco c~ E "EL* Equating the dcutcron energy to the energy of

heat vibrations in lattico E.-»kT,where к ie the Boltzmann constant,

we yi»t T=h/kT Si 2,4-10"
l4
c at T»300 K° and т a 2,4 10~

12
c at T - 3K°.

- +2
Formally the reaction e (d . n)v correspond to the слес of re-

•onancs quasi-elastic scattering of electron by the virtual singlet

state of douteron. Obviously the reaction proceeds over the stage

of compound-nucleus with formation of • bineutron playing the role

of binucloon rasonance.Using the central force approMimation in Breit

it Migner theory a» well ла regarding electron as neutral and repla-

cing the deutcron hole by the rectangular barrier one can reduce

the problem to the simplified model with well-known solution. In

the resonance we get the level width Г «0,95 eV and т*2,в-10~ сС73.

From the point of nuclear spectroscopy r It determined by the

•urn of the Г>„, levels widths both the dauteron and bineutron т •»
п/<Г>Г_ ).0seuming the deuteron level to be stable we got Г. < Г_

d 2n о zn

and r & п/Г_ . In own turn th» level width o' bineutron include* the

natural (Dopplor) width P. and the widening caused by dipole-dipole
electrical» magnetic and gravitational interactions. Assuming in
•firat appfoNlmatlon Г

3 п
 а Г

о
 »nd equating the bineutron lifetime to
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the time о* transition from the deuteron D* 1evel with E - A7

to the bineutron level with E" - 123 кеУ, no get C73:

s

where E^P'VSM = Xdi /M is the recoil energy, P and M arc the impulse

R e

and masc of nucleus. Setting electron energy £-53 keV, M*m,-2 a.o.,

T=300 K° we get E_*15,9 eV, Г
л
-1>28 oB and т-0,5-10~

15
c. Assuming

the deuteron to be bounded in "molecule" PdD we get M-M_.+ni_,-lQoa.u.

-15
 P d d

E
R
= 0 , 3 0 G V , ^-OjiaeVtT^S^-lO ' c.

It is important to examine the possibilities of r increasing

in crystal lattice» In Fermi theory a chemical interaction have an

effect on the probability o-f e-capture which is proportional to the

density o-f electron wave function at the deuterium nucleus •The accu-

rate -first-principle calculations of electron structure -for hydride»

with account of exchange-correlations corrections shows the electron

density on proton (or deuteron) may considerably exceed the average

value at the expense of its redistribution» In some cases» namely in

a-phase of PdH-solid solution, the configuration with two bounded

states is possible,such as H . Then a probability of c-capture in

crystal will be greater in relation to free atom»

Keen potei Siality for intensification of CF-reaction» in seve-

ral orders of magnitude ie appeared from the analogy with resonance

absorption of /'-quanta without recoil in crystalsC83« Suggesting that

e-capture and /}-decay run without recoil too,the mass of crystal or

the mass of the atom cluster II , taking participation in collective

excitation, must substitute in formula (1) the mass of nucleus M.

4 —4

Then M /II oc 10 so the recoil energy is decreased to E_ or 10 and

lifetime of bineutron is increased to the value т fe 10 с This new

quantum effect may be called as />-decay without recoil• In contrast

to Messbauer effect both the e-capture and /9-dec*y are located at

the one deuteron nucleon» so the energy losses on the bracing irra-

diation and ionization «r« absents

To ground в-decay without recoil on* can estimate the- probabi-

lity of such processes using in first approximation the theory- of

Lamb-Mssi»bauer.The probability of unrecoilsd absorption or generation

in Debye approximation is determined by Debye-Waller factors f Л

ехр<-ЗЕ_/2кв_), where в_ is the Debye temperature. For free deuperon

f»0, because of the main condition of Messbauer effect is violatedt

But in crystal a chemical bond increases the £ni
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0 « в У"*Т
 / -
^V« •

 w h e r e
 «»«d •*

ro f o r C 6
> constant» of host atom

and imparity respectively. Betting *^/* в 3 we get ©
e f f

* »2.6 *
D
» во

that кв «0,32eV > E
R
=*0,30eV and Messbauer condition is satisfied.

When recoil impulse is accepted by "the molecule" PdD then f « 0,25,

that con-firms the possibility of this effect.

Obviously for proceeding of CF-reaction a free-path-length of

bineutron t. « VT must be greater than a distance between nearest

D

deutsrons I > I . Because the bineutron lifetime depends D;I tempe-

rature, the above inequality indicates that cut-off or critical tem-

perature of CF-reaction T
c r
 should be exist.Let's estimate its value.

Using the expression for thermal velocity of bineutron v*ySUT/th. one
d

can obtain from the condition t - VT *= vh/»<T >1^ the upper criterion

of CF-reactior,i
 o

2

т < т
с г

 г- з ь
2
 / *пкг

0
* < 2)

in contrast to lower criterion T > T for "hot" fusion. Equating

bineutron mass to deuteron mass m=m. as well as the distance between

d

deuterons to the distance between nearest oktahedral positions in

the face-centered-cubic Pd-lattice /
0
 = 0,275 nm we get T л 9 K°.

Supposing /. to be equal the distance between protons in a hydrogen

molecule /> л 0,074 nm, we got T - 133 K°.

Similar criterion T < T
c r
 can be derived from the formula (1)

and from the requirement r > T_,.where Т.*1/». is the period, o>_ -

Debye frequency of the phonon vibrations. Setting Ni>_ -•=*£.» we get

T < T e r - кв^ / 4E R
 < 3)

For PdD
 c r

« 1 K°. In the case of /»-decay without recoil T
cr
er 10*

1
 K°.

The presence of upper criterion T<T easy explains thp neutron,

"flashes" observed in a number of CF-experintents. Indeed
t
the heat of

CF-reaction breaks the temperature criterion and thus extinguishes

a reaction, which is resumed «gain after crystal cool down to T<T .
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INVERSION POTENTIALS IN THREE-NUCLEON PROBLEM

A.M. Pushkash, D.V. Shapoval and I.V. Slmenog

Institute for Theoretical Physics, 252143 Kiev. Ukraine

The possibilities of using the inverse problem approach for a

unified description of the two-nucleon and low-energy three-

nucleon data are investigated in the approximation of s-wave

potentials.

The unified description of the parameters of few-mtcleon

systems has attracted considerably less theorists' attention than

the effect produced by different componenets of N-N interaction.

In the present paper we study this problem for systems of tvo and

three nucleons, using the inverse problem method. Our purpose is

to reconstruct the two-nucleon interaction potentials from the

two-nucleon scattering data and to understand wether it is

possible to employ the umbiguities of the potential reconstruction

at small distances for describing siaaltaneously the low-energy

three-nucleon data. The problem is solved for a superposition of

separable s-wave interaction potentials.

We begin with the first rank separable potential of the two-

nucleon interaction in the triplet (t) and singlet (s) states:

The interaction potential form factors, v (p), are reconstructed

unambiguously, once the two-nucleon scattering phase shift в„(к)

and the deuteron binding energy с are given (h«m»l, m is the

nucleon mass):

*
д
(к)>, (2)

Here г
х
" V c

d
', z

(
 * 0, and the principal value integration is

implied in the neighbourhood of q»k. We discuss the simplest case

first, letting «
Ц
(М to reproduce positive experimental n-p

scattering phase shifts for Jc<k,. and setting S (k)-0 for k>k .
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The reconstructed potentials are used in the Faddeev-type

calculations of the n-d observables. The results for the quartet

state, spin S=3/2, were found to be in an excellent agreement with

the experiment and with the other authors results. Yet for the

doublet state, spin S=l/2, the results were unsatiefaotory: the

tritium binding energy value obtained, c"'-10.43 MeV, is by 2 M«V

greater than the experimental one. On the other hand, the value

с"' is a suitable reference point, as it was obtained without

introducing arbitrary parameters.

If we turn to an arbitrary nonlocal interaction potential, a

variety of the possibilities for the potential variations are

available. In order not to get lost, we consider the interaction

potentials close to separable ones. Let At be a «nail correction

to the two-nucleon scattering t-matrix corresponding to the

potential v'"(p,p'). Then, the general Faddeev equations yield an

expression for the first order correction in At to the tritium

binding energy value с : Ac =A/B, with

(2ir)

3p
<p'|At (-z

tu
-

V_(ll/2p'+3/4pl)V (|l/2p"+3/4p|)

J L
v

> 0.

Here the tritium bound state wave functions, r'
l>
(p), associated

with the interaction potential v'
n
(p,p'), have no node* and are

of the sane sign. Hence, В js positive and the sign of Ac ia

determined by the quantity A which, in turn, dependa on the choice

of the perturbation operator At . Note that no restrictions for

At to be either of the s-wave type, or separable are impoaed. In

the present paper however, we shall not 90 beyond thia

approximation.

The potential variations can be performed after the firat

correction ia added to (1):
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J
l M w i / /

( p ' ) - g
2 M

u
2 M

( p ) u
2 ( 1

( p ' ) . q
tll
-±l. (5)

In order that the potential variations take place in the region of

high momenta, we allow u (k) to differ from zero appreciably only

for к greater, at least, than the inverse value of the n-meson

Compton wavelength, 0.7 fm"
1
. The inverse potential form factors

are reconstructed .as:

u
2U
(k)»Y{0,^(k)},

where

An
 B i n

' V
k ) l

(7)

о
X
u
(k) i* an arbitrary (with minor restrictions) function, and

*
0U
W

mS

u
W~XfiW -

 T n e
 constant g

| y
 in (5) is positive and g^ is

of the sane sign as the function Х„(к). The variations in *
u
(k)

lead to off-shell variations in the t-matrix, whose on-shell

behaviour is fixed.

Let us consider how the passage from the inversion potential

V*
u
 to another one, v'

2>
, influences c

f
 in the simplest case when

(i) both terms of V^
2>
 are attractive, g^-l, and act in

nonintereecting regions, u (k)*0 for Oak<k and a (k)*0 for

к
«м

< к < к
оц'

 a n d < i i J t h e d i f f e r e n c e
 between v^

2
' and V^

l>
 is «Ball,

u
2(i
(k)*0. Or. estimating the difference <p' IAt

y
(-c"'-3/4p

a
)|p">

(eq.(4)) between the t-matrix elements corresponding to the

potentials v'
21
 and V*

11
, we conclude that the correction to the

tritium binding energy is of the order of u (k) and negative:

Дс
т
<0. The origin of this effect may be clarified aa follows. As

compared to V
(
", the phase equivalent potential V

(
*' exhibits

increased attraction at small momenta and decreased attraction at

high momenta. With short-rang* interaction potentials, the region

of high momenta is more important for low-energy three-nucleon

quantities rather than for those of a two-nucleon system, since

с » Cj. Therefore, the value Of с calculated for the potential

V**
1
 must be small as compared to that for V

(
^'. The opposite

case, g^—1# when the second term in (S) is repulsive,
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corresponds to Ac >0.

These observations facilitate deriving inversion potentials,

which simultaneously describe the three-nucleon low-energy data. A

series of coordinated variations of the potential form factors,

u. (k), made it possible to reconstruct the required potentials.

Thsse potentials reproduce the input data, the two-nucleon

scattering phase shifts 6 (k> and the deuteron binding energy cd,

and provide a good description for the deuteron form factor and

the root-mean-square radius, as well as the n-d quartet and

doublet scattering phase shifts and the low-energy parameters. The

latter are listed in the Table. Here, a( and r( stand for the n-d

quartet scattering length and the effective interaction range,

respectively; a£ and r£ are the relevant parameters Tor the

doublet scattering; с and c
v
-c

d
 denote the tritium binding and

the virtual level energies; C
2
 and C* are the constants, related

to the scattering amplitude residues at the poles, corresponding

to the tritium bound and virtual states; the parameter

K=d(kcotS
2
)/ак

г
|^2 .

з с
 characterizes the anomalous negative

slope of the scattering phase shift at the three-particle break-up

threshold. *

The two~nuc)eon scattering phase shifts в (к), which are

positive for K<k and negative for *>*„„» with an appropriate

asymptotic behaviour for к * », may be described by the third rank

interaction potentials. The simplest form of such potentials is

obtained by adding to the potential (5) the term ~9
э ц
и

э и
 (p)u (p')

with g
3U
"-l and u (p) reconstructed from the negative part* of

6 (k): this correction was Known to be of minor importance for the

low-energy three-nucleon observables. In other words» such

inversion potentials of the в-wave interaction provide a unified

description of the main two-nucleon and low-energy three-nucleon

data.

a,-6.

a «0.

с «в.

R—O,

34

65

48

.38

fm
fm

MeV

f ra

r«l

1/2

c
y
-c

*

.76 fm

(me,)"
2
 a» r

a
-1.35

4
«0.S3 HeV
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CURRENT PROBLEMS OF HEAVY ION NUCLEAR PHYSICS
AND POSSIBILITIES OF THEIR SOLUTION IN UKRAINE

A.T.Rudchik
Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, Ukraine

Abstract. Some current problems of heavy ion physics for light
nuclei are discussed and the possibilities of their solution in
Ukraine are proposed.

The hea\y ion beams gave the possibilities to solve many
important nuclear physics problems inaccessible for studies with
light ion beams and gave rise to a very spread field of nuclear
physics activities named the heavy ion nuclear physics. In Ukraine
this branch of nuclear physics began to be developed experimentally
only about ten years ago when the first heavy ion beams
С

1а
С,**Н,

|в
ОЗ were obtained on the isochroneous cyclotron U-240 of

Institute for Nuclear Research of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences
(INR UAS). The parameters of these beams limit the current heavy
ion experiments in Ukraine by low energy region (up to 10 MeV/nuc-
leon). In spite of a large number of investigations carried out at
these energies, there are many important problems to be studied.

]. Cluster structure of light nuclei and r.iechanisrs of many
nucleon transfer reactions

In collisions of two light nuclei (projectile P + target D it
is possible to transfer the nucleons, light clusters x s 4 and hea-
vy clusters x > 4 by different ways (successively or simultaneous-
ly) between nuclei P and T. These processes are very sensible to
the structure of colliding nuclei and thus they can be effectively
used to study the nuclear cluster problems and the competition of
one- and multi-step mechanisms of nuclear reactions. At present
there is some progress in this direction [1*31. It was shown that
many experimental data for light nuclei can be explained with one-
step heavy cluster transfer model. The heavy clusters can be trans-
ferred in the ground as veil as excited states. Now such investiga-
tions can be carried out only for the lp-shel! nuclei for which
there is possibility to calculate the spectroscopic amplitudes of
heavy clusters. The next steps in this direction might be done to
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extend thes* investigations on the 2s-ld-shell nuclei and to study
the competition between the transfer of a cluster as a whole and
simultaneous or successive transfer of its components (for example,
3 protons and 3 neutrons can be transferred in the form of a
e
Li-cluster or by simultaneous or successive transfer of d- and
a-clusters). The research in this direction is carried out in INR
UAS (in the heavy ion physics uepartment).

2. Exotic nuclei and clusters

The heavy ion beams give э possibility to study the properties
of nuclei and clusters far from the stability region (exotic nuclei
and clusters). Even such exotic clusters as

 z
n,

 3
n, *n,

 a
p and

others can be transferred in some reactions and their properties
can be studied..

At present the investigations in this direction are carried
out in many laboratories with the stable and radioactive heavy ion
beams C4J. We studied the transfers of such exotic clusters as *n,
4
H, *Li, "He,

 e
Li between colliding light nuclei in a number of

multi-nucleon transfer reactions [1,51.
The DWBA-calculations predict that in some reactions with

radioactive beams the transfers of exotic clusters have large
probabilities. For exampie, the

 ll
Li beam can be effectively used

for studying the multi-neutron clusters of n*,n
4
 [61. The

radioastive beams with a large intensity needed for such
investigations are presently not available. However there is a hope
that such beams can be obtained in the heavy ion storage rings [7],
which are in general the best facilities for the radioactive heavy
ion studies from the point of view of the intensity and high
monocromaticity.

It should be mentioned that heavy ion storage rings give the
possibilities to solve many problems of nuclear physics because
tney permit to transform the poor quality beans in the monoenegetic
beams of high intensity and can accelerate Cor deaccelerate) it to
the energies in the range from 1 MeV/nucleon up to some hundred
MeV/nucleon. Thus the construction of Kiev's heavy ion storage ring
[7] en the basfe of isochroneous oyclotron U-240 with Ь м а energy up
to 300 MeV/nucleon would provide a f i n basis for the development
cf nuclear physics in Ukraine in the near future. Otherwise no
perspective exists fur fundamental nuclear physics in Ukraine.
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3. Charge-exchange and Iwo-step processes

The charge-exchange heavy ion reactions are one of the most

exciting problems of nuclear physics which can be successfully in-

vestigated with the Ukrainian accelerator facilities. It is

interesting to find out in which cases the one-step charge-exchange

process is more probable than the two-step one and vice versa. The

investigation of C
7
Li,

7
Be), (

e
Li,

e
HeD, С

| а
С,

1 Я
Ю and other

reactions [8,9] showed that the one-step charge-exchange reactions

are very useful for the study of isospin- isospin and spin-spin

components of nuclear interaction. The same reactions can be

employed to study the n-p and p~n exchange between colliding nuclei

in the peripheral region of nuclei. It is also interesting whether

the transfer reactions can proceed in the form of a cluster

exchange, for example, as ano-n or a-p exchange.

4. Statistical processes in a collision of light nuclei

Another interesting problem is the production of heavy ions by

cascade evaporation of light particles from the compound,

projectile-like and target-like nuclei. A valuable conclusion was

obtained that some heavy products are mainly produced by particle

evaporation from the excited projectile or projectile-like nucleus

rather than from the compound nucleus. This was observed, for

example, in the
 ta
CC

l4
N,Li) and

 ia
CC

14
N,Be) reactions t'Q].

Of great interest is also the problem of light nuclei fusion

processes. In this mass range it is possible to observe the inter

mediate systems of different kind including quasi-nolecules.

I have enumerated only several problems which can be solved at

present, with the Ukrainian accelerator facilities. But further

progress in the heavy ion physics in Ukraine is tightly bound with

the construction of Kiev's heavy ion storage ring.
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ON THE SPECTRUM OF INTEGRAL OPERATORS

WITH LOGARITHMICALLY DIVERGENT NORM

D.V.Shapoval, I.V.Simenog, O.G.Sitenko and J.W.Oarewych

Institute for Theoretical Physics, 252143 Kiev, Ukraine

We study bound states and continuous energy spectrum of

relativistic two-particle systems described by logarithmically

singular equations and consider efficient methods of numerical

solution.

In the theoretical description of bound states and continuous

energy spectrum of relativistic two-particle systems one

frequently encounters integral equations with a kernel whose norm

diverges logarithmically. Such equations arise in various

reductions of the Bethe-Salpeter equation £1,2) or in Hamiltonian

variational approaches [3,4], etc. In the present paper, we study

the general characteristics of solutions to equations of this

type.

The simplest example is the so-called Salpeter equation

U\ *1JL
J (p-q) +2л' J (p-q) * • n'

(here, h=c=l) which arises in the description of the bound

states, E<2M, of a system of two spinless particles of mass И,

interacting via the exchar.-je of a scalar quantum of mass m. The

norm of the kernel of the relevant equation for each partial wave

1 diverges at high momenta. An analysis of these equations is

based on the method which was employed previously, e.g., in

refs.[S,6]. On separating the singularity from the kernel and

applying the Mellin transformation, we arrive at a singular

(Cauchi-type) integral equation

с

Here F(s) denotes nonsingular integral upon the solution $(s) and

* Permanent Address: Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, York

University, Uownsview, Toronto, Ontario M3J 1P3 Canada.
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the contour С goes from -ie to i» within the region Re s>-1, by-

passing all the poles of the function tf(s)**(l-(f /4)L(s) )"* from

the left. The index of eq. (2) , v, is equal to Jf(s) argument

increment, when s changes along the contour С We consider the

partial wave 1-0 in some detail, when L(s)-(2/s)tan(ns/2) and the

index vl. This means that eq.(2) and, consequently, eq.(1) are

equivalent to an inhomogeneous Fredholra equation.Thus, eq.(1) for

1=0 has a unique solution at every E<2M. The general character

of the spectrum is determined by the positions of the poles,

±s , of the function M(s) within the band I Re sl<l. The value of

s is real for f<f , imaginary for f>f , and s =0 for the

critical value f =4/я. For f<f , in the continuous spectrum E<2M
с с

there may exist a finite number of descrete values Б

corresponding to eigenenergies of non-degenerate two-particle

bound states. These satisfy the condition a(E )»0, where a is the
s -2 -s -2

coefficient in the asymptotics 0(p)*ocp •flp for p* a. The
solutions l'or E*E , when a*Q, are not physically relevant: the

to

integral which defines the average kinetic energy J"dp р
г
ы(р)ф

г
(р)

о
diverges at the upper limit. The case f>f , which ie associated

with the "collaps to the center" phenomenon and a continuous

spectrum, will not be considered here.

The direct numerical solution of eq.(1) automatically bring*

with it a high-p cutt-off, and the non-physical solutions with

et*O disappear. Yet, the accuracy of such calculations decreases

as f-»f (1,3). This is a consequence of the slow decrease of the
e
 -e -a -s -3

solution v>
t
(p)"0(p *P

x
P )+O(P ) At high momenta, since

s <*0. In order to calculate the value E to within a fixed

accuracy, the high-p cut-off parameter would have to grow as

exp(cr// f-f '), <r>0, as f*f . An alternative numerical method is

to separate out the slowly decreasing parts of ф (р), by

introducing the function х(р)
т
Ф
1
(P)~€(P)• The function C(P) must

be characterized by the same behaviour лш ф
%
(р) for p* • and may

be taken arbitrary in other respects. The fuction *(p) obeys an

inhomoyemeoua equation, which follows from «1.(1), and has a

unique solution for every E<2M. The discrete values В are
• -s -a

determined from the equation /dp p (**(p)-p )-0, which is *n
о

explicit analog of the condition o-0. Now the standard numerical
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calculations become quite accurate even for f=»f , reproducing the

analytical results: 2M-E «a^f-f^)
 г
 for E

(
*2M,

Ej-Ejff^- b
(v
/ £c-f ' for f=»fc, and ciEt/df<0.

Using the present technique, we investigated the equations

from ref.[3], which describe relativistic two-fermion bound

states in QED with inclusion of static Coulomb and transverse

photon exchange interactions. It turnes out that the 's , 3Po,
3S , 3P equations produce the spectrum which is totally

analogous to that for eq.(1) with 1*0. A quite different

situation arises in the case of the *P . In fig.l, the notion of

four main poles of the relevant function M(s), as f increases, is

I ImS

Fig.l
-2 Res

indicated by th arrows. For f=0, the poles are at the points A,

and for the critical values f=f, r f # f3» f4. they are found at

the points B, C, D, and O, respectively. Correspondingly, for f>0

(index u=0), one has the usial Coulomb-like serie of levels; for

f>f , the wave functions, including the ground state wave

function, are characterized by an infinite number of nodes at

small distances; for f>££ (index v-2), the discrete levels are

found within a continuum of non-physical solutions; for f>f3. the

spectrum is purely continuous and associated with the "collaps"

phenomenon; and at f«f the continuous spectrum undergoes a

certain redistribution. •

Stimulated by the intensive studies of the problem of possible

irregularities in the continuous spectrum of relativistic systws

(see, e.g., refs.(2,7]), we investigated the region E>2M for some

of the Models. No irregulariries are observed, though we see that

with singular effective interaction potentials it is quite easy

to run into artificial resonances originating from inaccurate

calculations. For example, we present in fig.2 the two-partiole

scattering phase shift 8(E) calculated from the inhomogeneous

analog of eq. (1) for 1-0 and f-1 («f ), when the nonlocal
С
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character of the kinetic energy operator is especially

pronounced. The results of direct calculations are very unstable

if an insufficient number of interpolating nodes N («100) is

Fig. 2

used. This is usially accompanied by the appearance of a

"resonance" (curve 1), which either shifts towards higher

energies (curve 2) or gets sharper (curve 3) and finally

disappears, as N increases. On the contrary, quite stable

results, which give no indications of resonances, are obtained

using the above described subtractive method (the dotted curve).

The other example is the model equation with a singular (at a

finite value of p) energy-dependent effective interaction

potential derived in ref.[2J for relativistic e"e* and e"e"

systems. Our analysis reveals that the equation can not have

solutions in the class of functions, which are continuous together

with their derivative, and the resonance solutions of this type

obtained in that paper are fictitious.
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THE NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS DEVELOPMENT tit THE NUCLEAR
PHYSICS LABORATORY OP THE KIEV UNIVERSITY

V.A.Shevohenko

Taras Shevchenko Kiev University,
252017, Ukalne, Kiev, Vladlmlrskaya 64.

The main achievements made In the nuclear electronics field
by the scientists of the Nucl. Phys. Laboratory of the Kiev
University have been considered.Some spectroraetrlc complexes
and devices having been elaborated for the lundamental and
applied reseaches were described briefly.

The scientists from the Nucl.Pnys.Lab. have the long lasting
traditions In the nuclear electronics field. For the last twenty
years the unique spectrometrlc complexes, various high-velocity,
preolse and digital devices for the nuclear electronics use have
been elaborated. It was the modern, experimental bases for the
eoientf ic researches development and for the eolvlng of th6 applied
problems.Thanks of thie basis non-trivial pnysloal results have been
got in the neutron and gamma-ray experiments. f In partioular the
priority recearches of gamma-radiation, originating in the (n,n'7>
reaction which is Initiated with neutron energy of 2.7 Mev have been
carried out. For the first tine in the experiments with neutrons
we have got the possibility of Investigation of the fast neutron
Inelastic scattering using specimens of several gramme weight
( divided Isotopes and rare earth elements ). In these experiments
the speotrometrlc complexes elaborated by the S.P.Sitko group were
used *. The neutron eleotronio oollimation method and the current
principle of obtaining the beet tine Information possible from each
deteotor have been taken as a prlnolple.

The group led by O.A.Prokopets and A.P.Degtyarev using the
speotrometrio systems which have been oreated in' our laboratory,
carried out numerous experiment* with neutron energy of 14 Kev
( energy and angular neutron distribution and 7-quantum reactions
(n.xf), (n,2n) on the different nuclei, eeorohing of dlneutron e t c ) .
For a long tUM the atart-f top convertor tlme-to-amplltude with high
permissible counting rate • worked In the nutron epectrometr ayatem.
The prlnolple aohene of this oonvertor le presented in Flg.l.
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Its electric resolution time is 2Дг - 80 pa with pulse-repetition

time 10* e"*. The oentre of weight is shifting to 40 pa and

the coincidence curve Is broadering up to 120 ps with the load

increment up to 10
е
 в"

1
.

«NT/

-a

Flg.l The time-to-amplitude converter. T,,T, - 1ТЗ}1Л,

T..T
7
.T. - КП303Г, T. - КП350А, Т«,Т

И
 - ГТ313Б, T..T.

O
-

КТ315Д; Д..Д, - ДЗПА.Д, - КД603А; К155ЛАЗ.

The speotrometric oomplei equipment lor the precise measurement

of the higest order effeote has been created by V.K.Baeenko and

A.N.Berllzow. Using this equipment the measurements of two-photons

decay probabilities of some states of *°Zr,
 M T
Ba and of the inner

Oompton effect were oonduoted ".

One of the most Impressive achlveroents of the applied nuclear

physios is the creation of the scanning oomputer x-rays tomographs

with the Interaction mechanism of the low-energy 7-quanta and

tae matter as a bases. The aeries of the preolclon ourrent-to-oode

converters have been elaborated specially for these tomographs. C M

of them * has 2x10* equivalent levels of quantising with the

conversion time of 1.5x10-" s ( ?lg.2 ). These converters art

protected by. three author's certificate. They were used in tins boat

elaborated tomographs,, In the attendant researchea and alto In

the automatic system for the phase characteristic «saeurwatnts of

the accelerator beams.
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For the last fifteen-twenty yeare the ecological problems hare

?l£.2 The current-to-oode eonrerter.
• ISSJIA3, M, - 156ЛА8, U. - 14ОУД8А. M,,K., -
52ICA3, CT, - 6 X 165ИЕ5, RC - 4 X 15БПИ2, Kl -
6П55ЛА8, T,,T« - КТ312Б, t, - КПЗБОБ; Д. - Д104В.

become worse» the Chernoble catastrophe la necessary to liquidate,
for the nuclear phyelce anallyals eye tвше of the polluted atmosphere
the specialised derioee hare been created. Some of these derlces
hare got the author's lnrentlon certificates. The portable high
eenaitlre unit ( 0.2 deoay/c«*mtn ) for beta surface saaple
oontamlnatlon aeaeuremente • with ourrent ooneuaptlon only 0.8 mk
hate been elaborated by J.I.Uelkor.
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S.P.Sltko, T.A.Sherohenko, Prlbory 1 tehnlk» ttvpensienta,

4, вв (1964).

"J.I.UelkoT
t
ln the book of "USSR nature reeerTee'eoologr

l
M62(1990).
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MODEL-INDEPENDENT DESCRIPTION OF NUCLEAR PROCESSES

WITH FEW-NUCLEON SYSTEMS

Simenog I.V.

Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics,

252143 Kiev, Ukraine

The paper presents a model-independent approach for few-

nucleon systems. The approach consistently employs the short-

range nature of the interaction. Both qualitative and

quantitative aspects of the problem are considered. Correlations

between the main three-nucleon characteristics are explained.

Comprehensive theoretical studies of three-particle,

especially three-nucleon, bound states and scattering processes

and processes with light nuclei has long ago revealed some

general interdependences: different calculated parameters were

found to be strongly correlated. If the two-nucleon interaction

was fitted to reproduce only those parameters, which were

considered, there would be not much hope for the correlations to

occur. Yet, almost always one uses interaction potentials which

are ' in general fitted to the two-nucleon data. Moreover, th*

nuclear forces are of short-range character, and it is already

known from the two-nucleon problem that only few parameters of

the interaction are important. Lastly, for the nuclear systems of

the p-shell, as well as for some states with fewer nucleons, the

Pauli principle plays an important role, preventing the nucleons

from approaching each other at small distances; thus the

interaction is emphasized for distances, which are of the ваше

order or larger than the mean distances between the nuoleons in

the nuclei.

The main reason for considerable correlations between

different parameters of systems of three and more nucleons to be

irrespective of the interaction model chosen are: the short-range

nature of nuclear forces, which enables us to regard the

interaction radius as a small parameter, and the Pauli principle,

which prevents from manifestation the interaction potential
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details at small distances. These general ideas maid it possible

to rationalize numerous correlations between few-nucleon

observables and systematize a large amount of calculation results

for the quartet and doublet states of three nucleons.

Taking advantage of the short range nature of the nuclear

interaction, when studying the quartet state of three nucleons

(spin S=3/2), we showed that the n-d scattering phase shift 5
(
(k)

is completely determined by the effective range approximation for

two nucleons in the triplet state and that up to O((r /a
t
)

4
*

ac
)

it depends only on the scattering length a
t
, effective

interaction range r and, partly, on the shape parameter P of

two nucleons with s«l. The index е»О.1бб determines the power of

a decrease of the solution to the Faddeev equation (or to the

generalized Skornyakov-Ter-Martirosian (STM) equation)

**(Р»к)<"с/р
г
*
с
. In practice, one has to take into account only a

and r (the effective range approximation for two nucleons) in

order to derive analytical expressions for the scattering phase

shift 6 (k) and the low-energy parameters a
4
 and r in terms of

power series in r
ot
/a

t
.Tiie quartet scattering phase shift is

independent of the interaction model if the latter is fitted to

the two-nucleor. experimental data, and in that case three-nucleon

calculations also reproduce the experiment. It is to be

emphasized that, in contrast to the two-nucleon case, the

effective range approximation for the quartet state is valid only

for very low energies ((k/a
t
)

 2
«K1). The three-particle fora

parameter, P , is more important than the corresponding parameter

in the two-partiole problem. It is desirable to take this fact

into account, when obtaining the low-energy parameters of the

quartet state fro» the scattering phase shifts (in general, this

concerns other few-particle systems too). The model-independent

analysis of the quartet state yields the following final values:

a
4
-6.35±0.02 f» and r

4
«1.75±0.01 fm; the model dependent

uncertainties are within these errors. Using the inversion

potentials {1} also shows that the quartet scattering phase shift

is completely model-independent. It would be interesting to

reconsider the experimental data in order to test the model-

independence of the quartet scattering phase shift and.
1
 the low-

energy parameters.

A much more complicated and interesting problem is the
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doublet state (S=i/2), where the Pauli principle play no crucial

role and in the limiting case r -*0 the "collaps to the center"

phenomenon is dominating in terns of STM, or the long-range

interaction accompanied by the Efimov effect occurs (if l/at*O).

The small interaction range ro/a«l and the effective long-range

forces equally lead to a complicated problem of singular integral

equations and ore-parameter ambiguity. All these peculiarities

are inherent both in the uoublet state and in the problem of

three spinless particles. Theoretical results from refs.[2,3]

enabled us to formulate some qualitative and quantitative

conclusions. It was found that up to O((r /a)2lnrQ/a) the doublet

n-d scattering amplitude (for spinlecs particles as well) is

uiodel-independent with the exception of one parameter. In this

case the scattering phase shift can be represented in terms of

the universal function of energy, while k"4.an $2(k) is a

homographic function of the scattering length. Quite unambiguous

correlations are also valid for other low-energy parameters,

including the effective interaction range, the root-mean-square

radius, etc. From the relationship 6 (k.a ) and from the

definition of the binding energy in terms of the S-matrix pole

position, there follows a complete explanation of the correlation,

between the tritium binding energy cT(aa) and the scattering

length a2 ("Phillips line»), which is often discussed in

literature. Thus, it is sufficient to describe only one three-

particle parameter: the others will be reproduced in terms of the

model-independent approach to within a reasonable accuracy. The

approach enables one to systematize the results of numerous

calculations for different nodel interaction potentials.

We note that this approach is efficient for a wide class of

nuclear interaction potentials. If the Coulomb interaction is

taken into account, then the correlations between the relevantly

modified low-energy parameters (when the long-range

"polarisation" effects are separated) are still valid; ttoe model

independence is even emphasized, sines nucleons spend less tin*

at small distances. This allows one to control the cumbersome and

sometimes inaccurate calculations of the low-energy three-

particle parameters. It is worth noting that the asymptotic

correlations may lead to the most reasonable choice of the

paramctrlzation and lower the uncertainties in the low-energy



parameters obtained. The problem is still far from being solved

if a high accuracy is required.

An interesting phenomenon which also to a certain extent is

model-independent was studied in the doublet n-d scattering: the

three-particle anomaly in the scattering phase shift, which

occurs because the two-particle' singlet-channel threshold in

close to the three-particle threshold (V.Efimov). In was shown

for a general case [3] that the scattering phase shift behaves at

the threshold as: k"
l
tan«

2
 (к)«к"Чап5

г
 (к)

 ) t h r

+ z
( ^

h j
. - k

z
)

s
, where

s«=0.594, if the singlet scattering length a =», and z<0. The

threshold anomaly is model-independent to a considerable extent,

though its magnitude is small and it manifests itself on a small

energy interval AE«0.5 MeV. It seems reasonable to create

conditions for a reliable experimental investigation of this

effect, regarding the high inaccuracy of the presently available

data.

The model independent approach, which essentially involves

the short-range character of the interaction, enables one to

explain also numerous correlations that manifest themselves in

the calculations with light nuclei and separate the most

important dependences from the choice of the two-nucleon

interaction.

1. O.M.Pushkash, I.V.Sinenog and D.V.Shapoval, Ukr.Fi2.J0um.,38,

812 (1993).

2. I.V.Simenog and D.V.Shapoval, Theor.Math.Phys.,6S, 522 (1988).

3. D.V.Shapoval and I.V.Simenog, Few-Body Systems, 8, 145 (1990).
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THE THEORETICAL VALUE FOR THE BORDER OF NUCLEAR STABILITY XN

REGION OF LIGHT AND MEDIUM NUCLIE

Simenog X.V., Steshenko A.I., Avraroenko V.I.

Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics

252143 Kiev, Ukraine

The problem of the evaluation of nuclear stability for light

and medium elements is studied within an variational approach

using many-body Hamiltonian with pair effective nucleon - nucleon

potential.

In the last years great progress in experimental investigation

of the exotic light and medium nuclei has been reached. There were

two main circumstances wich have provided the advance. It is the

creation of the effective accelerators for heavy ion beams in a

middle energy range and the improvement fast acting methods for a

magnetic and electrostatic separation of neighbouring radioactive

isotopes [1]. In the transfer reactions with heavy ions the

neutron - rich isotopes and exotic nuclie are very intensivly

generated. The experimental investigations perfomed give us a

valuable information about properties of the nuclear matter for

anomaly great value of the ratio N/Z. This allows us to begin a

more detailed investigation of the problem of a great physical

importance concerning the border of nuclear stability. The

theoretical estimation the border of nuclear stability nay be

obtain by the Bethe- Weizsacker mass formula. The Weizsacker's

formula have been used as a basis by numerous approaches to

improve description of binding energies and to make more precise

the border of nuclear stability. The paper (2) should be Mentioned

as an example of many - parameter approach in which the

experimental binding energies of almost all nuclei were take into

consideration.

Tin* border of nuclear stability have been investigated by

different authors withing the single - particle approach •• well

as the K-harmonics method for the light nuclei [3]. The similar
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estimations were performed in transuranium's region. In

particular, the island of stability at Z=114, N=184 have been

predicted.

2.In this work reported here the problem of nuclear stability

for even-even light and medium nuclie are investigating by using

variationai approach based on the many - particles Hamiltcnian

with pair effective nucleon - nuclaon potentials. By formulating

the model we based on the assumption that each model have to use

its own nucleon - nuoleon potential which takes into account the

peculiarities of the model under consideration. The were used the

potentials [4] selected adjusted on the experimental binding

energies and nuclear charge radius of *He, 16o, 40Ca as well as

the parameters of the nuclear matter. The many - particle wave-

function have been constructed as a Slater determinant from three-

dimension harmonic oscillator orbitals and the oscillator lengthes

had b«.en used as variationai parameters. Moreover the oscillator

lengthes for the protons and neutrons configurations can be

different. Really the Model under consideration will contain few

number of the parameters if we take into account symmetry of the

wave-function. For instance for the t6o nucleus may be introduce

the four variationai parameters which is corresponding to s- and

p- orbitals of the protons and neutrons configurations. But there

are no difference between protons and neutrons orbitals in l6O as

follows fro* numerical evalutions. In case of the neutron - rich

isotopes of oxygen we must take into consideration all variationai

parameters. For the light and almost magic nuclei the lowest

configuration is known, as a rule, but the other cases the

question of the choice of the configuration will be actual.

Constracting the model's wave-function we shall be follow the rule

of the maximal compact configuration (which is allowed by Paul!

principle) and also additional Minimization of the energy's

functional among others possible configurations.

The energy's functional of a nucleus is a sum of the

kinetical and potential energy with Coulomb's interaction between

the protons to being involved. The model allow us to calculate

directly the coupling energy of the pair nucleons. He shall assume

that the nucleus with A+2 nucleons is stable if its binding energy
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is more that one of previous nucleus which contains A nuoleons.

Outside the border of the stability coupling of nucleon's pair

lead to the decreas of binding energy of the system.

The numerical estimations of the binding energy for the

neutroa-rich even-even isotopes of the He,Be,C,O,Ne,Mg,Si,S,Ar,Ca

and Ti are performed within the isotropic oscillator model as well

as th*>. model of deformed oscillator shells. Also the model where

the oscillator iengthes (variational parameters) are different

both for the protons and neutrons and for each nucleon orbitals

were considered. The isotropic oscillator model reproduces in

general features the value of border of stability calculated by

the modificated Bethe-Weizsacker mass formula from the paper [2].

At that time the deformed oscillator shell model reflects

qualitatively the behaviour of the border of nuclear stability.

Also the sizes and shapes of nuclei around of the border of

stability were studied.

1. A.G.Artukh et al., Nucl.Phys.,A137,348 (1969).

2. T.Tachibana et al.. At. Data Nucl. Data Tables, 39, 251 (1988).

3. A.I.Baz et al., Light and Medium Nuclei Around of the Border of

Nuclear Stability,Nauka,Moscow,1972. *

4. I.V.Simenog and A.I.Steshenko, Ukr.Fiz.Journ.,38 (1993),(in

press).
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Information System INIS and Possibilities of its lisas

Trofimenko A.P., Pisanko Zh.I., Kuprava О.И.

Institute for Nuclear Research, Academy of Sciences of Ulxatne

The content, subject scope and volume of the INIS system are
described and the advantages of its use by scientists, managers
and Government officials in scientific research and technical
project planning and realization are discussed.

International Nuclear Information Systen (INIS) [11 which Is
composed and edited by the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) is one of the most developed information systems and
contains data about the works fulfilled in 80 countries, published
in more than 11 thousand of journals and represented in for» of
reports.

INIS subject scope coders the following scientific fields
[21 (in brackets the percent of toial publications during 1992
in corresponding fields are indicated):

1. Physics - theoretical, nuclear, atomic and molecular,
elementary particles and fields, plasma and controlled
thermonuclear fusion, condensed matter, superconductivity (32,7$;

2. Chemistry - chemical and isotope analysis, inorganic,
organic physical and radiation chemistry (6,7%);

3. Materials - metals and alloys, ceramics and cermets,
corrosion processes, radiation effects (12,4*);

4. Earth sciences - geology, geophysics, water resources and
reservoirs, atmospheric phenomena (5,7*);

5. Biology - influence of external and internal Irradiation
on microorganisms, plants, animals and nan (4,3%);

6. Ecology - effect of radioactive, chemical and thermal
pollution, energy sources (4,8%);

7. Nuclear medicine - external radiation and radioisotopes in
diagnosis and therapy (6,4%);

8. Nuclear power - physics of reactors, reactor types,
accelerators, systems of regulation and control, production and
use ol Isotopes, radioactive waste treatment and disposal (21,3%);
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9. Economic, social and legal aspects of nuclear and

non-nuclear energy source development, including Chernobyl
accident and actions on minimization of its consequences (5,6S).

At the time being the INIS database contains information
about more than 1,6 million of publications, it includes
information about 902 of the litterature published in the world in
the fields which were indicated above. 80-100 thousand of new
publications are added every year to this system. Among the»
during 1992 36% of publications ware from USA, 10% from
Russia, 9,8% from Netherlands, 7,5% from Germany, 6% from Japan*
5,9% from France etc. and from Ukraine 0,8% (3).

Each information unit contains the title of the work, author
name(s), name of the Centre in which the work was fulfilled,
reference to the source in which It was published, key-words or
descriptors which reflect the main idea of the work and, finally,
the abstract of the work. About 40X of publications which are
included to INIS belong to "non-conventional" ones (reports ot
institutes and laboratories, proceedings of conferences, patents,
theses, preprints etc.). The full text of these documents, as a
rule, is available in the form of microfishes).

By the end of 1993 the Ukrainian INIS Centre will have
equipment for computer processing of INIS database and this will
open the following possibilities for potential INIS information
users:

•i. Regular retrieval of current Information in a definite
field, according to the user's need, with submission of
information about the works published In this field;

2. Retrospective retrieval of Information In definite field
starting from 1976 with presentation, if necessary, statistical
information about the number of works published yearly In this
field or full data about these works;

3. Analytical processing of INIS data about the situation In
a given scientific field, dynamics of growth or decrease of
research In this field, subject content of this works and its
changes in time, formation of author groups which do the
corresponding research, centres In which they are organised etc.

4. Scientometric analysis of H H S Information: preparation of
reviews which reflect particular!tie* and tendencies of research
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in a selected field and prediction of this research development
for the next 5-10 years.

The necessary experience in analytical processing of INIS
information, in particular, on the problem of nuclear physics
development during the last 50 years 14,5] is available.

To some extent INIS may be compared with "Referativny
zhurnal" edition, but in our opinion, INIS has con-
siderable advantages (all information starting from 19T6 is
recorded on optical CD-BOM discs and is easily accessible; about
90% of publications refer to research made in USA, Japan and in
Western countries; INIS includes "non-conventional litterature"
with full texts on microfiches which is absent in "RZtT; the
average time gap between publication of an article and ita
appearance in INIS is relatively short - 6-8 months).

Information containing in INIS system may be used by
scientists during their research for getting acquaintance with new
publications in the fields of their interest, by administration of
institutes for grounded planning of new directions of research and
by Governmental officials before the selection of strategic ways
of work development in one or another branch of nuclear science
and technology.

Those who are Interested in us ing the INIS materials may
contact the Ukrainian INIS Centre on the following address:
252026, Kiev-28, Prosp. Naukl 47, Institute for Nuclear Research,
Mrs. Pisanko Zh.I., tel. 265-43-70.

Litterature used:
1. Presenting INIS. International Atomic Biergy Agency, Vienna,

Austria, 1992.
2. INIS Atomlndex, v.23, N08.1-24, 1992, Ш А , Vienna.
3. Status Report on INIS Operations. May 1992 - April 1993,

Vienna, Austria.
4. Irofimenko A.P., Scientometrice, v.11, Nos.3-4, 231, (1967).
5. Trofimenko A.P., Sclentometrics, v.16, tfos.5-6, 409, (1999).
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HIGH ORDER EFFECTS IN IvlUCLEAR-ATOMIC PROCESSES

Vishnevsky I.N., Zheltonozhsky VA.

Institute for Nuclear Research Ukrainian Academy of Sciences.
252022, Kiev, pr. Nauki, 47

The modern methods of nuclear spectroscopy are permitting now to study
some interesting effects unattainable earlier. As an example we will consider here
some fine effects in atomic-nuclear processes.

The influence of electron shell on nuclear transition is well-known. The
simple examples of these phenomena are internal conversion of gamma rays and
nuclear capture of atomic electrons. More fine effects are emerged in the higher
order effects. The examples of these phenomena are the effects connected
with electron penetration into the nucleus for internal conversion and with the
electron bridge effects. Interesting features can be observed at the c-capture with
low energy of nucleus decay, at the/9-decay of high ionized atom and at the
excitation of nucleus during the positron annihilation. The main subject of this
report is detail discussion of such phenomena.

1. The effects connected with electron penetration into the nucleus.
The phenomenon of electron conversion is considered usually as the process

of interaction between atomic electrons and charges and currents of nuclear
transitions, which takes place during conversion. There are many cases where
detail structure of nucleus is unimportant. Calculations of internal conversion
coefficients (ICC) a performed in this approach and comparison with the
obtained experimental data is rather good. However this approximation when
we negnect the interaction of electron and nucleons insigt of nucleus leds to the
substantial discrepancy with experimental data in some cases . It can take place
in the process of conversion K-electrons, because the K-shell is the nearest to the
nucleus electronic shell. The discrepancy between experimental data and
theoretical values of the ICC can reach 30-50%. In this case the structure of
nucleus should be taken into account. One of forms of more accurate approach is
to take into account the probability of electron existence into the nucleus. The
'matrix elements of penetration' in the calculation of the ICC should be calculated
in this case. The search of such additional effects is a very interesting task.

Before ten years ago anomalies had observed for Ml and seldom for El
transitions. Last time anomalies for higher multipolaraties were observed.

2. Electron bridge.
There is an additional channel of the ICC anomaly connected with electron

bridge. The mechanism of electron bridge is very simple: during deexcitation of
nucleus the atomic electron is excited by virtual gamma-quantum and deexcited
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into the previous state (EEB). The real gamma-quantum is emitted during the
deexcitation of electron. The EEB leds to decreasing of the ICC. The theoretical
estimates of ratio of probabilities through EEB Ль to ordinal electron conversion
Де is equal about 10'5. Therefore for experimental investigation EEB we should
select the nuclear transition with large value of Ae. The nucleus 1 9 3 Ir is very
suitable for this purpose, because this isotope has a strong converted M4-
transition with the energy E - 80 keV. The experimental value of the ICC of
this transition is « - 92 + 1/1 /.The theoretical prediction isa - . 12. If
decreasing of a is connected with EEB, the value of probability of this process Аь ~
(9,5 + 1,5 ) 10"6 Ac This value of probability is close to theoretical one. The
problem of the connection between these data and EEB is discussed, but
nevertheless this result is very interesting.

There is an unclastic electron bridge (UEB) also. During this process the
electron excited by virtual gamma-quantum returns on another atomic shell. The
energy of new atomic shell is higher, than initial one. The energy of real gamma-
quantum in the case of UEB is lower, than the energy of real gamma-quantum in
the case of EEB. The difference between these two energies is equal the
difference between energies of initial and final electron levels. We have observed
in l24Sb the transitions 26 keV and 10.9 keV and small peaks with energies 21.7
keV and 6.6 keV shifted from main peaks on 4.3 keV. The shift energy 4.3 keV
corresponds to difference between the binding electron energies К and L shells.
The appearance shifted peaks can be connected with UEB /2/.

UEB was observed by Kekez et al. in 93Nb also /3/.

The study of 0*-> 0* transition has a special interest, because emitting of
the single gamma-quantum is forbidden in this case. If we observe such single
gamma-quantum the origin of it could be connected with the electron bridge
effect. The nucleus 9 0Zr is a very suitable for this analysis. This effect is very small,
therefore the experiment requires special accuracy to make no summation over
two-quantum gamma transitions. We have performed such experiments and
can probably connect transitions 1760 keV and with electron bridge. The observed
value of probability of EEB is Ль - ( 5 + 2 ) 10"7 Ae /4/.

3. The electron shell influence on decay of nucleus.

3.1 £-capture with smalt value Q.
The variation of probability of electron capture by nucleus as result of chemical

environment ДА/А can be written as the sum of two terms

Where e -middle binding energy of electron, qi -neutrino momentum,/?*
Coulomb amplitude of electron wave functions, ut -corrections on overlapping, m
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-number of occupation, д(0 -change of f by chemical environment, Oj = Q-Ej, Q -
decay energy, Ej -final nuclear level energy.

The first term corresponds to the variation of nuclear decay probability caused
by the relocation of atomic electronic density in the nucleus. The magnitude of this
term is 10 3 -l0 4 and usually it exceeds strongly second one. But there is another
case where the second term has large value and the magnitude of first term is neg-
ligible. It lakes place, when the partial decay energy Qj - Q - Ej close to the
electron oindint; energy on external atomic shells. The denominator is small in
this case and the magnitude of ЛА/А may be large. Such situation takes place in
the l 0 3Pd decay .The change in decay probability can be estimated as AA/A = I %.

We measured MIX - 0,0126 +0,0012/5/. This value is very close to the
theoretical estimate. This interesting fact demonstrates the new possibilities of such
experiments.

3.2 The influence of atom ionization on decay of nuclei.
The possibility of such influence is connected with the variation of nuclear

coulomb field screened by electrons. We have performed the calculations of
variation of probabilities of positron and alfa decays dependence on the rate
of atomic ionization /6/. The results of these calculations for Ш 1 and | 3 51л are
shown in the table. We sec that ionization effect for /I* -decay can be measured.

Zion
I 2 3 I , ЛА/А, %
I 3 5 U ДАМ, Ч'о

+ 3
0.4
0.1

+6
0.8
0.2

+9

1.6
0.6

The similar calculations has been peiformed in the case of alfa-decay. The ef-
fect is very small in this case. For example, the calculated value of ЛА/А in full
ionized atom M 7Sm is I0*3.

4. The excitation of nucleus by positron annihilation.
The positrons can annihilate with bound atomic electrons inside the atom.

The electron-positron annihilation energy can be transferred to nucleus The
first experimental studies have been performed by our and Japan groups on
nucleus "*ln. The idea ofthis experiment is simple. The nuclear levels is ex-
cited during annihilation. Deexcitation of excited levels can populate the isomcr
stale with Ti/a *• 4,5 hours. We have used this property in our experiment.
The copperplate irradiated by neutrons was the source of positrons ( M C u ) . The
plate of indium was located close to the plate of copper. The positrons irradiated
indium. For the sake of control the second indium plate was irradiated through
the lead plate simultaneously to cut the positrons. The indium plates were
removed to the low background condition after several hours of irradiation. The
gamma spectra of these plates were measured. We observed clearly peak con-
nected with isomer gamma-transition E • 336,2 keV (sec figure I ),but this
peak was not observed into control measurements (see lower curve).
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Later such experiments have been performed on other nuclei /7/.
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Fig.I. Excitation alter positron annihilation. Scheme anil y-spectra " 5 In.
We have used the sources with di lie rent maximum positron energy in our ex-

periments: *4C'u E- 0,658 MeV, 4STi E = 1,04 MoV,b2Cu **Zn E = 2.У MeV,
6 4iaE = 4,l MeV.

Two mechanismes of this process are considered now. All annihilation ener-
gy is transferred to the nucleus in the first case, in the second case the part of
annihilation energy is transferred to the gamma quantum or shaken off atomic
electrons. Hut the full agreement between theory and experiment is not ob-
tained.

It was a short analysis of physical processes connected with interaction be-
tween nucleus and atomic electrons. Of course the list of considered phenomena
is not exhausted by these directions. There are many other interesting directions
as, for example, hyperfine interactions in the crystal fields, nuclear
polarizations, laser spectroscopy et al.
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UKRAINE NATIONAL NUCLEAR DATA CENTRE

M. F. Vlasov, 0.0. Gritzay. 0.1. Kalchenko, V. V. Koloty, G. 0. ProJcopets

Institute for Nuclear Research of the Ukraine Academy of Sciences

To provide scientific support for atomic power of Ukraine,
for research on atomic energy applications, etc. the development
of corresponding infrastructure is under way. One of the important
and inseparable parts of this structure is the activity connected
with compilation,systematizatlon and evaluation of nuclear data as
well as production of universal and specialized libraries of these
data and respective hardware and software. Such work is performed
in all countries with developed atomic power.

This work has initiated now at our Institute in cooperation
with colleagues from Kiev University.The necessity in experienced
and qualified physicists as well as need in high speed and large
memory computers to deal with bulky arrays of numerical data are
specific properties of this work-, In our Institute we use the
VAX 11/783 computer connected with the IBM PC 386 and 886. The
BROND-2 library of recommended and evaluated neutron data
С prepared by scientists of the FSU and Central Europe countries )
is already in operation in this computer system. It contains 121
files of data on different isotopes and elements. ENDL 84/V СUSA)
library is also available in this system С95 files of data).

These libraries have been used recently at our Institute for
calculations of a reactor active core temperature influence on
behaviour of fuel materials in it; and this is connected with the
reactivity coefficient and safety ensurance.

The above mentioned activity may be considered as the first
step to the Ukraine National Nuclear Data Centre foundation.
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POLARIZATION PHENOMENA IN MEAN ENERGY NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Zailca N.I.

Institute for Nuolear Research, Ukrainian Academy of Soiencen, Kiev

Polarization experimental data on mean deuteron energy
interactions with nuclei of large atomio rang« weights are
considered. Equipment elaborations for» polarisation investi-
gations with light and heavy polarized ion beams and spin
dynamics are discussed.

Polarization phenomena investigations are a traditional field

of mean energy nuolear physios due to valuable information on

enlarged number of the observables and very high precision of

experimental data. After successful experiments on nuoleon polari-

zation studies were began polarization piienomena investigations

with simplest among complex nuclei - deuterons.

Ш Б А gives the following form of matrix elements of Ok*p tran-

sition of reaotion A(a,b)B:

where УГ.ЗГ*" are distorted waves, B,b,A,a •• internal wave funo-

tions of the reaotion participants.

One oan see from the expression (1) that the matrix element "de-

pends on the intereotion of projectile and exit particle by the in-

tereotion potentials a+A and B+b, internal wave funotions of the

entranoe and exit channel participants and interaction induoing a

transformation entranoe to exit channel. In oommon case interacti-

ons and structure of the reaotion participants are botind with spin

variables. A manifestation of these spin dependences are influenced

by reaotion participants and another experimental conditions (ener-

gy, level properties, transferred angular momenta eto.)

At investigation of the polarization phenomena with oomplex

partioles in INR we set an aim to study experimentally in what

degree the mentioned above spin dependence of the interaction and

structure of nuclei manifest themselves in observables.On the first

stage we take into account predictions of a nuolear reaotion theo-

ry, where relati «no between observables at different approach to

interaction in the reaotion ohannels were obtained H I .

On this way the investigation of 13.6 KeV deuteron polarisation

at elastic scattering on A-9+184 nuolei were carried out. In the

optical model approach the angular dependences of deuteron veotor
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polarization allow to show, that spin-orbit potential term d+A

playes main role, and tensor term of potential weakly affeot the

behaviour of this polarization component. The V__ value of Thomas

radial form is the вате,as for nuoleon-nuoleue scattering -5*7 IfeV.

An anal1вing power of (d,p) reaotions was investigated with

the ваше veotor polarized deuteron beam. Relation test of an A (ti)

W (2) type for various values of transferred orbital 1 and
y

total J angular momenta made olear the role of spin-dependent in-

teraotionB in enj.ranoe and exit ohannels. In particular at the mea-

surements on light and mean weight nuclei it was shown thr follo-

wing:

a)for 1£1 sign and value VAP within the angular range of differen-

tial огоны section maxima depend on j-l±s value (Fig.1a}; b) at

these conditions spin distortions are not very important and rela-

tion A =3P
tf
 may be right; o) but in general spin distortions are

essential, they oause high values of VAP for 1*0 transitions and

violate the type (2) relation in (d,p) reaotions on H and He,

which were bound with teneop interaction (see Pig.1b) [2J.

EsBential differences between VAP of deuteron elaetio soatte-

ring on light nuclei
 9
Be,

1 1
B,

1 2
C,

1 J
0 (Pig.io), differential orose

seotions of the (d,p) reaotions for j=l±s on the 1d and 2d nuolei

(isotopes of Kg and Zr respectively) and impossibility to fit the

data by spin distortion in the last oase or without large chan-

ging of Oil parameters in the first oase testify probably nuclear

shape effects.

Thus, mentioned above examples of experimental data show that

study of polarization phenomena at mean energies is powerful

tool to olear up the nuclear spin interaction, speotrosoopy

and structure of nuolei,and in the future Bhape and spatial dis-

tribution of matter in nuolei partioulary on surfaoe . Taking into

aooount this point in INR of Ukrainian Academy of Soienoes we have

developed methods for nuclear polarization and related equipments

for the Institute's accelerators and their further developments.

W<* foresee not only production of polarized light particle beams

but polarized heavy ion beams also (3). A source of polarized

protons and deuterons, a souroe of polarised Li ions with perepe-

otive to polarize another aloali ions are constructed; the units

of polarized He eouroe are elaborated and constructed; physical

methods for polarization of
 1
*M are considered and' scheme polari-

zed ion source and beam polarized target o f l with density up to

1 A. *-2
10 cm are proposed.
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An investigation of resonance depolarization at acceleration

of A=1+23 ione in Kiev isochronous oyolotron, developed matrix

method and program to oaloulate nuolear spin dynamicB in transport

line show possibility to aooelerate all mentioned above ions in

maohine without essential depolarization effeots and the transport

.lines will give small depolarization (*1$) 14]. Main data on the

elaborations are given in the table.

Table

Polarization
method

1.Nuolear
interaction

2.Classical

3.Classical

4-Claesioal

for 2 - ^ state

5.Pick up of •§*

6.Classical,
multiohannel

Partiole

a)charged
with с

b)neutrons

p,d

6
L i

3 +

6
bi"

W+

Stable
nuclei
with s>0

iV

MeV

£150

£50

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

-

0.01

therm

Intensity,
fiA

30

0.5

0.1

1

-

10

101* cm"2

Notes

With storage ring
(SR) up to 100
MeV/a.m.u.

(d,n) reactions

With SR up to
200 MeV/a.m.u.

With SR up to
100 MeV/a.*.u.

For tandem

Physical projeot

Physical project

Physical project

1. Sitenko A.G. et al. JETP 1959, 36, p.1143; UPJ 1962, 7, p.1143.

Goldfarb L.I.B. et al. Nuol.Phys. 1960, i§, p.353; 21, p.462.

2. Zaika N.I. et al. Proo. 3-d Intern.Symp..Madison, 1970, p.673,

p.531; JaP 1974, 19, p.740; JaP 1975,21, p.460; Proo. 4-th

Intern.Symp..Zurich, 1975, p.615-

3» Zaika N.I. et al. J.Phys.Soo.Japan Suppl. 1986,§5,p.1063; Ibid,

p.1074; Ibid, p.1072; 7-th Intern.Symp. on HESP, Serpukhov 1987,

v.2, p.235.

4. Zaika N.I. Cyclotrons'92, Abstracts, Vancouver 1992, p.15.
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B and
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VAP of the ваше reaotion on
 1 2
C and ^Ti; b). Polarisation,

VAP and AP with polarised target for reaotion ~

a). VAP elastio scattering of deuterons.
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PHYSICISTS TRAIHIHG IN THE NORTH-EAST UKRAINE

Zalyubovsky I.I.

Kharkov State University, Ukraine, Kharkov

The survey is given on physicists training in the north-east

- Ukraine. The aspects of cooperation with scientific centres,

industry and educational establishments are discussed.

The development of physics has a key influence both on the

quality of science-consuming industrial projects and technolo-

gies and on the world outlook in general. Ля a physicist should

acquire the first class command of his subject matter as well as

develop both his mental potential and his skill in the use of ad-

vanoed experimental equipment, his training, therefore, requires

solving two major problems: first, working out a selection sys-

tem of really talented applicants; second, overcoming discrepan-

cies between the scientific-technical standard of organizing the

actual teaching and that one of research and industrial institu-

tions. High quality training should necessarily tap the experience

and traditions of scientific schools and the professional skills

of the teaching staff which is well qualified and carefully se-

lected on the competitive basis. The north-eastern part of Ukrai-

ne embraces Kharkov, Poltava and Sumy regions, and the training

of physicists is concentrated, mainly, in Kharkov with its power-

ful scientific and industrial potential. The Physico-Technical

department of Kharkov Folitechnical Institute offers several

majors in physical engineering: physics of metals, low temperature

physics.and technology, high pressures electrophysice and techno-

logies, advanced technologies physics. Poltava and Kharkov Teach-

ers' Training Colleges offer courses for school physios teachers.

Kharkov State University (KhSU), one of the oldest educatio-

nal establishments in Ukraine, Is mainly responsible for the

training of research staff in physics and teaching personnel for

schools and educational establishments of higher learning.

During almost two centuries of Kharkov State University exis-

tence several scientific schools came into being and withstood all

tests; their founding fathers were such prominent men of science

аз A.K.Valter, K.D.Sinelnikov, I.H.Lifohits, В.О.Ьаяагеу,I).Ya.Fi-

nes, B.I.Verkin, Yn.B.Geguzin, and others. In the ЭО-ies a famous

school of theoretical physics headed by L.D.Landau began to
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be developed in Kharkov. L.D.Landau later became a Kobel Prize

winner, and due to him theoretical physics teaching in Kharkov

university acquired top quality standard.

In the Зо-ies KhSU began an intensive physical research in

close collaboration with Physico-Technlcal Institute (PhTI) creat-

ed at that time in Kharkov. Research areas and contacts of KhSU

extended considerably upon opening in Kharkov Physico-Technical

Institute of Low Temperatures (PhTILT) and Hadiophysics and

Electronics Institute (RBI). Kharkov's potential as a centre of

physical science continued to grow, and Kharkov univeraity be-

car.e one of the biggest centres of scientific personnel train-

ing for advanced fields in physics.

At present there are three colleges within Kharkov university

which offer majors in physics: Physical, Radio-physical and Phy-

sico-Technical.

The core curriculum courses of Physics College are centered

around solid-state physics. The annual output of this college la

about 100 specialists who are employed in schools, scientific-

research institutions, industry. Physics college graduates work

both in Ukraine and abroad. The major in Physics includes doing

a number of courses, namely; physics of crystals, physics of me-

tals, optical physics, physics of low temperatures, high tempera-

ture superconductivity, physics of magnetic phenomena. About 80

per cent of the college faculty has degrees. During their training

students use up-to-date equipment including the facilities avai-

lable at Scientific-Reseach Institute of Ukraine Academy of Scie-

nces with which various departments of Physics College cooperate,

The college is planning to meet requirements of national economy

and satisfy the needs of key areas of science and technology de-

velopment and Is about to begin training specialists in the fol-

lowing fields: cryogen medical equipment, medical optics, physi-

cal metallurgy, physios of surfaces, physios and technology of

sintering, physical problems of radioactive wast* reclamation»

low temperatures material study.

Radio-Physics College offers courses for two majors: radio-

physics and electronics and biophysics. The college was founded

in 1952 and has trained over four thousand specialists. All the

faculty have degrees; 26 doctors of sciences end orer 80 candida-

tes of sciences are engaged in the teaching proeeea. The teach-
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ing is organized in 6 departments which offer the choice of в

specializations. The structure of the college includes one theo-

retical and two industrial research laboratories, experimental

workshop for students, radiophysieal obaervatory equipped for

space research. The college closely collaborates with Ukraine

A3 institutions, Scientific-Industrial Association (SIA) "Khar-

tron", SIA "Arsenal" and other enterprises.

Phyoico-Technical College of Kharkov university was founded

in 1962 as an offspring of Nuclear Physics Department of Physics

College. It specializes in personnel training for experimental

and theoretical nuclear physics, plasma physics, plasma electro-

nics, and technology of accelerators, radiation materials study.

Recently this college started teaching a new course on radiation

ecology. All the faculty members of this college have degrees.

There is one academician, three associate members of Ukraine AS,

two 3inelnikov Prize winners of Ukraine AS, four State Prize

winners of Ukraine on the staff of the college. The format of

training is tutorials end individual programs, which allows the

most efficient use of top class knowledge arid experience of fa-

culty and makes it possible to meet the requirements of advanced

branches of science and industry. Extensive research work in the

college creates excellent background for specialists' training,

helps connect its two aspects: teaching und research. The final

stage of specialists' training who major in plasma physics, ex-

perimental nuclear physics, reactor construction materials is

organized at JOiPhTI whose facilities are used by the college for

teaching and research purposes; college graduates can also gain

work experience during their probation term at Sumy Institute of

Anplied Physics, SIA SJonocrystalreectiY, Scientific Phyeico-

Teehnologicctl Centre of Uinistry of Education and Ukraine AS.

This experience helps gear college graduate* into research ac-

tivities quickly. As a rule, a place of probation becomes a

place of a graduate's employment. Among 2.371 graduates of the

1948 - 1990 period there are в Lenin Prize winners, 40 3tate

Prize winners of the USSJt, Ukraine, Belarus, 7 Sinelnikov Prize

winners of Ukraine AS, 2 Heroes of Socialist Labour, X American

Physical Sooiety Prise winner. Considering Ukraine's precent

needs, the college Is planning to start training personnel for

atomic power, offer new courses In physical technologies, physi-
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cal foundations of medical equipment. To ensure high quality
training and efficient coordination of joint theoretical and
applied research at advanced level training-research complexes
are organized at present; their structure included college de-
partments, Ukraine Scientific Centre (KhPhTI) departments. In-
stitute of Applied Physics of Ukraine AS (Sucy), Scientific
Physico-Technological Centre of Ministry of Education and Ukrai-
ne AS. International contacts of the college are expending and
embrace now participation, with students' involvment, in inter-
national programs (The Polical Collaboration, for Instance), in
Ukraine Physical Society, Ukraine Branch of World Laboratory,
in direct exchangee with universities in a number of countries.
Post-graduate (Candidate of Jciences degree) and doctoral (Doc-
tor of Sciences degree) training is available within all three
above desreibed colleges.

All three physical colleges of the university are actively
engaged in various forma of collaboration v/ith lyceums, classic
high schools, phjoico-mathematical biased classes of comprehen-
sive schools, the aim of this collaboration being vocational
guidance for school leavers, which is of vital importance now,
in the circumstances of youth's sharp drop of interest in exact
sciences.

The quantity of specialists in various fields of physics
should not be decreased if we are to consider not only the pre-
sent stage of Ukraine economy but take oare of Ukraine'* further
development from the already achieved scientific and technioel
level. What we really need is qualitative updating of core
courses in the ourriculum in view of the ohanging demands and
requirements of the society both today and in future.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRON LINEAR

ACCELERATORS AND 1NUESTIGATIONS OF THE RADIATMN-
MATTER INTERACTION AS A BASIS FOR EFFECTIVE USE

OF RADIATION TECHNOLOGIES

I.i.Zalubovskiy. U.G.Rudychev, S.A.Pismeneskiy.
U.B.Pyshkln, U.P.Chugunov

Kharkov University, Kharkov, 310077, Ukraine

The paper describes the developMents of Kharkov
University groupe in the field of electron
linear accelerators technique and technologies
based on it. Methods for foraing and aeasuring of
scanning electron beans are investigated and discussed.
The optiBUB creation of radiation fields of processing
electron accelerators is discussed for some
technologies.
At present there are near 1000 electron accelerators in the

uorld and a considerable nunber of then used in radiation
processing. The nueber of radiation facilities with the energy
up to 10 MeU is not юге then 500. The nost propagation has
the following radiation technological processes: 1) sterilization
of ledical devices, 2) curing of coating on different
surfaces, 3) cross-linking of polyolefines, 4) production of
heat-shrinkable Materials, j) treatnent of food, 6) Modification
of coiiersial wood-fibre plates with radiation-polymerized
•onoiers, 7) processing of seiiconducors and electronic
devices. For all their technologies electron beai processing
is considered to be one of the lost iiportant techniques. Now
these processes are aliost exclusively perfened by electron
accelerators. In all industrial production units installation of
such radiation source should provide: steady ard optisu*
parameters during operation. safety, continuous control
and geoietric characteristics that required. At first, it is
to attain wide zones of irradiation. The paper describes the
developments of Kharkov University proupe in the field of
electron Ипэаг accelerators technique and technologies based
on it.

A creation of a large diMentions! radiation field of
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high energy electrons is lade by scanned systei. fls usually
the linear dependence of deflecting current on tine is used.
Dose distributions of broad beans of aonoenergetic electrons
fall doun in the lateral directions in that case
significantly. He have calculated deflecting current on
tine dependence to provide dose distribution required. The
develr.)ed uethod has proved to be useful for forming electron
bean field up to 1 meter diientlonal and dose
profiles of the 3-5 '/. fluctuations.

An attenpt was nade to investigate the role played by the
spread cf energy and angle /1/. It is showed that angle spread
has principal role, and its influence has maximum near electron
field boundary. He designed and used a device based on our
calculations that provides control of current density in
irradiation sanp!e.

Soie simple and convinlent technique uere designed in
order to obtain accurate and rapid dose dependence and
various character Is- tics, fl total beai power of about S kH
and the energy up to 10 Hell are usually being used. The total
be&o current and lain energy are measured with spesial
Faraday cup, that does not require vacuum conditions. Ъ
device consist uf a pair of Й1 plates which rotates
about horizontal axis. It takes only 5-10 seconds to
obtains lnforaation and the technique may be used for tiie
aonJtoring of electron beai parameters. For express
measuring radiation field density we have applied
distance controlled densitometer of Tanaka /2/ and 7x7
collector matrix with O.b x 0.7 m in area. The readout
system has electronic commutation, integrator and
anal log-digital display /3/.

Along with the Introduction of electron accelerators
for various radiation technologies relevant accelerator
regume selection is quite essential /4/. First of all it
connected uith suffee lent dependence total current-energy for
linear accelera- tor. To attain optimum beam efficiency In
definite processing (generation of defects, generation of
bre»3strahlung, dose production) the selection current-energy
relation is requred. For example. in case
electronic device processing the energy must be of (0.25-0.45)
Emax and energy of (0.6-0.8) Emax are needed in case
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of bremsstrahlung generation. At last. the absorbed
dose optimisation depends on depth of irradiated material.

Dose distributions for beams of aonoenergetlc electrons with
energies of 0.1 to 20 NeU have been calculated by the Nonte Carlo
method. Follow cases are investigated: one-two side irradiation by
monoenergetic electrons; decrease the fluctuation depth-dose
profile by nomonoenergetic flux using: using partial-transparence
filters to obtain required energy spectrum /5/. These
investigations should be a basis for effective use of radiation
technologies.

l.V.&.Rudychev, V.I.Kucherov. 3orn,Tech.Phls.53..p.1.168(1983).
2.R.Tanaka. K.Misuchashy. Hucl.Instr.Heth.174,n.l..201(1980).
3.U\P.Chugunov, U.C.Rudychev. USSR Й.С. N1403347(1988).
4.A.I.Panasenko. U.&.Rudychev. fitoi.Enere.70. p.4.243 (1991).
5.T.Tabata. R.Ito. Nucl.Scienc. and Eng. 53. 226(1974).
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